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Abstract The purpose of the study is a stability analysis of the simplified boiling water
reactor concept. A fluid dynamics code, DYNOS, was developed and successfully
validated against FRIGG and DESIRE data and a stability benchmark on the Ringhalsl
forced circulation BWR. Three simplified designs were considered in the analysis: the
SWR1000 by Siemens and the SBWR and ESBWR from the General Electric Co. For
all three designs operational characteristics, i.e. power versus flow rate maps, were
calculated. The effects which different geometric and operational parameters, such as
the riser height, inlet subcooling etc., have on the characteristics have been investigated.
The results of the calculations as well as a simple analytical study of the dependencies,
resulted in a single equation qualitatively describing the flow conditions during steady-
state conditions. Dynamic simulations on the three simplified designs revealed the
geysering and the natural circulation oscillations modes only. They were, however, only
encountered at pressure below 0.6 MPa. A calculation of the decay ratios of the flow
response suggested that the stability is enhanced with increased inlet loss coefficient and
decreased separators loss coefficient and decreased riser height. Increasing the inlet
subcooling was found destabilising. However some stabilising effect was noted at
subcoolings higher than 20 degrees in the SBWR. Stability maps for all tree simplified
BWRs were calculated and plotted. The study concluded that a fast pressurisation of the
reactor vessel is necessary to eliminate the possibility of a geysering or natural
circulation oscillations mode instability.
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1 Nomenclature

1.1 Symbols
Roman symbols
cp

h
k

P
T
F
1
q"
q">
X

S
G
W

j
V

C
/
g
A
Pi,
P»-
Dh

D,
AT,,
M

Greel
a

1
P
a

0

specific heat at constant pressure
enthalpy or heat transfer coefficient
thermal conductivity
pressure or power
temperature
two-phase density
heat or power density
surface heat flux
volumetric heat generation rate
flow quality
slip ratio
mass flux
mass flow rate
volumetric flux = (x/pg+(l-x)/pi)G
velocity
drift velocity
distribution parameter
friction factor
acceleration of gravity
flow area
heated perimeter
wetted perimeter
hydraulic diameter (=4A/PJ
heated diameter (=4A/P>J
subcooling = (TX-TJ
coefficient

c symbols
void fraction
dynamic viscosity
density
surface tension
two-phase friction multiplier
vapour generation rate
angle to vertical upflow

Non-dimensional values
Re
Pr
Fr
We
Pe

Reynolds number = GDi/rj
Pramill's number = cpr]/k
Fronde's number = G"/p2gD/,
Weber's number = G2D//pcr
Pechini's number = GDhc/k

J/kgK
J/kg or W/m2K
W/mK
PaorW
K
kg/m3

WorkW/l
Whn
W/m3

-
-
kg/nfs
kg/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
-
-
m/s'
m"
m
m
m
m
K
-

-
kg/ms
kg/m3

N/m
-
kg/s
rad
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1.2 Abbreviations
ADS Automatic Depressurization System
APRM Average Power Range Monitor
A TWS Anticipated Transient without Scram
BAF Bottom of Active Fuel
BOC Beginning of Cycle
BOP Balance of Plant
BWR Boiling Water Reactor
CR Control Rod
CRGT Control Rod Guidance Tube
DC Downcomer
DPV Depressurization Valve
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System
EOC End of Cycle
ESBWR European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
GDCS Gravity Driven Core Cooling System
HSBWR Hitachi Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
IC Isolation Condenser
JSBWR Japanese Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LPRM Low Power Range Monitor
LTP Lower Tie Plate
MOC Mid of Cycle
NWL Normal Water Level
OF! Onset of Flow Instability
OSB Onset ofSubcooled Boiling
PCCS Passive Containment Cooling System
PCR V Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel
PCV Primary Containment Vessel
PR V Pressure Releaf Valve
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling system
RHR Residual Heat Removal system
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
SBWR Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
SPWR Simplified Pressurized Water Reactor
SWR Siede Wasser Reaktor (BWR, german)
TAF Top of Active Fuel
TIP Transverse Incore Probe
TOSBWR Toshiba Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
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2 Introduction
In a present day BWR (Boiling Water Reactor) the coolant is recirculated by means
recirculation pumps either inside or outside the reactor vessel. Thus the circulation of
the coolant is forced. A different concept, is the simplified BWRs, in which the coolant is
circulated by means of gravity alone, i.e. natural circulation. The concept is well known
from forced circulation BWRs operating at start-up conditions, however with low power
and flow rates. By inserting a riser section above the core a sufficient hydrostatic head is
available to obtain flow and power rates, which make the reactor economically
interesting. To accommodate for the large riser section, the height of the core has been
decreased while the number of assemblies has been increased. In addition a number of
passive safety features have been included in the design, all of which are driven by
gravity or natural convection. The passive nature of the recirculation loop and the safety
features has eliminated the need for numerous components in the reactor and its
surroundings. F.ex. the recirculation pumps have been eliminated by the natural
circulation loop. Thus the reactors are often referred to as of the simplified or natural
circulation type.

The unique design features of the simplified BWRs have introduced some uncertainty
regarding the stability of the reactors. In the low flow/low power conditions,
instabilities, which are normally not encountered in forced circulation BWRs, may
occur. Geysering may occur during the start-up of the reactor. When heating is initiated
subcooled boiling may occur in some of the assemblies while the liquid in the riser
above is subcooled. The result may be a void slug, which moves up through the
assembly and into the riser section where it condenses. The subcooled water of the riser
fills the void in the channel and the process is repeated. Periodic oscillations in the riser
hydrostatic head, which determines the natural circulation flow rate, may lead to natural
circulation oscillations.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the stability of the new BWR designs.
Special address is made to the geysering and natural circulation oscillations. The
analysis is centred on the SBWR and the upgraded version, the ESBWR, of the General
Electric Co. Also the SWR1000 of Siemens KWU is treated. The Ringhalsl reactor of
the ABB was utilised in the benchmark.

The simulations are all performed by means of the DYNOS code, which was
developed at Rise National Laboratory. The code is a non-equilibrium, non-
homogeneous drift-flux code especially suited for the analysis of fluid dynamics inside
natural circulation BWRs. The neutronics is based on steady-state 2-group diffusion
theory and the point-kinetics approximation in the dynamics part. The code was
benchmarked against steady-state data from the DESIRE facility at Interfaculry Reactor
Institute in Delft, the Netherlands, and against a dynamic benchmark from the NEA
containing measured distributions of void and power during global power oscillations in
the Ringhalsl reactor at BOC14 (Beginning of Cycle). Part of the benchmarking results
is presented in this report.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of various simplified boiling water reactor designs of
which only the Dodewaard reactor is operational. The chapter contains a qualitative
description of the designs and an explanation of the various design features such as the
passive safety, the natural circulation operation and geometrical setup. At the end of the
chapter some simplified PWR (Pressurised Water Reactors) is described. Especially the
Swedish PIUS is described since the main principle of this reactor can be viewed as the
basis of the present days simplified designs.

In chapter 4 an analytical or theoretical analysis of two-phase flow stability is treated.
Each instability is classified into types according to the phenomenological basis of the
instability. The initiating mechanisms are summarised and the character as well as the
expected and experimentally observed parametric effects, such as the geometry of the
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reactor and the operational characteristic, of the instability is discussed. At the end of the
chapter instability events observed in operating BWRs are described.

In chapter 5 the input for the different reactors, treated in this study, are generated.
The reactors considered are the Ringhalsl of ABB, the SWR1000 of Siemens and the
SBWR and the ESBWR of General Electric Co. The division of the reactor into
components, supplied by the DYNOS code, and the interfacing of these are described.
In a series of appendices the full input files for the code are listed.

Chapter 6 provides a short overview of the DYNOS code. The main set of equations
in the fluid dynamics, the neutronics and the fuel heat transfer are listed and a
description of the numerical technique used is supplied. The different models available
for each correlation are not described explicitly. However a table suitable for the
identification of which model is used where, is listed along with a reference for that
model. The structures of the different components available in the code are described.
Finally some results of the validation of the code are presented.

In chapter 7 the initial calculations under steady-state conditions are presented. A
stable point in the Ringhalsl stability benchmark is selected and simulated by the
DYNOS code, and the calculated distributions are compared with the measured ones.
The purpose of these runs is mainly to verify the ability of the DYNOS code to treat a
full BWR with fluid dynamics as well as neutronics. Next some qualitative relationships
regarding the geometry and operational characteristics of natural circulation BWRs is
derived. The operational characteristics of the different designs, in the form of power
versus flow maps, are calculated and some parametric dependencies are simulated. The
results are discussed and compared with the derived qualitative relationships.

In chapter 8 dynamic simulations of the reactors are executed. First a simulation of the
power oscillations, observed in the Ringhalsl reactor during BOC14, is performed and
the results discussed. The purpose of the simulation is to verify the ability of DYNOS to
simulate a full reactor transient. Next some relationships, which may qualitative explain
the dynamic behaviour of the reactor as compared to different parameters, such as
geometry and operating conditions, are derived based on previous observations. Each
type of instability is initiated, if possible, in one or more of the simplified designs and, if
possible, parametric dependencies are estimated. The results are discussed and
compared with the derived relationships. Finally stability maps for the different
simplified designs are plotted based on the results above.
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3 Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
Designs
In this section a brief description will be given on various simplified BWR designs1. Of
all the designs only the Dodewaard reactor is operational. To complement the analysis a
few simplified PWR designs are described at the end of the section.

3.1 Introduction
The simplified boiling water reactor is a plant that is significant simpler to build and
operate compared to currently operating plants. Common to the simplified BWR
designs, is the elimination of the forced recirculation system, i.e. the coolant is
recirculated by natural circulation, and the use of simplified safety systems that rely on
stored energy (in the form of elevated pools) and natural forces alone (natural
convection and gravity), to cool the core and remove decay heat in the case of accidents.

Most of the designs are based on proven LWR technology. To accommodate natural
circulation of the coolant however, some important differences are present in the new
designs. A high riser section is placed on top of the core to provide the driving head for
the natural circulation flow. In the TOSHIBA TOSBWR-900P however, tubes running
from the RPV to the steam drums represent the riser. To improve stability the riser
section may be partitioned. A shorter active core is used to reduce the pressure drop
over the fuel assemblies. Additionally some vendors have introduced new advanced fuel
assembly types, which reduces pressure drops and increases fuel performance.
Especially for the Japanese vendors an improved seismic resistance, due to the shorter
core, is regarded advantageous. A low power density in the core is used due to the
relatively low natural circulation flow rate. Along with the shorter active core, the
number of fuel assemblies in the core has been increased for a given power output. Due
to the low power density, long fuel cycles, in the order of 24 months, are obtained. Most
vendors have applied improved steam separator designs to reduce the relative high
pressure drops that occur in this component. In the Hitachi HSBWR-600 the steam
separators is even completely eliminated and replaced by a free surface. Fine motion
control rod drives are used in all the reactors. The shorter active core necessitates these
to obtain a sufficient resolution in the control rod operations.

Finally the simplicity and passive safety of the designs are hoped to increase the
public acceptance of the reactors. The simplicity of the designs has also significantly
shortened the construction times, which are in the order of 3 years from the first concrete
to the first load, and lowered the costs due to the reduced number of pipes, pumps,
diesels etc.

3.2 General Electric SBWR
The SBWR (Simplified Boiling Water Reactor) is a 670 MWe natural circulation BWR
with a design based on proven LWR technology. The General Electric Co. initiated the
design investigations in 1982. An exploded view of the reactor vessel is shown in Figure
1. The core consists of 732 fuel assemblies and 177 control rods. The core is to be

1 Though all the BWR designs treated in this section relies on natural circulation of the coolant,
passive safety features, such as isolation condensers etc., are not nessecary included in the
design.
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fuelled with a shortened version of the GE8 fuel assemblies though newer designs with
reduced pressure drops may replace this design. On top of the core is a 9.4 m high riser
section, which provides the driving force for the natural circulation. In Figure 1 this riser
is pictured as a tube only, which corresponds to an earlier design. In the newer designs,
this riser section has been partitioned into 25 sections where the length of the partitioned
part of the riser is 6.5 m, i.e. the last 2.9 m is not partitioned. The partitioning, which is
indicated on the core map in Figure 2, was included after some preliminary calculations
which indicated an improved stability performance with the partitioned riser (ref. 29).
On top of the riser is an array of 211 steam separator standpipes. The main
specifications of the SBWR are listed below in Table 1.

The passive safety features of the utility consists of an isolation condenser, a gravity
driven core cooling system and a passive containment cooling system. Additionally a
simplified control and electrical system as well as simplified power generation systems
has been included in the design.

Figure 1 SBWR reactor vessel (ref. 22)

SBWR

Simplified
Boiling Water
Reactor Assembly
I Reactor Pretiure V«3ci
* RPV.Top Head
3 Steam Dryer Auerably
4 Main Steam Cine tfouic
5 Steim Separators
S Chimney
7 Feedwatcr [ntet Node
3 Fecd*-ater Sparser
9 RPV Support SVirt

10 Cra»iey-Drivea Coolin; Spicai
Inlet Nozzle

11 Fuel Aiie=ibl!«
12 Concrol Rod Guide Tubes
13 Fine-Motion Concrol Ro4 Drives
14 Core Top Cuidc Plate
15 Core Plate
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Table 1 SBWR main specifications (ref. 22)

Thermal power (MWth)
No. of fuel assemblies
No. of control rods
Active core height (m)
Riser height (m)
Pressure (bar)
Core flow rate (kg/s)
Average power density (kW/1)

2000
732
177
2.74
9.4
71.71
7556
41.5

The isolation condenser is placed in the isolation condenser pool. When the reactor
vessel is isolated from the turbine condenser, the isolation condenser will control the
reactor pressure automatically and cool the reactor, returning the condensated water to
the reactor vessel. This feature has eliminated the need for conventional pressure relief
valves, which discharges steam to the suppression pools.

The gravity driven emergency core cooling system has eliminated the need for pumps
or generators. It consists of a pool with a large water inventory located above the reactor
core. By the help of gravity alone, water from this pool will keep the core covered
provided the reactor has been depressurised. Since no large pipes are attached to the
reactor vessel near or below the core the design ensures full core coverage for all design
basis events.

The passive containment cooling system provides the reactor with cooling capability
for the containment for up to 3 days by natural convection. No active pumps or
generators are needed. Via the isolation condenser decay heat is transfered to the
isolation condenser pool and then to the atmosphere. After 3 days a water refill is
needed to prolong the passive cooling function.

The reactor response during the different events is shown schematically in Figure 3.

Figure 2 SBWR core map with riser partitioning (ref. 28)
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During normal operation all passive systems are isolated from the primary system. Only
in the case of an abnormal event will they be activated. During the isolation response
heating of the containment is avoided by the isolation condenser which passively
removes the decay heat to the atmosphere. During the LOCA response (loss of coolant)
the suppression pool absorbs the blowdown energy. After the reactor vessel has been
depressurised by the depressurisation valves, water from the gravity driven cooling
system pool is allowed to flow and the reactor is flooded. The isolation condenser
removes the decay heat. If the LOCA is caused by a low elevation break the passive
systems response will be the same as to a normal LOCA. However the entire drywell
will also be flooded by the gravity driven core cooling system pool.

3.3 General Electric ESBWR
The ESBWR, European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor, is an 1190 MWe upgraded
venion of the SBWR. Thus the design features of this reactor is almost identical to those
of the SBWR. The number of fuel assemblies in the core has been increased from 732 to
1132 and the power density from 41.5 to 48 kW/1 (ref. 32), resulting in the power
uprating. In the uprating process the fuel types was also changed from GE8 to GE9 and
GE11 in order to take advantage of the newer designs with lower pressure drop and
better fuel performance. As a consequence the riser length was increased by a modest
0.6 m. The main specifications of the ESBWR is listed below in Table 2.

Figure 3 SBWR passive safety systems responses (ref. 22)
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Table 2 ESBWR main specifications (ref. 30,31,32,33)

Thermal power (MW^,)
No. of fuel assemblies
No. of control rods
Active core height (m)
Riser height (m)
Pressure (bar)
Core flow rate (kg/s)
Average power density (kW/1)

3600
1132
269
2.74
10.0
71.71
11667
48.0

As for the SBWR the riser in the ESBWR has been partitioned as well. In the ESBWR
core map in Figure 4 the partitions is indicated. A total of 37 partitions are present.

3.4 Siemens KWU SWR1000
The SWR1000 is a natural circulation BWR under development by Siemens KWU (refs.
19,20). The vessel internals are quite similar to those of the General Electric SBWR, see
section 3.2, i.e. a core with a tall riser section and a steam separators array on top. The
core contains 648 fuel assemblies controlled by 157 control rods. The assembly design
is based on the ATRIUM™ 12 fuel assemblies, where the active length has been reduced
from 3.7 m to 2.8 m and the size of the control rod cell has been increased from 305 mm
to 361 mm. The increased control rod cell has reduced the number of fuel assemblies
and control rods in the core (at a given power output). A 24 months cycle was achieved
by increasing the burnup from 50 to 65 GWd/tU and by the low power density.

Figure 4 ESBWR core map with riser partitioning (ref. 29)
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Table 3 SWR1000 main specifications (ref. 19)

Thermal power (MW,h) 2778
No. of fuel assemblies 648
No. of control rods 157
Active core height (m) 2.80
Riser height (m) 6
Pressure (bar) 70.6
Average power density (kW/1) 40

The very sparse information available on the passive safety systems of the reactor
originates from ref. 20. In the case of a steam turbine or feedwater system failure, a
passive cooling system is automatically activated. The decay heat is removed by a set of
emergency condensers, which will start operating as soon as the water level in the vessel
falls below a certain level and ensure that additional water is added to the vessel. Passive
containment condensers limit pressure and temperature increases in the case of a
primary circuit leak, by removal of heat from the dry well to a water filled tank above the
reactor.

3.5 Siemens KWU SWR200
The SWR200 is a 200 MWu, integrated light water reactor which works at a modest
pressure of 15 bars and a temperature of 200 °C. The design, which have been under
development since 1980 by the Siemens KWU, is especially tailored for district heating.
An intermediate circuit links the primary circuit and the heat distribution grid to keep the
latter free of radioactivity. The primary circuit is fully enclosed in the vessel and works
by natural circulation. A schematic view of the primary system arrangement and the core
cell structure is shown in Figure 5. Twelve intermediate heat exchanger bundles are
arranged on the periphery in the upper part of the vessel. The reactor contains 45 fuel
ducts that are about two core heights in length, extending into the upper plenum. The
lower part of each duct contains four standard 8x8 BWR type fuel assemblies. The
upper part serves both as a chimney for natural circulation and as a parking position for
the cruciform control rod blades.

For self-pressurisation and to enhance natural circulation, the coolant is allowed to
boil. However, because of the low system pressure, nearly all heat has to be removed in
the liquid phase. Thus the coolant at the core inlet is strongly subcooled, which also is
advantageous from a safety point of view. The main specifications for the reactor are
given below in Table 4.

Table 4 SWR200 main specifications (ref. 3)

Thermal power (MWJ 200
No. of fuel assemblies 180
No. of control rods 45
Active core height (m) 2.350
Pressure (bar) 15
Core flow rate (kg/s) 1030
Core inlet subcooling (°C) 40
Average core exit void (%) 26
Average power density (kW/1) 20

Due to a very low linear heat rate of the fuel, only two loads are needed for the entire
life of a plant that operates for 40 years at 5000 hrs per year. The spent fuel elements of
the first core remains in the RPV stored in racks around the fuel ducts of the active core
thus significantly reducing the fuel handling and storage requirements.
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In the case of a leak of any kind in the primary system the cylindrical steel
containment will keep the reactor covered with water. Other safety systems, such as long
term decay heat removal systems, are only very briefly mentioned in the paper (ref. 3).

3.6 General Electric Dodewaard reactor
The Dodewaard reactor is a 60 MWe natural circulation BWR situated in the
Netherlands. The reactor, which has been operational since 1968, was build by the
General Electric Co. A schematic view of the reactor vessel is given in Figure 6. The
core is fuelled with 164 fuel assemblies each of which contains a 6x6 array of fuel rods
where one is a water rod. Above the core is a riser section that has been partitioned into
46 parts, each of which are fed from 4 fuel assemblies except for a few outermost
partitions. At the riser exit the steam is separated from the mixture by means of a free
surface only, i.e. the vessel holds no separator standpipes. The reactor main
specifications are given below in Table 5.

Figure 5 SWR200 primary system arrangement and core cell structure (ref. 3)
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Table 5 Dodewaard main specifications (refs. 4,5,6)

Thermal power (MWth)
No. of fuel assemblies
No. of control rods
Active core height (m)
Riser height (m)
Pressure (bar)
Core flow rate (kg/s)
Average core exit void (%)
Average power density (kW/1)
Average linear power (kW/m)
Carry-under quality (%)

183
164
37
1.78
3.06
75.5
1300
62
40
17.7
2

Though the reactor can be identified as of the simplified type it possesses no
inherently safe systems, such as isolation condensers or gravity driven pools.

3.7 Hitachi HSBWR-600
The HSBWR-600, Hitachi Small Boiling Water Reactor, is a 600 MWt natural
circulation BWR. A low active fuel length of 3.1 m not only provides the reactor with a
high seismic resistance but also improves the flow stability and decreases the necessary
riser height (ref. 11). A relatively low power density of 34.2 kW/1 allows cycles of 23
months length. A schematic view of the RPV is given in Figure 7.

The core consists of 708 fuel assemblies and 169 control rods. Standard 8x8 fuel
bundles were selected in order to utilise current technology. Above the core is a 9 m
riser to provide the driving force for the natural circulation flow. The separation process

Figure 6 Dodewaard reactor vessel (ref. 4)
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is performed by a free surface. By the elimination of the separators the natural
circulation flow rate have been increased due to the absence of the rather high resistance
in the separator standpipes. In the preliminary analysis the maximum carry-over was
estimated to be less than 1 wt% (ref. 9). The main specifications of the reactor are
tabulated below in Table 6.

Table 6 HSBWR-600 main specifications (refs. 9,10,12)

Thermal power (MWu,)
No. of fuel assemblies
No. of control rods
Active core height (m)
Riser height (m)
Pressure (bar)
Core flow rate (kg/s)
Average power density (kW/1)

1800
708
169
3.1
9
70
4944
34.2

The reactor building contains a number of inherently safe systems for controlling the
reactor during abnormal conditions, see Figure 8. Steam-driven reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) systems and accumulators with emergency coolant (borated) at low
pressure are provided for short term emergency cooling. For core cooling after normal
reactor shutdown or long term core cooling after reactor scram residual heat removal

Figure 7 HSBWR-600 reactor vessel (ref. 10)
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(RHR) systems with injection pumps and heat exchangers are provided. The
accumulators and the suppression pool can remove heat for up to 1 day after a reactor
scram, giving the RHR system an extra day for start-up. Heat is removed passively from
the primary containment vessel (PCV) by conduction to an outer pool for up to 3 days.

In the case of an anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) an automatic
depressurisation system (ADS) and borated water injected by the accumulator will make
the plant shut down. In the case of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) no core uncovery
will occur due to the injection of coolant by the steam driven RCIC systems and the
accumulators. The decay heat is carried to the drywell as steam through the break, which
is fed into the suppression pools through vent tubes. The steam condenses in the water
and initiates a pool temperature rise. Finally this heat is transferred to the outer pool
through the steel PCV wall whereby long term decay heat removal is achieved.

3.8 Toshiba TOSBWR-900P
The TOSBWR-900P is a 300 MW: natural circulation cooled BWR. The most
distinctive feature of this design is the 2 steam drums located above the RPV thus
eliminating the need for a large separator array within the RPV, see Figure 9. Due to the
absence of both separators and steam dryers within the RPV the reactor is equipped with
top-mounted, gravity driven control rod devices. Apart from the safety advantage of
control rods driven by gravity the top mounting of the rods have reduced the volume of
the lower drywell thereby reducing the amount of water needed to flood the core, or
even the entire RPV, during an accident. The two-phase fluid generated in the core
flows to the steam drums through a set of risers by natural circulation. The flow returns
to the RPV through a set of downcomers, which are equipped with valves for control of
the flow and ultimately the power level. This allows a simple control mechanism in
contrast to other natural circulation BWRs where the power is controlled by the control

Figure 8 HSBWR-600 system configuration (ref. 10)
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rods alone. The main specifications of the plant are tabulated below in Table 7.

Table 7 TOSBWR-900P main specifications (refs. 7,8)

Thermal power
No. of fuel assemblies
No. of control rods
Active core height (m)
Pressure (bar)
Core flow rate (kg/s)
Average power density (kW/1)

-900
388
95
2.5
71
2200-3330
40

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) consists of high- and low-pressure
accumulators, a gravity-driven core cooling system (GDCS) and an automatic
depressurisation system (ADS). During a LOCA, steam from the ADS is discharged into
the drywell to ensure effective cooling by the drywell water. The high-pressure
accumulator water is injected into the upper plenum in the case of a large break LOCA
to supply the core with water and into the steam drums in the case of a small break
LOCA to promote depressurisation. The low-pressure accumulator water is injected into
the downcomer. When, during a LOCA, the reactor pressure approaches the
containment pressure, the water head provided by the elevated suppression pool
overcomes the former and water flows into the downcomer.

The drywell water wall provides the long-term decay heat removal. During a LOCA
the lower part of the drywell will be filled with water which is cooled by natural
convection through the steel containment of the drywell water wall. Injecting seawater
into the cavity surrounding the concrete containment and returning it to the sea by
natural convection, cools the drywell water wall.

Figure 9 TOSBWR-900P system configuration (ref. 8)
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In the case of severe core damage, the lower part of the suppression pool is used as the
water source for the drywell spray to absorb decay heat. The RPV can be flooded
completely by the spray water due to the small volume of the lower drywell. When the
RPV is isolated from the main condenser, the isolation condenser (IC) controls the
pressure. The steam generated in the core is condensed in the IC tubes and the
condensed water is returned to the RPV driven by gravity.

3.9 Ohio State University OSU-ISR
The Ohio State University Inherently Safe Reactor (OSU-ISR) is a conceptual design for
a 340 MWe natural circulation BWR. The entire primary loop is contained in a
multicavity prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV), which serves both as pressure
vessel, containment and biological shield. A schematic view of the PCRV is shown in
Figure 10. The PCRV contains a total of 4 risers and 4 downcomers arranged concentric
around the core. The two-phase fluid leaves the core and enters the steam separators via
the risers. Saturated steam leaving the steam separators rises vertically in the riser
column and enters the downcomer column just above the condenser through a steam
bypass orifice. After condensation in the condenser/evaporator it enters the
subcooler/preheater, where it is subcooled before entering the core. This subcooling
provides a larger density difference and thereby an increased driving force. The
saturated water, separated in the steam separators, enters the downcomer column just
above the subcooler/preheater through a water bypass orifice. Some main specifications

Figure 10 Schematic view of the OSU-ISR (ref. 2)
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of the reactor are given below in Table 8.

Table 8 OSU-ISR main specifications (ref. 2)

Thermal power (M W lh) 1000
No. of fuel assemblies 304
No. of control rods ?
Active core height (m) 2.8
Pressure (bar) 50.3
Average power density (kW/1) 43
Downcomer and riser height (m) 5.3
Downcomer diameter (m) 2.4
Pipe 1 and 2 height (m) 4.0
Pipe 1 and 2 length (m) 5.33
Pipe 1 and 2 diameter (m) 1.27
PCRV diameter (m) 20.0
PCRV height (m) 3CM)

The core is to be fuelled with standard 8x8 fuel assemblies. Though 2 accumulator
tanks are indicated in the reference (ref. 2) the passive safety systems design are only
very briefly discussed.

3.10 Simplified PWR designs
Simplified designs of pressurised water reactors, so-called SPWRs, do usually not rely
on natural circulation. Since no boiling occurs within the vessel it is very difficult to
obtain a driving force sufficiently large to initiate natural circulation. Passive safety
features, which are widely utilised in the simplified BWR designs however, are adopted
by the SPWRs. In this subsection a few SPWR designs will be briefly mentioned.

3.10.1 Westinghouse AP600

The AP600 exhibits a low power density core with a total of 145 fuel assemblies (ref.
13). The low power density core allows fuel cycles of 18 months. While in the
simplified BWRs the active core length was diminished to provide for a riser, the AP600
uses standard fuel assemblies of normal length.

The inherent safety of the AP600 have been obtained by replacing active components,
such as safety pumps, fans and generators with passive features, such as gravity driven
cooling water from tanks and natural circulation of water and air. The main passive
safety functions are passive residual heat removal, passive safety injection and passive
containment cooling. These systems are quite similar to the systems encountered in the
SBWRs. However the simplifications and improvements in the designs have also been
extended to the non-safety systems, such as waste processing and heat rejection.

3.10.2 Mitsubishi MS-300 and MS-600

The Mitsubishi simplified PWRs, MS-300 (300 MWe) and MS-600 (600 MWe) (ref.
14), are equipped with so-called hybrid safety systems. These systems are an optimum
combination of passive and active safety systems. The philosophy is that the
conventional active safety systems will be used as the basic systems but that they will be
backed up by the passive safety systems in worst case.

The active systems consist of safety injection pumps and steam- or motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps together with small emergency generators. These systems can
handle small LOCAs, steam generator tube ruptures and non-LOCA transients. The
passive systems consist of an automatic depressurisation system, accumulators, gravity
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driven injection tanks and horizontal steam generators. The horizontal steam generators
provide natural circulation cooling under accident conditions.

As for the AP600 a low power density core is utilised which allows 24 months cycles.

3.10.3 The Russian B-500 SKDI reactor

The B-500 SKDI is an integral PWR in which both the core and the steam generators
are contained within the RPV (ref. 15), see Figure 11. By increasing the pressure in the
primary circuit over the critical value a sufficient natural circulation flow rate is
achieved due to a very high density derivative with respect to temperature. Thus at the
very high operating pressure, 235 bar, the ratio of the density at outlet and inlet may be
as low as 0.4.

The core design is based on proven VVER technology. It contains 121 fuel assemblies
with a height of 4.2 m. Reactivity control is carried out by the coolant temperature
reactivity feedback and of only slight movements of the control rod clusters. A burnup
reactivity swing is compensated by burnable poison rods and by increasing the coolant
density during the cycle. When the hot coolant leaves the core it travels up through the
riser and into the steam generators located in the downcomer. The resulting cold coolant
then re-enters the core via the downcomer. A guard tube block shroud with a diameter of
2.8 m separates the riser from the downcomer.

The inherent safety features of the reactor consist of passive heat removal systems for

Figure 11 B-500 SKDI Passive Heat Removal Systems (ref. 15). (I) reactor, (2) steam
generator, (3) pressuriser, (4) water cleanup system, (5) pump, (6) hydro accumulator,
(7) water storage tank, (8) hydro tank, (9) guard vessel, (10) bubble condenser, (11)
containment.
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the secondary circuit (PHRS2) and for the primary circuit (PHRSl). The PHRS2
consists of a high pressure hydro-accumulator (HA), located within the containment, and
an opened water storage tank, located outside the containment, both connected to the
steam generators. At a feedwater pump shutdown, water from the HA begins to flow into
the steam generators providing decay heat removal for up to 5 hours. After the pressure
decreases in the secondary circuit the water begins to flow from the storage tank into the
steam generators driven by the hydrostatic head. This tank provides core cooling for up
to 48 hours. The PHRSl consists of two independent channels, both connected with an
open tank containing borated water, and two bubble condensers located inside the
containment. In the case of a depressurisation, coolant ejecting from the primary circuit
enters the guard vessel (see Figure 11). The produced steam is lead into the bubble
condensers thus avoiding ejection into the containment. The PHRSl provides the reactor
with complete decay heat removal.

3.10.4 ABB Atom Pros

PIUS, Process Inherent Ultimate Safety, is a 640 MWe light water PWR with features
passive safety (ref. 18). A schematic view of the reactor is shown in Figure 12. The core
contains 213 fuel assemblies, and is placed close to the bottom of the reactor pool,
which contains water with a high concentration of boron. Instead of by control rods the
reactivity is controlled by the boron concentration and coolant temperature. A
prestressed concrete vessel (PCRV) encloses the water in the pool.

Figure 12 The PIUS reactor (ref. 18). (1) pressuriser, (2) steam generator, (3) upper
density lock, (4) pool coolers, (5) recirculation pump, (6) riser, (7) core
instrumentation, (8) embedded steel membrane, (9) vessel liner, (10) core, (11) lower
density lock.
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Basically the core contains two primary circuits, a natural circulation and a forced,
circulation driven, both of which share the core and the riser. At the top of the riser the
forced circulated coolant leaves the reactor vessel through the hot leg pipes and enters
the steam generators. From the coolant pumps, at the steam generator lower plenum, the
water re-enters the reactor vessel through the cold legs and into a centrally located
downcomer. Finally the coolant enters the core inlet plenum, completing the forced
circulation circuit.

The natural circulation circuit connects the vessel to the pool of borated water. From
the upper end of the riser the natural circulation path continues through an annular
volume outside the riser to an annular so-called density lock, where it re-enters the pool.
The density lock, which is closed during normal operation, consists of a layer of hot
primary coolant above the high density, cold pool water. Core decay heat transferred to
the pool is removed via a set of submerged heat exchangers in natural circulation with
ambient air. During normal operation, natural circulation flow (and therefore reactor
shutdown) is prevented by keeping the forced circulation flow within a certain range. In
the case of a forced circulation flow rate outside this range, the highly borated pool
water will enter the core through either the upper or the lower density locks, and the
reactor will shut down.

In an earlier design the steam generators was placed inside the PCRV (ref. 16). It
seems obvious that the inclusion of the entire primary circuit in the PCRV represents a
higher degree of safety though replacement of the steam generators should be expected
to be more problematic.

C.W. Forsberg of Oak Ridge National Lab. proposed a BWR version of the PIUS (ref.
17). Very little information however is available on this design.
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4 Boiling Water Reactor Stability

In this section a brief review of two-phase flow stability will be provided. First the
instabilities is characterised in section 4.1, after which each instability type is treated in
separate subsections. Finally, in the last subsection, important events in which
instabilities have been encountered in operating BWRs are briefly discussed.

4.1 Introduction
Instability mechanisms in two-phase flow are tightly linked to the propagation of waves
in the two-phase mixture. Generally speaking disturbances propagate through the two-
phase mixture by either acoustic/pressure waves or by void/density waves. In any real
system both kind of waves are present and interact.

The instability phenomena have been categorised according to Boure et al. (ref. 10)
and are based on the distinction between the static and dynamic character of the
conservation equations needed to describe the instability in question. Thus a flow
instability can be either static or dynamic in nature and it may be either a primary or a
secondary phenomenon.

A flow undergoes a static instability if, when the flow conditions change infinitesimal
from the steady-state ones, another steady-state is not possible in the vicinity of the
original one. The instability can lead to either a different steady-state condition or a
periodic behaviour. The threshold for the instability can be predicted by steady-state
considerations alone. A flow undergoes a dynamic instability if inertia and feedback
effects have an essential part in the process thereby amplifying itself. Though a steady-
state may be a solution to the system of equations, it is not the only one. Dynamic
considerations are necessary for predicting the behaviour and the threshold of the
instability. A secondary phenomenon is a phenomenon that occurs after the primary
one. F.ex. if burnout occurs in a pulsating flow, then the burnout is the secondary and
the pulsating flow the primary phenomenon. Finally an instability is said to be a
compound instability if several mechanisms interact in the process and cannot be studied
separately. If the opposite is the case the instability is said to be a fundamental or pure
instability. The static instabilities are listed in Table 9 and the dynamic instabilities in
Table 10, both below.

Parameters affecting a systems stability are, apart from the systems geometry and
operating conditions, the boundary conditions. Generally speaking the boundary
conditions will determine which parts of the system that may participate in a transient
and which parts that may operate in a steady-state mode. For example the large number
of channels in a BWR core is interconnected via the constant-pressure-drop boundary
condition. And in a natural circulation loop an inlet pressure boundary condition must be
fulfilled.
Normally the mechanisms of BWR stability are studied by conventional methods such as
the frequency and time domain approaches. The stability information obtained through
these conventional approaches however, is valid only in the vicinity of the steady-state
operating point. Recently bifurcation theory has been applied in the stability analysis of
BWRs (refs. 15, 16, 17 and 18). Generally, the equations that describes the dynamic
behaviour of a non-linear system contains a number of parameters that have a large
influence on the stability. Bifurcation theory allows the analysis of the dependencies of
the equilibrium state on the parameters topologically over a wide range of phase space.
Thus Wang and Kondo investigated the incident at LaSalle-2 in 1988, where global-
mode limit cycle oscillations of power caused reactor scram, by the help of bifurcation
theory (ref. 19).
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Table 9 Classification of static instabilities (ref. 10)

Type
Flow excursion or

Ledinegg
instability

Class
Fundamental

primary

Mechanism

8Ap\ dAp

\mt ^ exl

Characteristics
Flow undergoes

sudden, large
amplitude
excursion to a new,
stable operating
condition

Boiling crisis Fundamental
primary

Ineffective
removal of heat
from heated
surface

Wall temperature
excursion and flow
oscillation

Flow pattern
transition
instability

Fundamental
secondary

Bubbly flow has
less void but
higher Ap than that
of annular flow

Cyclic flow pattern
transitions and
flow rate variations

Bumping,
geysering or
chugging

Compound
secondary

Periodic
adjustment of
metastable
condition, usually
to lack of
nucleation sites

Periodic process of
super-heat and
violent evaporation
with possible
expulsion and
refilling

4.2 Description of classified instabilities
Below a qualitative description of the different types of instabilities is provided.

4.2.1 Flow excursion or Ledinegg instability

The flow excursion or Ledinegg instability consists of a sudden change in the flow rate.
It occurs when the slope of the pressure drop-flow rate curve of the channel (the internal
characteristic) becomes algebraically smaller than the slope of the pressure drop-flow
rate curve as imposed by the boundary condition (the external characteristic), i.e.:

dAp
(4-1)
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Table 10 Classification of dynamic instabilities (ref 10)

Type
Acoustic
oscillations

Density wave
oscillations

Thermal
oscillations

BWR instability

Parallel channel
instability

Class
Fundamental
primary

Fundamental
primary

Compound
primary

Compound
primary

Compound
primary

Mechanism
Resonance of
pressure waves

Delay and
feedback effects in
relationship
between flow rate,
density and
pressure drop

Interaction of
variable heat
transfer coefficient
with flow
dynamics

Interaction of void
reactivity coupling
with flow
dynamics and heat
transfer

Interaction
between parallel
channels

Characteristics
High frequencies
(10-100 Hz)
related to time
required for
pressure wave
propagation in
system

Low frequencies (1
Hz) related to
transit time of a
continuity wave

Occurs in film
boiling

Strong only for a
small fuel time
constant and at low
pressures

Various modes of
flow redistribution

Pressure drop
oscillations

Compound
secondary

Flow excursion
initiates dynamic
interaction
between channel
and compressible
volume

Very low
frequency periodic
process (0.1 Hz)

The situation is pictured for a simple two-phase flow system in Figure 13. Consider
the point P. If the flow rate is decreased by some small disturbance, the pressure drop
inside the channel becomes higher than the available pressure head and the flow rate
decreases further. A flow excursion occurs and the operating point moves from P to P".
The opposite will happen if the disturbance represents a flow rate increment.

F.ex. an unstable channel may be stabilised by replacing the centrifugal pump with a
volumetric pump, which has a much steeper negative characteristic. For this situation the
flow rate is practically fixed and the system cannot but operate at that flow rate. The
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same effect could be obtained by installing a throttle valve upstream thereby steepening
the pump characteristic.

In parallel channel systems severe flow maldistributions may occur due to the
different characteristics of each channel.

4.2.2 Boiling crisis instability

Boiling crisis is a fundamental, primary instability that is caused by the sudden change
of the heat transfer mode in a heated channel. The result is an abrupt rise in the wall
temperature. Mechanisms governing the boiling crisis instability are very complicated
and involve both fluid dynamics and heat transfer laws at the wall.

4.2.3 Flow pattern transition instability

The flow pattern transition instability occurs when the two-phase flow is close to the
point of transition between bubbly and annular flow. A temporary increase in the bubble
concentration in bubbly slug flow, due to a reduction in the flow rate, may cause the
flow pattern to change to annular flow, which has lower pressure drop. The lower
pressure drop will increase the flow rate momentarily causing the vapour generation rate
to decrease. By the decrease in the vapour generation rate however the annular flow
pattern cannot be maintained and the flow pattern reverts to the bubbly slug flow and the
process repeats. The oscillatory behaviour is partly caused by the delay in. the
acceleration and deceleration of the flow. This is a secondary but fundamental instability
since it is caused by the perturbation in the flow rate.

4.2.4 Bumping, geysering or chugging

Bumping, geysering and chugging are compound, secondary instabilities. Bumping is
encountered in the boiling of alkali metals and is caused when the wall temperature
shifts between boiling and natural convection in rather irregular cycles. Chugging is a
cyclic phenomenon, which is characterised by a repetitive expulsion of coolant from the

Figure 13 Two-phase flow system and the internal/external pressure drop-flow rate
characteristic (ref. 4).
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channel. The expulsions may vary from simple variations in the inlet and exit flow rates
to violent ejections of coolant from both ends of the channel. The cycle consists of
incubation period needed for producing the violent nucleation, expulsion and re-entering
of the coolant. Thus the phenomenon may be seen as caused by the delay in nucleation
due to the absence of nucleation sites on the wall. While chugging describes a periodic
expulsion phenomenon (ref. 10), geysering is not necessarily periodic. Geysering may
be seen as caused by the relationship between the gravitational pressure drop and the
void fraction. When void is created in a liquid column, the hydrostatic head decreases.
This reduction in pressure results in liquid superheat and the farther void creation.
Under certain conditions the phenomenon might diverge rapidly with the violent
expulsion of coolant as a result. When the liquid returns, the subcooled nonboiling
condition is restored and the process repeats. Geysering may occur during the start-up of
natural circulation boiling water systems.

4.2.5 Acoustic oscillations

The acoustic or pressure wave oscillations are fundamental, primary instabilities. They
are characterised by relatively high frequencies (in the order of 10-100 Hz) and periods
of the same order of magnitude as the pressure wave transit time through the system.
Acoustic oscillations have been observed in subcooled boiling, bulk boiling and film
boiling (ref. 10). Generally the amplitude of the oscillations is quite small, however
instances with relatively high amplitudes have been observed (ref. 10). The oscillations
are believed to be triggered by or coupled to the heat transfer mechanisms.

4.2.6 Density wave oscillations

Density wave oscillations are fundamental, primary instabilities. They are probably the
most common instabilities encountered in two-phase flow systems and are caused by the
multiple feedback mechanisms between the flow rate, the vapour generation rate and the
pressure drop in a channel. The oscillations are generally of low frequency (around 1
Hz) with periods in the order of the time it takes a fluid particle to travel through the
system.

Consider a heated channel fed with an oscillatory subcooled inlet flow rate Sw. The
channel is represented by the diagrams in Figure 14. The inlet flow rate perturbations
will create enthalpy perturbations that propagate up through the channel and cause£
changes in the boiling boundary. Together with the flow rate perturbations these changes

Figure 14 Block diagrams of a boiling channel (ref.
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will cause perturbations in the single-phase pressure drop over the non-boiling part of
the channel, 8Aph The enthalpy perturbations in the two-phase region of the channel
however, will cause void fraction perturbations which, together with the inlet flow rate
perturbations and the boiling boundary changes, will cause perturbations in the two-
phase pressure drop over the boiling part of the channel, SAp2. Due to the external
characteristic of the channel, which determines the total pressure drop over it, the two-
phase pressure drop perturbations will create feedback pressure drop perturbations of
the opposite sign in the single-phase region, which can either amplify or attenuate the
imposed oscillations by creating a feedback flow rate perturbation, Swfdb. With the
appropriate transit times and phases these perturbations can be self sustained and the
system would be at the threshold of stability since it may oscillate without externally
imposed perturbations, see Figure 14 (b). If the sum of the pressure drop perturbations,
SApi and SAp2, vanishes, the system will cross the instability threshold and the flow
becomes unstable since the boundary conditions imposed on the system are satisfied
with an oscillatory flow, see Figure 14 (a).

The boiling channel can be modelled in the frequency domain by transfer functions as
a closed loop feedback system. The left part of Figure 15 shows a Nyquist plot for a
BWR channel and the entire primary circulation loop. The cases 1 and 2 refers to the

Figure 15 Nyquist plot and transfer function of inlet flow rate to total pressure drop
for a BWR channel and the entire primary circulation loop with various inlet orificings
(ref. 4).
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stability of a single channel while the case 3 refers to the stability of the entire primary
loop, including downcomer and pumps. The system is unstable for periods in the lower,
left quadrant of the plot. The right part of the figure shows the transfer functions of the
inlet flow rate to the total pressure drop for various values of inlet orificing.
Various operating conditions and the geometry affect the density wave stability. Below a
parametric analysis of these is listed according to the affecting parameter. Reducing the
heated length of the channel increases the stability under forced as well as under natural
circulation.
Inlet and exit restrictions have a profound effect on the stability. Inlet restrictions
increase the flow stability since they tend to increase the single-phase friction, which is
in phase with the inlet flow perturbation, thereby damping the increase in the flow rate.
A restriction at the exit, however, reduces the flow stability since it tends to increase the
two-phase friction, which is out of phase with the inlet flow perturbation. A low inlet
flow increases the vapour generation rate and thereby the two-phase friction, which
causes the exit pressure drop to decrease the flow rate even further.

Increasing the system pressure for a fixed power input will reduce the void fraction
and thereby the two-phase friction. Since an increase in the ratio between the single-
phase and two-phase friction pressure drop causes an increase in the damping terms,
increasing the pressure will have a stabilising effect. The same effect is obtained by the
means of inlet restrictions as noted above. Though the increase of pressure decreases the
amplitude of the oscillations it does not affect the frequency. The effect of the pressure
on the flow stability in a single channel operating under natural circulation is pictured in
Figure 16.

Decreasing the flow rate seriously reduces the stability. At low flow rates the void
generation is increased thereby increasing the two-phase pressure drop. A
simultaneously decrease in the single-phase pressure drop, due to the reduced non-
boiling length of the channel, causes the stability to diminish.

Increasing the inlet subcooling will have a destabilising effect for low subcoolings,
while the effect is stabilising for high values of the subcooling. This behaviour is mainly
due to the competition of two effects. First, at medium and high subcoolings, an increase
in the inlet subcooling will increase the non-boiling length of the channel and thereby
the single-phase friction causing a stabilising effect. Secondly, at low subcoolings,
however, a change in the transit time causes a response delay of void generation from
the inlet flow thereby destabilising the flow. The effect of the inlet subcooling on the
flow stability in a single channel is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 16 Effect of pressure on the flow
instability (ref. 10).

Figure 17 Effect of inlet subcooling on the
flow instability (ref. 10).
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Re-evaluating the above observations, it is possible to identify the implications some
of the special design features of the simplified BWRs may have on the system stability,
at the least qualitatively. The low flow rate for example, which is a common
characteristic of natural circulation systems, will tend to destabilise the system. Also the
presence of a riser section may be expected to have a destabilising effect, due to the
increased length of the two-phase region. Reducing the active core height however tends
to stabilise the flow.

4.2.7 Thermal oscillations

Thermal oscillations are compound, primary dynamic instabilities and are associated
with the thermal response of the heated wall after dryout has occurred. Thus the
instability may involve large amplitude temperature oscillations in the channel wall
under constant heat flux. The instability is compound because the oscillations are a
result of the transitions between the film and transition boiling regimes caused by flow
disturbances.

4.2.8 BWR instability

The BWR instability is a compound, primary dynamic instability and is caused by the
interaction between the fluid dynamics and the neutronics part of the system via the void
and coolant temperature feedback's. Thus when a void fraction or coolant temperature
oscillation is encountered in a BWR, the power oscillates also due to the neutronic
feedback.
An idealised figure of the various feedback mechanisms in a modern BWR is shown in
Figure 18. The void reactivity coefficient mainly depends on fuel design parameters such
as enrichment and burnup. While a higher enrichment tends to decrease the stability a
smaller negative void reactivity coefficient will tend to increase the stability due to the
reduced neutronic feedback. The Doppler or fuel temperature coefficient creates a
negative reactivity feedback with a short delay thereby stabilising the flow. Since the

Figure 18 Fluid dynamics and neutronics feedback mechanisms in a BWR (ref. 9).
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magnitude is very small however, it may be ignored in most cases. The fuel gap
conductance and heat capacity represent^ the feedback of the heat flux from the fuel to
the coolant via the change in the fuel temperature. The quite slow response in the fuel of
commercial BWRs however, has a significant stabilising effect due to the inherent
filtering of oscillations with periods shorter than 10 see's (approximately the thermal
time constant of the fuel). Thus an increased pellet-clad gap conductance has a
destabilising effect as does smaller diameter fuel pellets due to the reduced response
time.
The power shape has a strong influence on the reactor stability. Bottom peaked power
shapes are generally less stable due to the reduction in the non-boiling length. Since the
most unstable channel, which most probably will be the one with the highest power,
tends to dominate the overall core stability, a highly peaked radial power distribution
decreases the stability.

4.2.9 Parallel channel instability

Generally the stability of parallel channels will not be affected unless the boundary
conditions are perturbed by the instabilities in the neighbouring channels. In the case of
a closed loop, it is generally only the heated part, i.e. the BWR core that exhibits
instability. Thus while the channels may oscillate, the flow in the remaining part of the
loop is approximate constant. The condition is possible due to the different phases of the
flow oscillations in the different channels. Thus two channels oscillates 180 degrees out
of phase, three channels 120 degrees out of phase etc. The situation was encountered in
the Ringhalsl NPP during cycle 13 and is pictured in Figure 20, which shows the radial
power distribution as measured by the LPRMs. The two maps in the figure correspond
to the second order harmonics of the fundamental oscillation involving the whole core
(ref. 4).
Flow asymmetries in the lower plenum, including possible vortex formations, may cause
distortions in the flow distribution.

4.2.10 Pressure drop oscillations

The pressure drop oscillations are compound, secondary dynamic instabilities triggered
by static instabilities. They occur in systems having a compressible volume upstream the
heated section. The oscillations are associated with operation on the negative slope
region of the (Ap,w) curve.
In Figure 19 is shown an idealised two-phase flow system, consisting of two reservoirs,
a pump, a compressible volume (an accumulator or surge tank) and a heated channel.
The right part of the figure shows the pressure drop flow rate characteristic of the heated
channel. If the system is operated at the unstable point P, an initial flow excursion
instability will cause the flow rate to decrease along the line PA to the point A. Since the
flow rate through the pump is not yet affected a storage of mass occurs in the
compressible volume causing the pressure to rise. This again causes the operating point
to move along the line AB to point B, where a second flow excursion instability occurs
and the operating point continues to the point C. The increased flow rate draws mass
from the compressible volume thereby decreasing the pressure. As a result the operating
point moves along the line CD to the point D, where a third flow excursion instability
results in the movement to the point E. The ultimate result is a limit cycle oscillation
between the points EABCDE.
The period of the oscillations are controlled by the time constant of the compressible
volume and not by the system transit time. The sensitivity of the system against pressure
drop oscillations can be strongly reduced by introducing a throttle value at the inlet of
the heated channel.
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4.3 Some BWR instability events
This subsection describes some actual instability events, which have occurred in

commercial BWRs during the last 15 years. The list is entirely based on reference 9. The
purpose of the list is to give examples of the practical implications of the phenomena
described in the previous subsections.

The LaSalle2 BWR in the USA experienced excessive neutron flux oscillations on
March 9, 1988 (refs. 24, 9). An operator error caused two recirculation pumps to trip so
that the reactor went into the natural circulation mode while the control rods was
positioned for 99% power. The resulting rapid power reduction caused various
feedwater preheaters to fall out which again caused a lower coolant temperature and
thereby higher power. Approximately 5 minutes after the pump trip, the APRMs
(average power range monitors) indicated power oscillations between 25 and 50% of
full power. After an unsuccessful attempt to restore the forced circulation flow the
reactor scrammed.

The Ringhalsl BWR in Sweden experienced severe power oscillations during the start
up on October 26, 1989 (ref. 9). First the operating point was placed at 75% power and
low flow after which the flow was increased. At 80% power the power was decreased to
73% and a slightly lower flow. During the insertion of some control rods, in-phase
power oscillations appeared which grew to an amplitude of 8%. Around 30 seconds after
a partial scram the core was stabilised. A subsequent analysis indicated that a largely

Figure 19 Two-phase system and pressure drop flow rate characteristic for the heated
channel (ref. 4).
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bottom peaked axial power distribution had caused the instability. Maps of measured
radial power distributions are shown in Figure 20. The maps correspond to the two 2nd
harmonics of the oscillation.

The Cofrentes BWR in Spain experienced oscillations during start up on January 29,
1991 (ref. 9). At 41% power and 38% flow severe out-of-phase power oscillations with
an amplitude of 6% of nominal power occurred. The oscillations were damped by the
insertion of control rods. During the transient a train of feedwater preheaters was out of
service and the axial power distribution was strongly bottom peaked.

The WNP2 (Washington Nuclear Power) BWR in USA experienced power
oscillations during start up on August 15, 1992 (ref. 9). The oscillations occurred
following the closure of some flow control valves at 34% power and 27% flow and had
an amplitude of 12% full power. The reactor was immediately scrammed manually. Post
event analysis indicated a very skewed radial and bottom peaked axial power
distribution. The analysis also indicated that the mixed content of fuel assemblies in the
core (8x8 and 9x9) could be expected to be more subject to instabilities than a core
containing one type only. The 9x9 assembly has a 10% higher pressure drop than the
8x8 assembly.

The TVO1 BWR in Finland experienced power oscillations during start up on
February 22, 1987 (refs. 21,9). Lack of xenon and a distorted control rod pattern due to

Figure 20 Ringhalsl radial power maps (ref. 9).
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a stuck control rod, caused a double humped axial power distribution, which is known to
be highly unstable. At 60% power and 30% flow, the APRMs indicated power
oscillations with an amplitude of 6% full power, which continued for several hours.
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5 The DYNOS code
In this section a description of the DYNOS code (ref. 94) will be given. The code was
developed especially for this analysis. First the basic set of equations and the numerical
techniques used for solving this set are described. Due to the multiplum of models
available for the representation of the correlations used, a chapter which summarises the
models available is included. Rather than listing the entire set of models for each
correlation, which can be very long indeed, a reference is given along with a short
description. Next all components included in the code are described and finally some
results of the validation process are presented.

5.1 Introduction
As mentioned above, the DYNOS code was developed especially for this analysis. The
code, which operates in the time domain, is based on a 4-equation drift-flux model. The
code basis is partly to supplement the existing code system at Ris0 National Laboratory,
partly to provide a basis for stability analysis in natural-circulation BWRs. The code
consists of a number of predefined components, such as a core, pump, separators etc.,
which are interconnected by the user. In each component a number of different models
are available. While the definition of the problem and the specification of which models
to apply, are stated in a component file called thermos.inp, the geometry is contained in
a series of library files all with the extension .lib. This construction has simplified the
generation of the input. Input for the neutronics code COSIMA is contained in a
separate file called cosima. inp.

Codes developed for BWR stability analyses are generally very complex systems.
Both fluid dynamics and neutronics must be included to make them capable of
simulating the various instabilities that might occur in BWRs. Basically three features
identify the code. The type of the code may be either frequency or time domain. While
the frequency domain codes are based on a linear system of equations, which are
Laplace transformed and then solved in the frequency domain, the time domain codes
solves the full non-linear system of equations in time.

The fluid dynamics part of the code may be based on either the 1-D homogeneous,
equilibrium model, which contains 3 equations for the mixture only, the two-fluid
model, which have 6 equations, three for each phase, or a partial equilibrium model, of
which a wide number is available. Closure of the two-fluid model requires correlations
for interfacial mass, energy and momentum transfer, turbulence and wall effects. Some
of these correlations may be quite complex, if existing at all, and the original set of
equations are often modified to eliminate the need for some of the closure correlations.
In RELAP5/M0D1 (ref. 10) f.ex. the energy equations are combined and one of the
phases is assumed at saturation. By this rearrangement only correlations for the
interphase mass transfer and interphase drag are required. In TRAC (ref. 5) the wall
shear and interfacial drag is correlated on the assumption that these may be modelled by
a drift-flux model. Regardless the modifications the result is often a very compex
system, thus simplicity is lost. Combining the phasic momentum and energy equations
leads to the four equations drift-flux model, a partial equilibrium model, in which a
special drift-flux correlation provides the closure along with correlations for subcooled
boiling, pressure drops and heat transfer. The model was originally developed by Zuber
and Findlay (ref. 25). Especially the fact that the development of the closure correlations
for the model are often based on steady-state data may be regarded as a disadvantage.
Also, the model carries less physical information than the two-fluid model. It is however
a simple model capable of producing reliable results. The transient thermal-hydraulic
analysis code RETRAN-03 (ref. 96) f.ex. is based on the 4-equation drift-flux model.
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Either diffusion theory in 1 or 3 dimensions or the point kinetics approximation may
represent the neulronics part of the code. While the diffusion theory may be either static
or dynamic, the point kinetics approximation is only capable of calculating the time
dependence of the full core power, i.e. the power distribution is assumed constant. An
overview of various different codes and their basis is provided in appendix 11.

With the occurrence of the new and simplified BWRs however, a new set of
modelling requirements have surfaced. A very large number of fuel assemblies in the
core of the new reactors have imposed restrictions on the upper limit of memory
available for the codes. In some implementations it may be necessary to cluster 4 or
more assemblies into a single channel or alternatively reduce the number of axial nodes
to meet the memory requirements of the problem. In DYNOS this problem has been
circumvented, at least in the fluid dynamics part, by use of a marching scheme in which
only a single node over the entire core is allocated at execution time. A high riser section
above the core may cause problems in existing codes as well. Multi-dimensional flow
inside the riser section may seriously affect the natural circulation flow and stability due
to turbulent shear and mixing. However calculations with the TRAC code produced
accurate void fractions in the section (ref. 95). In the newer designs, such as the SBWR
or ESBWR, however, the riser is partitioned thereby limiting the difficulties in the flow
modelling. DYNOS is capable of treating the partitioned riser by an extra flow
distribution iteration between the riser sections. Finally natural circulation in the reactor
must be accommodated for in the code. Simply introducing an extra iteration on the
recirculation flow includes this feature.

Though the DYNOS code was developed especially for the analysis of natural
circulation BWRs, it is capable of treating forced circulation as well. Unfortunately the
code is not capable of treating flow reversal (such as flooding and, in some cases,
geysering) and single-phase gas flow (the steam separators must be connected directly to
the turbine).

5.2 Basic equations
The set of equations which is founding the basis of the code, may be divided into fluid
dynamics, neutronics and transient fuel heat transfer equations. Each set of equations is
listed below though only the dynamic part.

5.2.1 Fluid dynamics

The code basis is a drift-flux model by Zolotar and Lellouche (ref. 16). It consists of
four equations, two mass, one energy and one momentum equation. The resulting set of
equations is summarised below:

Mass

d(xF) | d(xG)

a & ~~ K

(5.3)
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where x is the steam quality, Fg the vapour generation rate, G the mass flux, h the
mixture enthalpy, p the pressure, q" the heat flux, q'" the volumetric heat generation
rate, F the two-phase density, g the acceleration of gravity, pi the liquid density,/the
friction factor, Cfyu the two-phase multiplier, Z)/, the hydraulic diameter of the channel,
Aphc the flow restrictions pressure drop, Az the node length, / the time and z the position.

5.2.2 Neutronics

The neutronics part consists of the COSIMA code for the static part, which is based on
3D, 2-group diffusion theory, and a 6-equation point kinetics approximation for the
dynamic part. Below the basic equations for the point kinetics approximation is listed
(ref. 92):

^ (5.5)

^L = AP(t) _ Xlc,(t) i = 1 N (5-6)
dt A

where P is the reactor power, N the number of delayed neutron groups, /?, the effective
fraction of the /-th group of delayed neutrons, X, the decay constant for the /-th group of
delayed neutrons, c,(t) are the corresponding power contribution from the /-th group of
delayed neutron precursors, p(t) the reactivity, k the multiplication constant and A the
prompt-neutron generation time. In Table 11 below, the decay constants k, and the
delayed neutron effective fractions /?, are listed. The prompt-neutron generation time is
fixed at 0.3886- lO^s.

Table 11 Decay constants and delayed neutron effective fractions (Ref. 92)

Group / A, (s-1) ~ p, (-)
1 0.012966 0.72965-10"4

2 0.031226 0.77734-10"3

3 0.13433 0.61286-10-3

4 0.34611 0.I2273-10'2

5 1.4038 0.56716-10"3

_6 3.7957 0.16012-103

The time dependent reactivity is obtained from the equation:

P(O = Po + AP*xi +^TATf +^TATi+—Aa (5-?)
olf oTi ca

where pu is the initial reactivity, Apvxl the externally induced reactivity (from the control
rods), Tf the fuel temperature, 7} the liquid temperature and a the void fraction. The
derivatives all denote the reactivity coefficients and are supplied by the user.

5.2.3 Fuel heat transfer

The transient fuel heat transfer temperature is calculated by the means of a single 1-
dimensional, ordinary differential equation based on a model from ref. 93:

— — , ( 7 - / - 7 ; , . ) + - £ - (5-8)
fiah\ pjCpf
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where kf is the fuel thermal conductivity, ps the fuel density, c^/the fuel specific heat, 7)
the fuel temperature, 7",,. the wall temperature and p'" the power density per rod. The
heat transfer coefficient h is a composite of the gap and cladding values:

h
hgap + "d

where

U — Kclad
"clad- /

(5.9)

-a) (3-}V

•-b)

where a is the fuel pellet outer radius, b the cladding inner radius and c the cladding
outer radius. The term /? denotes the flux depression factor and is defined as the ratio of
the flux density at the center to that at the edge of the fuel pellet.

5.3 Numerics
The solver of the fluid dynamics part of DYNOS is divided into a static and a dynamic
part. Only the dynamic part solver will be described here, along with the point kinetics
and fuel heat transfer solvers. The problem is solved by marching up through the
computational mesh thereby avoiding large sparse matrices.

5.3.1 Fluid dynamics

The static part solver is based on a predictor-corrector method described in ref. 82. The
method allows a high level of control by the user due to its variable order and error
control. The method solves three basic ordinary differential equations (one of the mass
equations can be eliminated in steady-state) for the pressure, mixture enthalpy and steam
quality.

The dynamic part solver is, like the static part solver, based on a predictor-corrector
method described in ref. 15. Though the method is very simple it proved very stable (a
series of other methods was implemented as well but with limited success). The method
has the stability requirement:

Ai> — (5-12)
2

where Ax is the node length and v, is the speed of sound. Below the method is outlined.
First the equations (5-1) to (5-4) is rewritten on the form:

ci
__
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+ *p (5-16)

where Aq and Ap represents the heat- and pressure drop terms from equation (5-3) and
(5-4) respectively. The above set of equations is represented by the set of finite
difference equations below:

(5-17)

(5-18)

— ghF - p)i + {hF - p)M ) - \hF - p), + [hF - p),+,
(5-19)

> ):;!(> t'} (5-20)

where n is the time step number, / the node number, At the time step length and Az the
node length. The variable I? determines the implicitness of the momentum equation. A
value of 0 is implemented.

5.3.2 Neutronics and fuel heat transfer

The 6-group point kinetics approximation forms a highly stiff system of equations,
which can be very difficult to treat. Thus the solver is based on a specialised method, the
Rosenbrock-Wanner method (ref. 85), which is capable of treating such a system. The
method is shortly outlined below. The system of equations is denoted:

y'(t) = f(y(t)), y(t0) = y0 (5-21)

where y contains the prime variables and t denotes the time. The solution at timestep
to+h is:

<5-22)

where the coefficients y, c,, al)t y,t are real numbers, /; denotes the time step size, s
denotes the number of stages and equals 4 in the current implementation. The vectors k,
0=1 s) are computed by solving a system of linear equations of order n (n equals the
number of equations) for 5 different right-hand sides:
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i-l

i = (5-23)

where y, atJ and y,t are real numbers./(Vo) the Jacobi- and / the nxn identity matrix. The
fuel heat transfer equation is solved by the same method as above, however the solver is
invoked at each node.

5.4 Constitutive correlations
The constitutive correlations provides the closure of the basic set of equations, eqs. (5-1)
through (5-4). Each correlation may be represented by different models available for the
user. Though the multiplum of models available may increase the possibility of
erroneous input they do provide the code with a very broad range of applicability.

5.4.1 Void fraction

The void fraction is computed according to the drift-flux correlation:

a = • (5-24)

where y is the superficial velocity, a the void fraction, Co the distribution parameter and
va the drift velocity. The distribution parameter accounts for a non-uniform distribution
of void fraction over the cross-section. If C,,>/ then the void fraction concentration is
higher at the wall than at the centre of the channel and if C,,<I the reverse condition
occurs. The drift velocity is simply the difference between the velocities of the gas and
the liquid phases. Note that if C,,=l and va=0 the flow is homogeneous. A total of 11
models are included in the code. These are listed in Table 12 below.

Table 12 Void fraction models

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

5.4.2

Identification
Dix
Zolotar-Lellouche
Chexal-Lellouche
GE-ramp
NUPEC
Ohkawa-Lahey
Rouhani
Nabizadeh
Zuber-Findley
User
Chexal-Lellouche#2

Subcooled boiling

Reference
28
16
17
29
23
20
21
21
25

18

Notes
upflow only
upflow only
up- or downflow
GE proprietary model
empirical model
upflow only
upflow only
upflow only
upflow only
user supplied Co and vw

all flow angles

When the fluid bulk temperature is lower than the saturation temperature and boiling
occurs on a heated surface, we have what is denoted as subcooled boiling. This
phenomenon is accounted for in the way the flow quality is calculated. The vapour
generation models yield the net vapour generation rate rx so that the mass equations (5-
1) and (5-2) can be solved for the flow quality. In the profile fit models the quality is
expressed as a function of the actual equilibrium quality and the equilibrium quality at
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the point of void departure, rather than solving equations (5-2) and (5-3). For each
model a function of either exponential or hyperbolical kind can be selected. At each step
in the calculation the equilibrium quality at the point of void departure is secured by the
equation:

where ATD is the local subcooling, defined as the saturation temperature minus the local
bulk fluid temperature. In the equilibrium model the flow quality is simply equal to the
equilibrium quality (=(h-hij/htg). The models are all listed below in Table 13.

Table 13 Subcooled boiling models (vg.vapour generation models, pfprofile fit
models)

No. Identification Reference Notes
1 Zolotar-Lellouche(vg) 16,36 includes spatial and transient effects
2 Rouhani-Axelson(vg) 38 spatial effects only
3 Maroti(vg) 39 spatial effects only
6 Zolotar-Lellouche(pf) 6,8 steady-state only
7 Levy(pf) 34,35 steady-state only
8 Zaha-Zuber(pf) 39 steady-state only
9 Ahmad(pf) 31 steady-state only
10 Equilibrium 2

5.4.3 Pressure drops

The various parts of the pressure drop, i.e. the gravitational, frictional and local losses
(from flow restrictions), are calculated separately by a series of models. No explicit
expression represents the accelerational pressure drop since it is included in the basic
equations.

Two models are available for the calculation of the gravitational pressure drop:

Table

No.
1
2

14 Gravitational pressure

Identification
Homogeneous flow
Separated flow

drop models

Reference

to
 

to

Notes
no slip

The single-phase friction factor may be represented by 4 different models:

Table

No.
1
2
3
4

15 Single-phase friction factor models

Identification
Blausius
Rehme
Chen
Lombard i

Reference
2
56,57,58
56
59

Notes
laminar and turbulent values
implicit equation
within 0.1% of Colebrook's formula
includes two-phase multiplier

A total of 12 models represent the two-phase multiplier:
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Table 16 Two-phase multiplier models

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Identification
Homogeneous flow
Separated flow
Romie
Becker
Beattie
EPRJ
Chrisholm
Jones
SILVER
Friedel
Armand
Polynomial

Reference
2
2
2
74
72

71
12
68,69
2
8

Notes
no slip

suited for area changes

based on Colebrook's formula

Lockhart-Martinelli fit
Lockhart-Martinelli fit
Lockhart-Martinelli fit

from VIPRE code

A total of 7 models for the loss coefficient of local losses are included:

Table 17 Single-phase loss coefficient models

No. Identification Reference Notes
1 Expansion, reversible 60
2 Contraction, reversible 2
3 Expansion, total 60
4 Contraction, total 2
5 Spacers 62
6 General 2
7 Bends 2

includes accelerational drop
includes accelerational drop
Suited for grid spacers
Polynomial of the Reynold's number

5.4.4 Heat transfer

Apart from the usual convection of heat from the rods to the coolant, the code can
optionally account for up to three other types of heat transfer. Heat may be conducted
through the walls to surrounding nodes, it may be directly deposited in the coolant and
heat generated in the control rods (CRs) may be included. Convection accounts for the
main transfer of heat from the heated surface to the coolant and is modelled by a
correlation by Zolotar-Lellouche (ref. 16)

M TW<TS

for TW>TS

where hD is the Dittus-Boelter heat transfer coefficient

hD =0.023 Ref* Pif4-k, / Dh

and hT is the Thorn heat transfer coefficient

hr = 1972.5 expfp/ 4343978) • (TK. - Ts)

(5-26)

(5-27)

(5-28)

Equation (5-26) was derived by splitting the total heat flux into a boiling (2nd term) and
a non-boiling (1st term) part. Note that this correlation does not utilise flow regime
maps. Conduction through a wall of thickness L, with thermal conductivity k is
represented by a three-step transfer mechanism: convection from fluid to wall,
conduction through the wall and convection from wall to fluid. The convectional terms
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are approximated by the Dittus-Boelter heat transfer coefficient with Reynolds and
Prandtl's numbers at the two-phase values:

(5-29)

where the positive direction is from a to b. Direct deposition of heat in the coolant
occurs mainly due to the elastic scatter of neutrons. It is estimated by a polynomial form
of the average channel void fraction as

q = PIO,{M, + M2a + M3a
2 + M4a

3) (5-30)

where the M coefficients are supplied by the user. Control rod heat generation may be
included when a nuclear reactor core is calculated. This heat generation mainly
originates from the (n,a) reactions in the control rod blades and is calculated as

q = 0.25p!ol{Ml+M2V) (5-31)

where V is the volume (over a single calculational node) of the blade and the M
coefficients are supplied by the user. The models are all listed below in Table 18.

Table 18 Heat transfer models

No.
1 (CONVECTION)
1 (DIRECT DEPOSITION)
1 (CONDUCTION)
1 (CR HEAT GENERATION)

Identification
Zolotar-Lellouche
EPRI
Simple
Hoxie-Lorentz

Reference
16
87

87

Notes
no flow maps
bypass

The upper case expression in the No. column denotes the field under which the model
is listed in the input files. The radial paths of the heat transfer are illustrated in Figure 21
for a single fuel element in a BWR core. The active part denotes the fuelled part of the
assembly while the internal bypass denotes the unfuelled part. The external bypass
represents the flow path between the assemblies.

5.4.5 Flow distribution and mixing

Whenever a flow path is branched into two or more paths the flow is distributed. The
process uses an iterative procedure, which redistributes the flow untill the pressure drop
over the respective paths are equal. At each step the new flow is calculated:

(5-32)

where Ap, is the pressure drop over and W, the flow rate in path /'. Mixing the flows
from the different paths follows the below equations:

, (5-33)
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w
(5-35)

where W is the flow rate, p the pressure and h the enthalpy of the resulting flow. The
distribution and the representation of the leakage flow from a fuel assembly to the
bypass in a BWR core may be represented by the models listed below in Table 19.

Table 19 Flow distribution and leakage models

No. Identification Reference Notes
1 (DISTRIBUTION)
2 (DISTRIBUTION)
1 (LEAKAGE)

Core optimised 14
Channel optimised 14
VIPRE 8

for a BWR core
for assembly internals
assembly to bypass

The upper case expression in the No. column denotes the field under which the model
is listed in the input files.

5.4.6 Neutronics

The input for the neutronics part consists of simple first-order polynomials for the fuel
temperature, coolant temperature and void fraction coefficients all as functions of the
parameter itself. The excess reactivity from the movement of the control rods is supplied
as a rod worth per node.

5.5 System components
Below is given a short description of the components available. The description is kept
very qualitative. Some components hold special features. The FetchDump feature allows
the insertion or extraction of fluid at other places than the usual inlet or exit of the
component. The Guess Flow feature allows the user to supply a guess of the flow
distribution before the execution, thereby limiting the flow distribution iterations, which
are the most time consuming;.

Figure 21 Heat transfer paths modelled in a BWR
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5.5.1 Channel

The channel component is intended for the representation of a single fuel assembly. The
assembly may optionally contain an internal bypass part (i.e. the unfuelled flow path
within the assembly). The active part denotes the part where the fuel rods are located.
The inlet and exit regions of the active part are the rodded but unfuelled sections of the
assembly. The channel inlet and exit regions are the unrodded parts. The assembly may
hold up to 12 spacers. A layout of the component is shown in Figure 22.

5.5.2 Core

The core component represents the flow path between the lower plenum and the
separators. The component consists of an external bypass section containing the fuel
assemblies, with a riser above. Partitioning of the riser has been accommodated by
allowing the division of the riser into riser sections, each of which is fed from a series of
external bypass sections. Thus the external bypass has been partitioned as well. A
schematic diagram of the divisioning is shown in Figure 23. The fuel assemblies are
identical to Figure 21.

The partitioning of the riser, external bypass and the channels have introduced the
need for a large number of iterations on the flow distribution. An interleaved iterations
scheme however, has been included in which the flow is distributed at several levels
simultaneously. The scheme has drastically reduced the total amount of iterations
necessary. Below the scheme is outlined.

Figure 22 Channel component layout
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end do

end do
endd)

All operations involving the neutronics part are shown in italic in the above.

5.5.3 Pipe

The pipe component may represent tubes, downcomers etc. The component may contain
an arbitrary number of internal losses and the geometry may change up through the
component. An optionally heat loss can be included.

Figure 23 Core component layout
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Figure 24 Separators component layout
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5.5.4 Separators

The separators component may consist of a free surface or an array of separator
standpipes. The distance between the normal water level and the downcomer inlet
determines the downcomer inlet pressure, while the separators loss coefficient
determines the dome pressure. Carry-under may optionally be included. A diagram of
the component is shown in Figure 24.

5.5.5 Plenum

The lower plenum is treated simply as a main loss coefficient from the control rod
guidance tubes and a level difference between the downcomer exit and the core inlet. A
schematic diagram of the component is given in Figure 25.

5.5.6 Pump

To provide the code with forced recirculation capability, a pump component has been
included. The pump is controlled either by the delivered power or the pump head.

5.5.7 Turbine

The turbine component actually contains both the turbine and the condensers. The
component is controlled either by the delivered power, the exit enthalpy or the exit
liquid subcooling.

Figure 25 Plenum component layout
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5.5.8 Split and mix

The split and mix components interface other components when these are in parallel and
a flow iteration is necessary. The two components always occur in pairs and the user is
allowed to guess the initial flow distribution to speed up the iteration (GuessFlow
feature).

5.5.9 Aux

The last component was included to complement the code. By this component the user is
allowed to write the source file himself and compile this file only and link. All main
variables are accessible in the component.

5.6 Validation results
In this section the validation results of the DYNOS code against steady-state void
fraction and natural circulation flow rate data from the FRIGG (water as fluid) and
DESIRE (refrigerant R12 as fluid) facilities are presented. The effect which different
correlations have on the calculated void fractions will be estimated and the calculated
void fractions for different models of void fraction and subcooled boiling are compared
with measured values and values calculated by MONA (ref. 98).

5.6.1 FRIGG static benchmark

The FRIGG FT-36c loop (refs. 88, 89) is a full-scale facility with ordinary water as
fluid, capable of simulating conditions typical for a BWR. It consists of a heated test
section (the assembly), a riser, a steam separator and a downcomer. The test section,
which is of circular geometry, contains 36 electrically heated rods, as well as an
unheated center rod and 8 spacers. Both the axial and the radial heat flux distribution are
non-uniform. The void fraction and pressure benchmark includes a total of 11 test runs,
chosen in such a way that they represent a relatively wide range of operating conditions,
i.e. flow rates from 7 to 30 kg/s, subcooling from 1.2 to 26 degrees, pressures from 30 to
70 bars and power from 1.6 to 5.5 MW. The natural circulation benchmark includes 24
test runs with flow rates from 5 to 11 kg/s.

DYNOS benchmarking against the pressure data was carried out with the fits for wall
friction, local losses and two-phase multiplier supplied by the FRIGG report (refs. 88,
89). The pressure benchmark was successfully concluded with calculated values of
pressure drops within some percent of the measured values.

The variety of models included in the code introduces the necessity for a comparison.
At first a very large number of calculations was made for determining the sensitivity of
the results to the different models in all correlations such as wall friction, two-phase
multiplier, void fraction and subcooled boiling. As a result of this extensive series of
calculations models for void fraction and subcooled boiling were identified as the main
influential parameters in the code on the void fraction distribution results.

Figure 26 shows the calculation results for different subcooled boiling models using a
fixed void fraction model (Zolotar-Lellouche) for a single, representative test run
(similar calculations were made for other test runs), (vg) denotes a vapour generation
model and (pf) a profile fit model. Almost all profile fit models, except for the Zolotar-
Lellouche profile fit version, seem to overestimate the void fraction in the subcooled
region of the test section and for all of them the profile seems too steep. Assuming
equilibrium yields quite unacceptable results in the lower half of the test section. Three
models however seem to reproduce the profile quite well: Rouhani-Axelson vapour
generation, Zolotar-Lellouche vapour generation, and profile fit. The results seem to
justify the use of vapour generation models over profile fit models. Note that all models
yield the same exit void fraction, which is required for the heat balance. Calculated
results of different void fraction models with a fixed subcooled boiling model
(Zololotar-Lellouche vapour generation) are shown in Figure 27 for the same test run as
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Figure 26 Subcooled boiling models with Zolotar-Lellouche void model on FRIGG
(run 613014).
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in Figure 26. Apart from the homogeneous flow (vff=0 and Cn=l) and the Nabizadeh
void fraction models all others seem to predict the measured profile quite well. Notice
that they are all distributed within approx. 5 percent void of each other (except for the
two bad fits mentioned above).

Based on the above observations the use of the Zolotar-Lellouche void fraction and
the Zolotar-Lellouche (vg) subcooled boiling model for experimental facilities with
ordinary water as fluid is recommended. The results for all 11 test runs with the
recommended models are shown in Figure 28 along with the same test runs by MONA
(ref. 98) in Figure 29. The dotted lines represent ten percent upper and lower limits.
Both codes seem to predict void fractions above 0.40 fairly well. At lower void
fractions, however, the relative deviation seems to grow. Especially MONA has
problems estimating void fraction in the subcooled boiling region.

Figure 27 Void models with Zolotar-Lellouche subcooled boiling model (vg) on
FRIGG (run 613014).
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Figure 28 DYNOS
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The results of the validation against the natural circulation benchmark are shown in
Figure 30. The results were obtained with the recommended void fraction and subcooled
boiling models and the total inlet pressure loss coefficient supplied by the FRIGG report
after adjustment of the other loss coefficient in the facility for a single test run only. The
calculated flow rates are evenly distributed around the measured ones within a few
percent. Similar results with MONA but for 103 selected test runs are shown in Figure
31 (from ref. 98). Both codes yield good agreement with measured data.

Figure 29 MONA void fraction
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Figure 30 DYNOS natural circulation results on FRIGG.

5.6.2 DESIRE static benchmark

The DESIRE (DElft Simulated REactor) facility (ref. 97) at the department of Reactor
Physics at TU-Delft, the Netherlands, is an experimental facility especially designed
for the investigation of fluid dynamics in natural circulation B WRs. The facility (see
Figure 32), which uses freon R12 as coolant, can be divided into a primary loop
containing the assembly, the riser and the downcomer and a secondary loop for
condensation of vapor.

Figure 31 MONA natural circulation results on FRIGG (from ref. 98)
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Figure 32 The DESIRE test facility (from ref. 97).
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produced in the primary loop.
The fuel assembly consists of 36 fuel rods arranged in a square 6x6 matrix of which

35 are electrically heated (with a cosine shaped axial power distribution) and one is
instrumentated. The assembly has dimensions which is equal to those of an assembly
from the Dodewaard Nuclear Power Plant in the Netherlands in the scale 2:1. Thus it has
a length of around one meter. Four pairs of viewing ports are located in the assembly.
The riser is composed of a fixed and a telescopic part so that the length may be varied
between approximately one and two meters. After leaving the downcomer the fluid
enters the downcomer loop which is composed of four separate sections. The DESIRE
void fraction benchmark consists of 6 runs with subcoolings from 0.7 to 1.5 degrees,
flow rates from 1.1 to 1.6 kg/s and power from 15 to 40 kW, all recorded at natural
circulation.

As was the case for water (in the FRIGG runs) the models for void fraction and
subcooled boiling were found to have the largest effect on the calculated void fraction
distribution results. Results for a single (and representative) test run with different
subcooled boiling models and with C«=1.08, vw=0 are shown in Figure 33. Best fits
seem to be the Levy profile fit and the Zolotar-Lellouche vapour generation models.
While the other three profile fit models, Zolotar-Lellouche, Saha-Zuber and Ahmad,
underpredict the data somewhat, the two vapour generation models, Rouhani-Axelson
and Maroti, are above and below the measured values respectively.

A review on the FRIGG data (Figure 26) may provide some insight into the behaviour
of the subcooled boiling models. Of the vapour generation models the one by Zolotar-
Lellouche provides the best fit to both the water and R12 data and yields the best profile,
while the one by Maroti seriously underpredicts the void fraction in both experiments.
The profile fit models may produce accurate results, but in general the profile seems
somewhat distorted for both experiments. Varying the profiles from exponential to
hyperbolical did not improve the results nor did decreasing the subcooling or the flow
rate.

Calculated results on the same test run for all void fraction models with the Zolotar-
Lellouche vapour generation subcooled boiling model are shown in Figure 34, The
curves seem to cluster within a few percent, except from the Nabizadeh void fraction
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Figure 33 Subcooled boiling models with CB= 1.08 and vs=<9 on DESIRE.
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model and the especially fitted values Co=1.08, vs=0, i.e. very identical to the FRIGG
calculations apart from a negative bias of around five to ten percent. To investigate the
possibility that this negative bias is originating from the experimental data subcooling,
flow rate, pressure and power were varied within some percent of the nominal values.
The fact that none of these variations succeeded to reduce the bias with more than at the
most a few percent makes it unlikely that it originates from sensor inaccuracies. A
thoroughly calibration procedure and the measurement technique of relative
measurements instead of absolute ones supports this conclusion. A cross-check of the
R12 properties with tabulated values limits the investigation to the models for void
fraction since the subcooled boiling models only affect the first third of the test section.

There is however one additional source of uncertainty. It is difficult to estimate the
cross-sectional averaged void fraction from the measured chordal averaged void
fractions. The data points presented here are based on a weighted mean of the measured
gap and center voidage, with a weighting factor based on the distance the gamma beam

Figure 34 Void models with Zolotar-Lellouche subcooled boiling model (vg) on
DESIRE.
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travels through the two-phase mixture! While the gap voidage is measured through the
rods, the center voidage is measured in between the rods.

The top graph in Figure 35 shows the results for a single test run with three void
fraction models, constant values (Co=1.08, v^O), Zolotar-Lellouche and Dix, along
with the gap and center measured void fractions and the weighted mean (labelled
average) of these. Increasing the weight on the gap voidage would result in an decrease
of the average values in the upper two thirds and increase in the lower third of the test
section i.e. a reduced steepness of the measured curve. This seems to favour the Dix
void fraction model whereas the results by the Zolotar-Lellouche model most probably
would be slightly improved. The constant values of Q> and v^ would fit the new data as
well with a lowered value of the Co parameter. Summarising the above observations, it
can be expected that at least one of the implemented void fraction models will fit the
data within some percents.

Results for all 6 test runs are shown in Figure 35 with all three models and the
measured average void fraction based on the original weighting factor. Note the
preservation of the form of the profile for each void fraction model through all the test
runs. Calculated results with Co=1.08 and vs=0 and Dix void fraction models against all
6 runs are shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37 respectively with the Zolotar-Lellouche
vapour generation subcooled boiling model. Note that the former is especially fitted to

Figure 35 DYNOS void fraction distribution results for all test runs on DESIRE.
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Figure 36 DYNOS void fraction results on DESIRE (C0=1.08, va=OJ.
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this test series. The fact that the results of the Dix void fraction model are quite well
distributed around minus five to ten percent strengthens the above mentioned
observations.

The natural circulation benchmark for the DESIRE facility included a total of 8 runs.
The input deck was prepared in much the same way as for FRIGG i.e. by adjustment of
local losses. The results are shown in Figure 38. As was the case with FRIGG all
calculated flow rates are evenly distributed within a few percent of the measured values.
Though all runs had almost identical flow rates the power varied within 15 to 40 kW.

Figure 37
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5.6.3 Ringhalsl dynamic benchmark

A benchmark from the Ringhalsl reactor was used in the validation of both the dynamic
part and the neutronics. The results of this validation process will not be discussed
further in this subsection since extensive calculations are presented in other sections of
this report.

5.6.4 Summary of the validation process

Models for void fraction and subcooled boiling were found to have a major influence on
the calculated void fractions in both the FRIGG (water) and the- DESIRE (R12)
validation. The majority of models yields very similar results with a few exceptions.
With the FRIGG data the DYMOS code obtained good void fraction distribution results,
i.e. within a few percent, though with a somewhat higher scatter at low void fractions.
With the DESIRE void fraction data, however, the results were infected with five to ten
percent negative bias, which are believed to originate from the data reduction procedure,
even though at least one void fraction model reproduces the measured values quite well.
Calculations under natural circulation yielded good results, i.e. calculated flow rates
were within a few percent of the measured ones for both facilities.
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6 The reactors and their input
descriptions

In this section input decks for four reactors are generated. The relevant reactors are the
Ringhalsl BWR, a forced circulation operative BWR developed by ABB Atom and
owned by Vattenfall AB, the SWR1000, a natural circulation BWR under development
by Siemens KWU, the SBWR, the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor, and the ESBWR,
the European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor, both of which are under development
by the General Electric Company. Each input deck consist of type entries for the
relevant components of the BWR which are located in the libraries, the COSIMA input
file (neutronics), the DYNOS component file and the load file (fluid dynamics). The
input values derived under this section will be referred to as the original values through
the remaining part of this report.

6.1 ABB Atom Ringhalsl BWR
The Swedish Ringhalsl BWR is the only operative reactor treated in this report. The
reactor was originally developed by ABB Atom and is owned by Vattenfall AB. The

Figure 39 The Ringhalsl BWR (ref. 4)
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main purpose of this benchmark is to serve as a design reference to the two other
benchmarks. The benchmark was obtained from the OECD and contains measurements
from four cycles. These measurements served as the main data during the validation of
the dynamic part of the DYNOS code (ref. 6). An exploded view of the RPV is given in
Figure 39.

6.1.1 Assemblies

The core contains 2 different types of assemblies, the 8x8 and the SVEA64 both
developed by the ABB Atom. Both types are shown in Figure 40. Note that the 8x8
assembly is shown without the box.

ABB Atom 8x8 assembly type
This is a quite simple assembly type manufactured by ABB Atom. The assembly has a

total of 63 fuelled rods and a single spacer support rod arranged in an 8x8 matrix. The
spacer support rod has the same dimensions as a fuel rod. Data on the assembly
geometry are given in ref. 3.

The loss coefficients at the bottom and top fuel support plates (represented by the
active inlet and exit losses):

Flow resistance coefficient bottom plate
Flow resistance coefficient top plate It =0 7

A total of 6 spacers are located in the assembly. Their axial location from the bottom
of the active core (represented by the channel inlet since the lower tie-plate have length
0) are 0.55, 1.12, 1.69, 2.26, 2.82, 3.39, all values in meters. The loss coefficient for

Figure 40 ABB Atom 8x8 and SVEA64 fuel assemblies (ref. 4).
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each spacer is:

Flow resistance coefficient spacer kipaccr=0.60

Rod and fuel specific data are:

Cladding outer radius rdad=0.006125 m

Fuel pellet radius rJue,=0.005220 m
Clad thickness tdai,=0.00080 m
Gap outer radius ri>°p=r<-iaiHda:i=0- 005325 in
Inner distance between box walls whuxjim,.r=0.134 m
Box wall thickness tbm=0.0023 m
Outer distance between box walls whllximlL.r=

Wbu.x.m«fr+2h,a=0.1386 m

Actually the corner rods have a fuel pellet radius of 0.004970 m but since the main
effect of this is on the Pellet-Clad-Interaction (PCI) only the difference has been
ignored. The pellet effective density is 10.5 g/cm3. A schematic representation of the
assembly is given in Figure 41 (all values are in mm). Axial dimensions are:

Length of uranium section l,mmmm-3.68 in

Length of non-uranium inlet section lmni.iimmum.ink-i=0-23 in
Length of non-uranium outlet section lii,,n-urannim.autu-i=0.26 m

The core is nodalized as in the original benchmark (refs. 1, 2 and 3), i.e. the uranium
section is divided into 25 nodes which results in a node length:

Nodelength I,i,,<k=l,lrw,nm/nodes=0.1472 m

To force the input to conform with COS1MA the channel inlet region is represented by
the lower reflector and the active exit and channel exit regions by the upper reflector.
The channel inlet region is the region below the uranium fuelled, rodded section. The
active exit region is the rodded but unfuelled section above the uranium fuelled section
and the channel exit region is the unrodded, unfuelled section above that. The lengths
have been modified somewhat to a multiplum of the nodelength. Below the lengths of
the different regions along with their modified lengths are given:

Channel exit region KhammcUxu^O. 1535 m => 0.1472 m (2 nodes)

Active exit region Lcnn:cxn=0.26 m => 0.2944 in (1 node)
Acive region Lam=3.68 m => 3.6800 m (25 nodes)
Channel inlet region Lhat,mi.mU-i=0-3041 in => 0.2944 m (2 nodes)

Note that no active inlet region is present. Since the lower tie-plate has length zero the
total length of the core is 30 nodes or 4.416 m. Both the channel inlet and exit regions
are assumed to have flow areas and wetted perimeters equal to those of the box alone,
i.e.:

Channel wetted perimeter Pv.eh»nKi=4 whnx,,,,,wr=0.536 m
Channelflow area Aj,,m,chlllm,,= (whllx,,,mf=0.017956 m2

Outer perimeter PU-.O,,UT=4 whllxmlh,r=0.5544 m
Outer flow area Aj,tm..,ml,r= (whllxwl,J

2=0.019210 nr

The active region consists of 63 fuelled rods and a spacer support rod. Parameters for
the active region are as follows:

Fuelled rods NniJyj,K,u.j=63
Unfuelled rods A'nAl,, I>,, / l,,= /
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Drojmler=2 rclod=0.01225 m
Pw,aam=4wboximer

AjiOKtKllve=

Rod outer diameter
Active wetted perimeter

Active flow area

The active exit region is the rodded but unfuelled section above the active region.
Thus this section have the same wetted perimeter and flow area as the active region. The
same applies to the active inlet section which have length zero:

Active exit wetted perimeter
Active exit flow area
Active inlet wetted perimeter
Active inlet flow area

'w.active exit 'w.oclive *• V W C Ttl

AjloH-.aaive exit ~Aj\m.aani
=0. 01041

'v.active inlet~~^ w,aclive~^•

Aj1ow.octive)nUl~Ajlowacijve
=U.UI041

Local losses at the respective inlets and exits are as stated in the start of this
subsection. Note that the channel inlet losses are lumped into the lower tie-plate loss
factors. The homogeneous flow model is used for two-phase multiplier. The type entry
for the 8x8 fuel assembly is labelled ringhalsl_8x8 and is listed in appendix 1.

ABB Atom SVEA64 assembly type
This is an assembly of a more advanced design than the 8x8 assembly. It is

manufactured by ABB Atom. The main difference from the 8x8 assembly is a cross

Figure 41 Schematic view of a Ringhalsl assembly (ref. I).
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shaped water channel inside the assembly box, see Figure 42. The flow path represented
by this water cross will be referred to as the internal bypass path and will be treated as a
separate region within the active region. Data for this assembly type is very similar to
those for the 8x8 type, see ref. 3. All axial lengths of the regions are identical to the
values given for the 8x8 assembly and the same number of spacers appears at the same
positions.

The loss coefficients at the bottom and top fuel support plates (represented by the
active/internal bypass inlet and exit losses) and the spacer loss coefficients are:

Flow resistance coefficient bottom plate kiniel-5.2
Flow resistance coefficient top plate kexil=l. 0
Flow resistance coefficient spacer Spacer- 0.65

The box of the SVEA64 assembly is slightly thinner than that of the 8x8 assembly.
The inner distance between the box walls is however almost 3 mm larger and the result
is that the outer box with of the SVEA64 assembly is 1 mm larger than that of the 8x8
assembly. The rods are identical to those of the 8x8 assembly. The box and rods
parameters are:

Cladding outer radius
Fuel pellet radius
Clad thickness
Gap outer radius
Inner distance between box walls
Box wall thickness
Outer distance between box walls

rchJ=0.006I25 m
rflld=0.005220 m
tc,ad=0.0Q080 m
rgap=rclairtciaj=0.005325 m
wbux.imer=0.I374 m
thnx=0.001l m

mr+2tbox=0.1396 Itl

Figure 42 Cross-section of an ABB SVEA64 fuel assembly (ref. 5)
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As for the 8x8 assembly, both the channel inlet and exit regions are taken to have flow,
areas and wetted perimeters of the box without rods i.e.:

Channel wetted perimeter ^ . d u m H W/,oxjnm!r=0. 5496 m
Channel flow area Ajlm,shaim,i= (wbuxmm.f=0.018879 m2

Outer perimeter PKUIMr=4 wboXMUM=0.5584 m
Outer flow area AJlm,0UI,r= (wbuxmMrf=0.019488 m2

The wetted perimeter and the flow area of the internal bypass region is (approximate
values):

Internal bypass wetted perimeter Pu.,mb\pasi=0.48 m
Internal bypass flow area Aj,,m.jn, tyPass=0.0012 m2

The parameters for the active region must be corrected for the internal bypass values.
The active region values are:

Fuelled rods Nr,Kis.fwiM=64
Rod outer diameter Dn,dm,h.r=2 rc/aJ=0.01225 m
Active wetted perimeter Pu;a«n;:=4wboxm,Kr

+ Nr«ik.Jiti:tkilXDr<«l.ouivr+Pu:mi bypass-3- 4926 m
Active flow area Ajhm,lKhyi,=(wbnxmmr)

2

-Nruds.j,,cik;rtD,,,,i.,,,,,J~/4-Ajhm,„„hvpmi=0.01014 m2

The inlet and exit parts of the active region have the following parameters:

Active exit wetted perimeter PKMci,v,- cu,=Pn;acim-=3-4926 in
Active exit flow area A //„„. ML.lm L.xl!=Aji,,u. .oimi.=0.O'1'01'4 m2

Active inlet wetted perimeter Pw.acmv,ni<:i=P<i:acinv=3.4926 m
Active inlet flow area A)hm,aaivc mu.,=AJI,^(K.m.l.=0.01014 nf

The inlet and exit parts of the internal bypass have been assigned values similar to
those of the main internal bypass region, i.e.:

Internal bypass exit wetted perimeter />„.„„ Al/W),v ,,,i,,=PlrMI, h>Pass=0.48 m
Internal bypass exit flow area Ajhm,ml hypaiS mU.,=

Aji,M.mibyri,-,s=0.0012 m2

Internal bypass inlet welled perimeter /",,.„„ h)pMS ,,,/l.,=^,,.,,,/ b>vaSs=0.48 m
Internal bypass inlet flow area Aji,m.ilubvpMS ,„/„=

AJlm,mlhvtls,=0.0012m2

As for the 8x8 assembly the homogeneous flow model is used for two-phase
multiplier. The inlet and exit regions of the internal bypass have been applied the same
losses as those for the active inlet and exit regions. The type entry for the SVEA64 fuel
assembly is labelled ringhals 1 _svea64 and is listed in appendix 1.

6.1.2 Core

The core consists of 648 fuel assemblies and 157 control rods. A map of the control rods
and their numbers is given in Figure 43. A map of the core with the channel numbers is
given in Figure 44. Above the fuel assemblies is placed a short riser section of around
0.8 m, i.e. from the assembly exit to the average separators standpipe inlet (actually this
is the upper plenum but it has been labelled riser to ease comparison with the other
reactors). All data specific to the core originates from the refs. 1, 2 and 3.

In the core the fuel assemblies are tilted so that the distance between them varies.
Gaps in which the assemblies are close to each other are labelled narrow water gaps
while gaps in which they are far from each other are labelled wide water gaps. The
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thickness of half the wide water gap is in the case of 8x8 fuel 0.945 cm and in the case
of SVEA64 fuel 0.730 cm while the thickness of half the narrow water gap in the case of
8x8 fuel is 0.47 cm and in the case of SVEA64 fuel 0.585 cm. Thus the nominal
distance between two assemblies (average on the mid point) is:

Node width wwmWlc.,=0.152 75 m

The core contains 157 cruciform shaped controlrods. The fraction of the active fuel
that is not covered by the control rod when it is fully inserted is 0.8% of the active fuel
length. On the basis of this figure the length of the fully inserted rod, i.e. from the lower
tie-plate to the top of the rod, can be calculated:

CR length lCR=27-lmil,-0.008-!ac,m=3.945 m

In the above derivation of the CR length we have used the node length instead of the
actual lengths. The 27 nodes covered by the fully inserted CR, composes of the 2
channel inlet region nodes and the 25 active region nodes. The thickness and the with of
a blade was not supplied in the references so approximate values are used:

CR blade thickness ta<=0.006 m
CR blade width w( •«=0.280 m

The approximation is not crucial since the values are used in the fluid dynamics part
only. The area and wetted perimeter of a blade is:

CR wetted perimeter /YK^-UVK = / - 120 m

CR area ArR*2-wavtcR=0.00336 m2

The external bypass geometry is determined solely by the core shroud inner diameter:

Shroud inner diameter Dsi,muj=4.98 m
External bypass base perimeter Pex, hyr,Kh=7rDshri,,ui= 15.6451 m
External bypass base area Aixli,ypa^=(7i/4)Dsim,,J=19.4782 m2

Note that the actual values of the external bypass wetted perimeter and flow area are
generated by the input processor by adding the channel and control rods perimeters to
the base perimeter and subtracting the channel and control rods area from the base area.
The external bypass is represented by a single flow path. A local loss is introduced at the
inlet. The actual value of this is not supplied in the references so a loss coefficient value
of 50.0 is initially assigned. This value will be adjusted later according to measured flow
rates and pressure drops

The lower tie-plate have been assigned the length zero. The actual length has been
lumped into the assembly types. Three orifice types occur in the tie-plate. A map of

Figure 43 Ringhalsl
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these is given in Figure 45. Unfortunately each orifice type have different throttle values
for the SVEA64 and the 8x8 fuel assemblies. These throttle values are given in Table
20. The loss coefficients specified under the core type entry is the values for the
SVEA64 fuel assembly and the remaining part of the loss in the case of a 8x8 fuel
assembly have been lumped into the channel type. Thus the type entry for the 8x8 fuel
assembly, ringhalsl_8x8, have been split into three subtypes, ringhalsl_8x8_oI,
ringhalsl_8x8_o2 and ringhalsl_8x8_o3, with channel inlet losses of 20.0, 36.6 and
92.9 respectively. When an 8x8 fuel assembly occurs in a position with the orifice type I
the type ringhalsl_8x8_ol should be used. If the orifice type is 2 the type
ringhalsl_8x8_o2 should be used etc.

Table 20 Ringhalsl

Orifice type
8x8
SVEA64

orifice throttle values

1
60.0
40.0

(in loss coefficients).

2
100.0
64.4

3
140.0
92.9

The riser section is represented by a single flow path only. The length of the riser
section is measured from the top of the assemblies to the average inlet level of the
separator standpipes and is:

Riser length lnscr=0.7965 m

The area and wetted perimeter of the riser section are equal to the base values for the
external bypass section:

Riser perimeter P',,.u.r= nD',-/,n««/= 1-5.6451 m
Riser area Amcr=(n/4)Dslm,J'=19.4782 m2

The type entry for the core is labelled ringhalsl_core and is available in appendix 2.

6.1.3 Separators

The steam separation process in the reactor consists of an array of 121 separator
standpipes (refs. I, 2 and 3). The flow area and wetted perimeter of each standpipe is:

Number of standpipes A'm,s = 121
Pipe area AJlan,p,fK=4.50-10'2 m7

Pipe wetted perimeter / )» ;W[=( '- 'fVv^' " = ^ ̂  "'

For each standpipe the loss is given in velocity heads at the separator outlet with the
homogeneous two-phase multiplier:

Local loss at standpipe outlet kpipc=28.0

Unfortunately no normal water level was mentioned in the references. Thus an
approximated value has been adopted:

Normal water level lNlt/=1.00 m

Note that the length of a single separator standpipe is around 1.9 m. The type entry for
the separators component is labelled ringhalsl jeparalors and is available in appendix
2.
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Figure 44 Ringhalsl core map with channel numbers.
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Figure 45 Ringhals I orifice throttle types map (from ref. 3)
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6.1.4 Turbine and condenser

The turbine and the condenser are lumped into a single component, the turbine
component. Since this component has no type entry it will not be treated further in this
subsection. The steam lines however are represented by a single pipe component which
type will be described here.

The RPV is connected with a total of 4 steamlines. The hot legs leads the steam from
the RPV to the turbine while the cold legs leads the condensed water to the feedwater
inlet nozzle in the RPV. The hot legs are ignored since the DYNOS code cannot treat
single-phase vapour. The cold legs however are lumped into a single pipe component.
Flow area and wetted perimeter of this pipe must have values assigned in a way so that
the basic equations for the pipe are identical to the equations for each leg, i.e. the
pressure drops must be identical. From ref. 2 we have:

No. of steamlines Ni,m.i=4
Flow area per line Ajumjllw=O.2l4 nf
Wetted perimeter per line /•,./„=('/'7tAjim.i,,,j''": = 1.640 in

Unfortunately no length of the cold leg was supplied by the report. Thus an
approximated value has been adopted:

Length lhm=30 m

The length however is not crucial. The only reason that the cold legs are represented is
to secure an approximately correct transit time for the flow from the RPV exit to the
RPV inlet nozzles when dynamic calculations are executed.

To assure an equal representation of the pipe with the cold legs the mass fluxes,
Reynolds numbers and hydraulic diameters must be the same. If the pipe is assigned the
geometry:

Pipe flow area Ajim,p,pi.=NiimJ/!mMm.=0.856 m2

Pipe wetted perimeter Pn;pipe=h'iim.-sP>,-A,K.i=6.56 in

the above mentioned parameters are the same. Since the flow rate in the pipe is 4
times the flow rate in each line we have:

Massflitx GpilK=lVpipc/Apipi.=lViIIK/AiUK=G,uu.
Hydraulic diameter Dkpipr=4Aflnr.pipJPu,ripe=4AJhm.jlJPK.jl,K=DhM,K
Reynolds number Rep,p,=GplpcDhplpyi]=G,,l,,Dl,j,m/!j=Reilm.

The type entry for the pipe is labelled ringhals I Jeedlegs and is available in appendix
3.

6.1.5 Downcomer

The downcomer is represented by a single pipe in which the feedwater is inserted in
node 2. By inserting the feedwater directly into the pipe a mix component before the
downcomer has been avoided. From the refs. 1 and 4 we have the dimensions of the
downcomer:

Downcomer inner diameter Dp, \,=Dsi,nmi=4.98 m
Downcomer outer diameter Dtx :,,=5.95 m
Downcomer length llx =6.24 m

Note that the inner diameter has been approximated with the core shroud diameter.
The above values represents the central part of the downcomer only. At the inlet the area
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is approximate the half that of the central part due to a vessel structure extending into
the downcomer and at the exit the same reduction in the area occurs due to an increase
of the core shroud diameter. The areas of both these regions are not documented in any
of the references so approximate values of half that of the central part area is adopted.
The geometries of the main part of the downcomer are:

Downcomer flow area
Downcomer wetted perimeter m

For the inlet and the exit regions of the downcomer we have the geometries:

Inlet flow area
Inlet wetted perimeter
Inlet length
Exit flow area
Exit wetted perimeter
Exit length

Ajlo\v.DCmlet~Q-5Ajiow[x:mam~4-16 m

P\r. DCmlel=0- 5PW DC main = 17.17 tn

C
^/low.DCexil:=0.5Ajjowix:mam=4.16 nl

Pw.DCe3ii-0-5PwDCmain=l7.17 m

locexn-I-0 m

The wetted perimeters of the regions have been approximated by half the wetted
perimeter of the main region. The lengths of the respective regions was not supplied by
the references so approximate values have been used here as well.

Local losses must be inserted at specified points in the pipe. The value of the loss
coefficient is derived from the graph in Figure 46 in the case of expansions and of
contractions, and calculated according to the Richter correlation, see ref. 7, in the case
of bends:

k=0.202-Dh-0/'-Reh
0.03?

(6-1)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe in meters, #the angle subtended by the
bend in radians and Relo the Reynolds number.

At the two interfaces between the regions local losses accounting for the area changes
have been added. At the inlet/main region interface the expansion local loss is:

DC inlet expansion loss coefficient kmla=0.6

where the ratio between the inlet and outlet area is 0.5. At the exit/main region interface
the contraction local loss is:

Figure 46 Loss coefficients at expansions and contractions (ref. 8).
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DC exit contraction loss coefficient ^,,=0.3

with the same ratio between the outlet and inlet flow areas. At both interfaces the
separated flow two-phase multiplier is applied. The type entry, which is labelled
ringhals 1 _downcomer, is listed in appendix 3.

6.1.6 Recirculation pumps

The reactor has a total of 6 recirculation pumps attached to the vessel. These have been
lumped into a single line in the same manner as with the feedwater lines. This line
comprises of two horizontal pipes and a pump. Each pipe has the dimensions:

Diameter per line Di,IK=0.51 m
Flow area per line AJhnr, iim=(7i/4)DhJ=0.204 m2

Wetted perimeter per line /"„. UlK=nD(im=1.602 m

In the following the upper pump legs denotes the pipe created by lumping the pump
lines between the downcomer and the pumps together while the lower pump legs
denotes the pipe created by lumping the pump lines between the pumps and the lower
plenum together. The length of each pipe is approximated with 10 meters. With 6 steam
lines the flow area and wetted perimeter of the two pipes are:

Pipe flow area Aj,,,u,pipi.=6Aj,,n,Mm=1.224 m2

Pipe wetted perimeter Piip,/v=6PKj,Ni.=9.612 m
Pipe length lpl[K.=10 m

In both pump legs various local losses must be inserted to account for bends and area
changes. Assuming a pipe diameter of 0.51 m and a Reynolds number of around 105 the
loss coefficients for a 90 degree and a 45 degree bend can be calculated according to eq.
(6-1):

90 degree bend loss coefficient k,M=0.24
45 degree bend loss coefficient k4i=0.12

At the inlet in the upper pump leg a contraction with an area ratio of 1.224/13.03=0.09
(pipe inlet area over DC exit area) and a 90 degree bend occurs simultaneously.
Lumping both losses into one we have the inlet loss coefficient of the upper pump leg:

Upper pump leg inlet loss coefficient kmh,,=kamlrMiml,+k,j,,=0.48+0.24=0.72

Around 2 meters from the inlet a 90 degree bend is placed with the loss coefficient
0.24. At the exit of the lower pump leg an expansion with an area ratio of
1.224/19.4782=0.06 (pipe exit area over external bypass base area) and a 45 degree
bend occurs simultaneously. Lumping both these losses into one we have the exit loss
coefficient of the lower pump leg:

Lower pump leg exit loss coefficient K.x,,=k^pam,w,+k^=0.49+0.12=0.61

Around 6 meters from the inlet (i.e. the exit of the pump) in the lower pump leg a 90
degree bend is placed with the loss coefficient 0.24 and 8 meters from the inlet a 45
degree bend is placed with the loss coefficient 0.12. At all local losses in both pipes the
separated flow two-phase multiplier is used. Type entries for the upper
(ringhalsI_pumplegsl) and lower (ringhals 1 _pumplegs2) pump legs are supplied in
appendix 3.

The recirculation pumps used in the reactor cannot be directly represented by the
DYNOS code. Thus a special pump model simulating the Ringhals 1 recirculation pumps
have been added to the code. This model is activated by specifying a '3' in the MODEL
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field in the component file under the pump component. The next two parameters specify,
the number of pumps and the pump speed in rpm. Thus for 6 pumps at nominal speed
the string '3,6,1400' must be added (the nominal speed of each pump is 1400 rpm). The
pump head as a function of the volumetric flow per pump is listed below in Table 21:

Table 21 Ringhalsl pump head as a function of the volumetric flow per pump (ref 3)

Volumetric flow per pump (m3/s) Head at nominal speed (m H2O)
0.00 85.4
0.30 83.8
0.61 80.5
0.91 76.9
1.21 72.3
1.51 67.1
1.82 60.4
2.12 52.6
2.43 43.6
2.73 34.0
3.03 23.2
3.34 12.2
3.64 00

Representing the pumps by the homologous model (////;"=constant) the governing
equations are:

Q=W/(p-N) (6-2)

H=H,,,m -n-/nmj (6-3)

Ap=pg-H (6-4)

Ah=Ap/p (6-5)

pow=N-Ah-W (6-6)

where Q is the volumetric flow per pump in m7s, W the total mass flow rate in kg/s, p
the density in kg/mJ, A' the number of pumps, H the pump head in m H2O, n the pump
speed in rpm, g the gravity of acceleration, Ah the enthalpy change in J/kg, Ap the
pressure change in Pa and pow the power delivered to each pump. Index nom denotes
nominal value.

6.1.7 Lower plenum

The lower plenum is located between the exit of the lower pump legs and the core inlet.
Since both the lower and the upper pump legs are approximated by horizontal pipes, i.e.
they have no height, the plenum height must equal the level difference between the
downcomer exit and the core inlet level. The flow area and wetted perimeter is
approximated by the core values without control rods. The effect of this approximation
is minor however, since by far the largest part of the pressure loss occurs over the local
loss which represents the flow resistance from the control rod guidance tubes (CRGTs).
Thus the flow area and wetted perimeter of both the inlet and exit are:

Plenum flow area AJum.rkmm=Aihrl,ml=l9.5 m2

Plenum wetter perimeter / ) , r ( 1 | , ,M= /Jir,w>™«/= I$-6 "'

The height of the plenum is:
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Plenum height /,,/,„,„„=1.0459 m

The pressure loss due to the flow resistance of the CRGTs is represented by a single-
phase local loss with a loss coefficient of 50. This value may be adjusted later. The type
entry for the plenum component is labelled ringhals 1_plenum and is listed in appendix
4.

6.1.8 Final reactor mesh setup

The final reactor mesh setup is shown in Figure 47. Below or to the left of the
component name is shown the component number in brackets. The rest of the numbers
denotes the gate numbers (in italic) and the vector numbers (in regular).

In appendix 6 is listed the main input files for the reactor. thermos.OOI represents the
DYNOS component file for the core only and thermos.002 the DYNOS component file
for the full plant, cosima.inp represents the COSIMA input and load.inp is the loadflle.
The files correspond to a BOC14 dynamic simulation. Cell data for the fuel types is
supplied by a CD attached to the benchmark. The data occurs under 3 different formats
of which one was selected and used to create cell data files that conform with COSIMA.

6.2 Siemens KWU SWR1000
The SWR1000 is developed by Siemens KWU in cooperation with German utilities

and with support from various European partners. The design is to a large extend based
on proved BWR designs. However the core active height is reduced and the control rod
cell size is increased. Unfortunately very limited information is available on the reactor
design so most components outside the core are based on approximate data's. The core
itself however is based on the original design data.

Figure 47 Ringhals I mesh setup
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6.2.1 Assemblies

The core is fuelled with a fuel type called ATR1UM™12, which is based on the design
of the ATRIUM™ 10 fuel assembly. The ATRIUM™ 10 assembly is a quite complicated
assembly, which contains part length fuel rods, which are very difficult to model
correctly. Fortunately these have been eliminated in the new type. A drawing of the
assembly is given in Figure 48.

All data's for the assembly originates from the refs. 9, 10 and 11. The flow loss
coefficients at the bottom and top fuel support plates and the spacers are not stated in the
references. Thus these have been approximated with the same values for the ABB Atom
SVEA64 fuel assembly, see section 6.1.1:

Flow resistance coefficient bottom plate kin/l,i=5.2
Flow resistance coefficient top plate kgXi,=1.0
Flow resistance coefficient spacer kspacer=0.65

The same loss coefficients have been applied in the internal bypass region. The
homogeneous flow model is used for two-phase multiplier. A total of 3 spacers are
located in the assembly, however the exact positions of these are not known. Thus they
have been placed equidistant along the active region. Parameters for the box and the fuel
rods originates from ref. 10 and are:

Cladding outer radius
Fuel pellet radius
Clad thickness
Gap outer radius
Inner distance between box walls
Box wall thickness
Outer distance between box walls

rclad=0.00525 m
r/ue/=0.004335 m
tciaj=0.000605 m
rSaP=rdatrtdad-0.004645 m
wboxinntr=0.1599 m
tbox=0.0025 m
wboxou<er=Wbox.,nner

+2tl,ox = 0. 1649 ffl

Figure 48 Siemens A TRIUM ™10 assembly (ref. 11)
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The pellets have a density of 10.45 g/cm3 and the cladding material is Zry2. The
assembly is divided into a channel inlet and exit region and an active/internal bypass
region. The geometry of the channel inlet and exit regions is approximated with that of
the box alone though these regions most probably will be rodded. The approximation
however is not believed to be serious due to the short lengths of these regions. Thus we
have:

Channel wetted perimeter
Channel flow area
Outer perimeter
Outer flow area

Pw.chamel-4 Wbox.inner~0.6396 m
Aj!ow.channel-(^'bax.inncr)'-0-025568 ffl
P»,oMt,=4 Wbox.Ouier=0.6596 m
Ajio».o,,t<r= ("box,,,™/=0.027192 m2

The internal bypass part is composed of a rectangular flowpath inside the active part,
which occupies the space for 16 rods. The geometry is best pictured in Figure 49, which
show a full control cell. The wetted perimeter and the flow area of the internal bypass
region is:

Internal bypass wetted perimeter
Internal bypass flow area

P»:,n,fypass=0.19!8m

where the thickness of the internal bypass box wall have been neglected. The parameters
for the active region must be corrected for the internal bypass values. The active region
values are:

Fuelled rods Nrodsjwiied= 128
Rod outer diameter Dro<j,OUKr=2 rdaJ=0.0l005 m
Active wetted perimeter Pw.aam-4 whmimer

Nrods.fuetlcdXDrod, omer+Pw. im bypass = 4.8727 m
Active flow area Aflow,acwt=(wboximKrf -

Nmts.f,Klkjn(Drodm,cr)~/4-Ajhw.m, bypass-0-013 115 m'

The lengths of the corresponding regions is given below:

Figure 49 SWR1000 control cell (ref. 9)
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Channel inlet length hh,m,wi.mici=0-306 m
A dive length llKlin.=2.800 m
Channel exit length ldnmncUxu=0.360 m

The type entry for the ATRIUM™ 12 fuel assembly is labelled swr_atriuml2 and is
listed in appendix 1.

6.2.2 Core

The SWR1000 core consists of 648 fuel assemblies and 157 control rods. A map of the
control rods and their numbers is given in Figure 50 and a map of the channels and their
numbers is given in Figure 44 (the core map is identical to that of the Ringhalsl). Above
the fuel assemblies is a riser section of 6 m. The diameter of this section is not available.
Thus a diameter that of the core itself is adopted.

First the core is nodalized. Adopting a node length of 10 cm this results in a total of
35 nodes which will offer a reasonable fine mesh, i.e.:

Node length l,,m/l,=0.10 m

The nodalization of the assembly results in some slightly modified lengths:

Channel inlet region lcihwm'i.mi«=0.306 m => 0.30 in (3 nodes)

A dive region laan<=2- 800 m =>2.80 m (28 nodes)
Channel exit region lihtm,weUxn~0-360 m =>0.40 m (4 nodes)

Thus the total core length (excl. the riser section) is 3.50 m over 35 nodes. With a
control rod pitch of 0.361 in the node with is:

Node width wiMcmhht,,=0.361/2=0.1805 m

The core contains 157 cruciform shaped controlrods (CRs). Though the length of
these is stated in ref. 10 the value is approximate. Thus a CR length equal to that of the
channel inlet and active regions combined seems reasonable:

CR length l( •„=31 •/„»,,=3.10 m

i.e. the CR will cover the entire active fuel length when fully inserted, a common design
feature in BWRs. From ref. 9 we have the thickness and the with of the blade:

CR blade thickness l( H=0.010 m
CR blade width u-< H=0.326 m
CR wetted perimeter PCRX4-WCR= 1.304 m
CR area An<=2-wavtnt=0.00652 m2

Figure 50 SWR1000
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The external bypass geometry is determined solely by the core shroud inner diameter:

Shroud inner diameter Dsiimuj.j,,mr=5.620 m
External bypass base perimeter Pexl fc>pou=7iD^mnuimiKr=l 7.656 m
External bypass base area Aex,hyPass=(rf4)DslmimimnJ=24.806 m2

Unfortunately a loss coefficient for the external bypass inlet was not supplied by the
references. Thus a value of 50.0 has been adopted as an initial value which may be
adjusted later. The lower tie-plate (LTP) has been assigned the length zero since very
little information is available on it, incl. the throttle values. As an approximation the
orifice throttle types map for the Ringhalsl reactor is adopted, see Figure 45. Another
set of throttle values however has been used as default. These are listed in Table 22
below. The separated flow two-phase multiplier is used with the LTP.

Table 22 SWRIOOO

Orifice type
Loss coefficient

orifice

1
30.0

throttle values (in loss

2
20.0

coefficients)

3
10.0

Representing the riser is straightforward. The riser diameter is assigned the core
shroud inner diameter though it may be less. No partitioning of the riser have been
suggested in any of the references. Thus we have:

Riser length lm<.T~6.0 m
Riser wetted perimeter /'«.n.(r^Pi/i™(«i»rr= / 7.66 m
Riser flow area Ajimr.r,u.r=(x/4)D<i,rll,ldwm./=24.8I m2

The type entry for the SWRIOOO core is labelled swr_core and is listed in appendix 2.

6.2.3 Separators

The steam separation process is carried out by the means of an array of 241 separator
standpipes. The information available on these is very limited. Thus a standpipe
diameter of 0.2 m has been selected which defines the basic geometry of each pipe:

Number of standpipes Npip^=24l
Pipe diameter Dpipv=0.20 m
Pipe flow area Aj,,nv,p,pi..=(^4)Dp,p/=3.14-JO2 m2

Pipe wetted perimeter Pu pipi.=nDpipi,=0.63 m

From ref. 10 the pressure drop over each pipe is stated as:

Ap=0.0418-vpip
2-p (6-7)

A loss coefficient may be derived from this expression however:

Ap=0.0418-vpip
2 -p^k^G^p,

kpipc=2.6

where Ap is the pressure drop, v m . the mixture velocity in the pipe, p the mixture
density, p, the liquid density and G the mass flux. Though the above value was derived
assuming a liquid density of 800 kg/m3 and a mixture density of 30 kg/m3 the value is
surprisingly low. A value an order of magnitude higher should be expected. Thus a loss
coefficient of 20.0 has been adopted:
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Local loss at slandpipe outlet kp,pi,=20.0

This coefficient will later be subject to adjustment. The homogeneous flow two-phase
multiplier is used with it. In ref. 10 a normal water level of 17.4 m is mentioned. Since
no reference level is supplied however this value is of no use. Thus a level of:

Normal water level hwi.~1- 0 m

is adopted. This value will be subject to changes as well. The type entry for the
separators component is labelled swrjseparators and is listed in appendix 5.

6.2.4 Turbine and condenser

No information whatsoever is available on the turbine and condenser. Thus all values
listed in this section are estimated values. The entire stage, consisting of the turbine, the
condenser and the steam lines, is equalised that of the Ringhalsl BWR. Thus we have:

No. ofsteamlines Ni,ms=4
Feed legs flow area Ajj,mfecj=0.856 m~
Feed legs wetted perimeter PWJCL.J=6.56 m
Feed legs length ljwj=30 m

The type entry for the pipe representing the feed legs is labelled swrjeedlegs and is
listed in appendix 3.

6.2.5 Downcomer

The downcomer of the reactor is represented by a single pipe where the feedwater flow
is inserted into node 2. The only data available of the downcomer originates from ref.
10:

Downcomer inner diameter D/)O=J.72 m
Downcomer outer diameter Due,,=7.00 m
Downcomer length !/K =10.65 m

From the above values the downcomer flow area and wetted perimeter are derived:

Downcomer flow area Aj/,m iK=(ji!4)(Di-KJ-Dix\f) = l2.79 m2

Downcomer wetted perimeter Pn.jX=7r(Dix;,+Dix;,J-39.96 m

No local losses have been specified in the downcomer, nor have any area changes or
flow obstructions. Thus none is included in the type. These may, however, be inserted
later in this study. The type entry for the downcomer is labelled swr_downcomer and is
listed in appendix 3.

6.2.6 Lower plenum

The lower plenum is located between the downcomer exit and the core inlet. The
plenum must have a height equal to that of the downcomer length with the sum of the
core and riser lengths subtracted. Thus:

Plenum height ^ . ^ x - f L + U ^ . 15 m

The plenum flow area and wetted perimeter are approximated by the riser values:

Plenum flow area A1imy.pkmm=Ajim.m(r=24.&l ;«'
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Plenum wetted perimeter —Pv.nxer~17.66 /«

The loss coefficient from the CRGTs is represented by a single-phase local loss with a
value of 50, which may be adjusted later. The type entry is labelled swr_plenum and is
listed in appendix 4.

6.2.7 Final reactor mesh setup

The final reactor mesh setup is shown in Figure 51. In appendix 7 is listed the main
input files for the reactor, thermos.001 represents the DYNOS component file for the
core only, thermos.002 the DYNOS component file for the full plant, cosima.inp the
COSIMA input file and loadinp the load file. To simplify the problem the core is
loaded with a single fuel type only. Cell data for this type have been approximated with
data from a fresh SVEA64 fuel assembly from the Ringhalsl benchmark, see section
6.1. Though this simplification may seem harsh it still allows the simulation of
instabilities such as core wide oscillations etc. since the power profile may be varied by
either control rod operations or by modifying the throttle levels at the core input.
Whatever the case a load pattern was not known at the time of the simulation.

6.3 General Electric SBWR
The General Electric SBWR is a 670 MWt simplified boiling water reactor. A

thorough description of the reactor and the operation of it are given in section 3, thus
this section will focus on deriving the geometry of the reactor only. A schematic view of
the reactor vessel is given in Figure 52. The most distinctive feature of the vessel is the
very high riser section above the core, which is partitioned into a total of 25 sections.
The central sections contain 3x3 control cells, each of which contains 4 assemblies. The
core is designed to be fuelled mainly by the GE8 fuel assemblies by the General Electric
Co.

Figure 51 SIVR1000 mesh setup
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6.3.1 Assemblies

As stated above the core are to be fuelled mainly by the GE8 fuel assemblies by the
General Electric Co. Very limited information is available on this assembly however so
most data will consist of assumed values. From the refs. 13 and 16 the assembly is stated
to consist of an 8x8 lattice of which 62 rods are fuelled. The cladding material is
Zircalloy 2. From the refs. the following data on the rods are provided:

Number of rods
Cladding thickness
Cladding outer radius

Nrods=62
td^O.00086 m
rclad=0.00615m

The overall assembly width is assumed to have a value between that of ABB
assemblies for GE BWRs (-138 mm) and that of Siemens assemblies for GE BWRs
(-133 mm) and the box thickness that of an ABB assembly box:

Outer distance between box walls
Box wall thickness
Inner distance between box walls

tbax=0.0023 m
bax = 0. 1304

From ref. 15 we have the active fuel length:

Active fuel length lacme-2.743 m

Figure 52 Schematic view of the SBWR vessel (ref. 14)
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Dividing this into 30 nodes give a node length of:

Node length lnmk=laaJ30=9.1433-10'2 m

Two additional nodes represent the channel exit region and a single node the channel
inlet region. These are estimated values. Thus the core has a total of 33 axial nodes. The
resulting lengths are listed below:

Channel inlet length Ichamwi. mk-i=9.1433-10'2 m
Active length laclnv=2.743 m
Channel exit length lchaniKlxxi,=18.2867 -10'2 m

Note that no internal bypass has been included in the assembly though it most
probably is present in the form of 2 water rods. This may introduce some additional
error which however, is believed to be small. Assuming a gap between the cladding
inner surface and the fuel pellet outer surface of 0.0001 m the remaining data on the
rods is derived:

Gap outer radius rf,ap=rcloirtci,,li=0.00529 m
Fuel pellet radius rJiK,=0.00519 m
Rod outer diameter DmiiMMr=2rciMi-0.0123 m

Flow areas and wetted perimeters for the respective regions is derived below where
the channel inlet and exit regions are assumed to have values equal to those of the box
alone:

Active flow area Aj,m^.,nv=(\\\a,mm.r)
2-Nn^DnKiwMr)-/4=0.9637-lff2 m~

Active wetted perimeter PK.aaKi:=4whtlXMmcr+NmhnDrmiiml[,r=2.9174 m
Channel flow area AjiUK,chanlKi=(whux IIIIKr)

2 = 1.7004-10'2 m2

Channel wetted perimeter P«.dianmi=4wf,,ix jlmcr=0.5216 m

Outer flow area AJIm.oulcr=(wl>,,XMIMrf=1.8225-10'2 m2

Outer wetted perimeter PK.m<ier=4wht)Xmih,r=0.5400 m

Local losses are placed at the bottom and top fuel support plates represented by the
channel inlet and channel exit losses respectively. Since the value of these losses are not
known, values based on the ABB Atom SVEA64 fuel assembly have been adopted:

Flow resistance coefficient bottom plate kmkt=5- ~
Flow resistance coefficient top plate kexl, = 1.0
Flow resistance coefficient spacer kypMcr=0.65

Four spacers have been placed equidistantly in the active region. The positions,
measured from the channel inlet, are 0.640, 1.188, 1.737 and 2.286 m. At all local losses
the homogeneous flow model is used for two-phase multiplier. The type entry for the
GE8 fuel assembly is labelled sbwr_ge8 and is listed in appendix 1.

6.3.2 Core

The SBWR core contains a total of 732 fuel assemblies and 177 control rods. In Figure
53 is given a map of the control rods and their numbers. The channel numbers and the
riser partitions are shown in Figure 54. As can be seen the riser is divided into a total of
25 partitions, which are numbered in the same way as the channels, i.e. from left to right
and downwards. Each riser subsection is fed from one, and only one, external bypass
subsection, i.e. the external bypass is partitioned and numbered exactly as the riser.

Unfortunately no value for the assembly pitch was supplied by any of the references.
An equivalent core diameter however, was supplied by ref. 15:
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Equivalent core diameter m

Based on this value an approximated value of the node width has been derived by
division with 30 (the number of assemblies along the horizontal diagonal in the mid of
the core):

Node width . 155 IJl

Also the information on the control rods is quite limited. Thus the values for the ABB
type rods, described under the Ringhalsl reactor, have been adopted:

CR blade thickness
CR blade width
CR wetted perimeter
CR area

tat=0.006m
wCK=0.280 m

PCRS>4WCR=1-120 m
ACR~2wCRtCR=0.00336 m2

This assumption is not believed to be crucial since these values occur in the fluid
dynamics part only. The control rods are assumed to have lengths so that when fully
inserted they will cover exactly the active region:

CR length

The flow area of the riser sections equals the base values for the corresponding
external bypass sections. These are all listed below in Table 23 with the wetted
perimeters of both regions.

Table 23 SBIVR flow areas and wetted perimeters for the riser and external bypass
sections

Section numbers

7,8,9,12,13,14,17,18,19
3,11,15,23
2,4,6,10,16,20,22,24
1,5,21,25

Flow area
(m2)
0.8649
0.9951
0.586875
0.278025

Riser perimeter
(m)
3.72
3.65
3.37
1.81

Bypass perimeter
(m)
0.00
0.93
1.01
0.76

Figure 53 SBll'R control rod numbers
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Figure 54 SBiVR channel numbers and riser partitioning
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The values above are derived under the assumption that the core exhibits quarter-core,
symmetry. The length of the riser is approximate 9 m where the partitioning occupies the
first approximate 6.5 m only. To avoid placing an additional pipe component on the top
of the core component the riser partitioning has been extended to occupy the full riser
length. The effect this simplification has on the core results is expected to be minor
because the pipe component does not exhibit a true 3D representation of the flow. By
this operation the mixing plane has been moved upwards and some error, though small,
might be expected on the flow distribution results. From Figure 52 the length of the riser
can be deduced as the top of the chimney head minus the TAF (top of active fuel) level
minus the channel exit region length:

Riser length lriscr=9.42 m

Note that the length from the channel exit point to the 'top of fuel channel' (as denoted in
Figure 52) has been included into the riser length.

At the inlet of the external bypass is placed a local loss with a loss coefficient of 50.0.
The homogeneous two-phase multiplier is used for the loss. Data for the lower tie-plate
(LTP) have not been found. Thus the length of the plate is assumed to be zero. The LTP
has been assigned 4 different throttle types, which are pictured in Figure 55. Assigning
the throttle types has been based on a best estimate and though the throttle values may
change, the types will not. The throttle values are listed below in Table 24.

Table 24 SBWR

Orifice type
Loss coefficient

orifice

1
40.0

throttle values

2
30.

(in

0

loss coefficients)

3
20.0

4
10.0

The type entry for the core component is labelled sbwr_core and is listed in appendix 2.

6.3.3 Separators

The steam separation process is carried out by an array of 211 separator standpipes.
Since very little information is available on the standpipe geometry the necessary values
are derived by estimating a standpipe diameter of 0.20 m:

Number of standpipes Np,pcs=211
Pipe diameter Dpipe=0.20 m
Pipe flow area Afl,m.^pt.=(n/4)Dp,p

2=3.14-10'- m2

Pipe netted perimeter P» ptpi,=xDp,Pc=Q.63 m

A loss coefficient for each standpipe has been estimated as:

Local loss at standpipe outlet kpipc =20.0

This coefficient will later be subject to adjustment. The homogeneous flow two-phase
multiplier is used with it. The placement of the normal water level (NWL) is not clear
from Figure 52. Thus an appropriate value of:

Normal water level lmi=2.0 m

has been estimated. This corresponds to an absolute level of 18.1 m, which is located
around the mid point of the separator pipes. The inlet area and wetted perimeter of the
separator component are equal to the values for the unpartitioned riser:

Inlet flow area Aj!mv, Kp=(n/4)DIXIXI,K
2=17.57 m'

Inlet wetted perimeter Pw.xtp=nDa,.UIK=14.86 m
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The type entry for the separators component is labelled sbwr_separators and is listed
in appendix 5.

6.3.4 Turbine and condenser

The turbine and the condenser are both lumped into the turbine component. Two steam
lines and two feedwater lines connect the component to the RPV. The steamlines are
ignored, i.e. the separator is directly connected to the turbine, while the two feedwater
lines are lumped into a single pipe component. The length of this pipe is approximated
by 30 m. The dimensions of a single line is (ref. 12):

No. of lines ///,„„• = 2
Feedwater line diameter Di,IK=0.350 m
Flow area per line Aji0Kilm.=(n/4)Dnm =0.096 m
Wetted perimeter per line PKfim=7rDiuu,=l. 10 m

Lumping the two lines into one pipe is performed by multiplying the flow area and
wetted perimeter of a single line with the number of lines, see section 6.1.4:

Pipe flow area Ajillu.,r,rt, =Ni,m.5Aj,im,,im.=0.192 m2

Pipe wetted perimeter P«:pipe-Ni,IK_sPtvj,,K=2.20 m

The type entry for the pipe is labelled sbwrjeedlegs and is listed in appendix 3.

6.3.5 Downcomer

The RPV downcomer is represented by a single pipe component where the feedwater is
inserted into node 2. The downcomer inlet is located at the riser exit level while the exit
is located at the bottom shroud support ring, see Figure 52. Thus the length is:

Downcomer length ljX-= 13.96 m

The component is divided into two parts. The geometry of the upper part is:

Upper DC length l,K-,,,=9.42 m

Upper DC inner diameter DiXlll=5.02 m
Upper DC outer diameter DiX-u,=6.00 m
Upper DC flow area Aji,m-/X- ,,=(n/4)(DiX- „„ -Dixm~J=8.48 m~
Upper DC wetted perimeter P»:ix:u=^(DiX:,,,+Dl)Cu,J =34.62 m

and the lower part:

Lower DC length liX-.i=4.54 in
Lower DC inner diameter D/x j;=5.38 m
Lower DC outer diameter DIXJ,,=6.00 m
Lower DC flow area Ap,,,./x- i=(n/4)(D/X- / 2-DjX- / ,')=5.54 m
Lower DC wetted perimeter PuiK!=n(Dlx-,u+DiX-iJ=35.75 m
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Note that the inner diameters of both parts are estimated values based on Figure 52. At
the interface between the two parts a local loss is placed with a value that of a
contraction area change:

DC interface loss coefficient kjx\inlt:r=0.28

where the value has been derived from Figure 46. At the DC exit point, i.e. the bottom
shroud support ring, is placed a local loss with a value of:

DC exit loss coefficient k-ix-.exn =2.00

which may be adjusted later in the analysis. At both places the homogeneous two-phase
multiplier is used. The type entry for the pipe component is labelled sbwr_downcomer
and is listed in appendix 3.

6.3.6 Lower plenum

The lower plenum is located between the bottom shroud support ring and the lower tie-
plate. The height is calculated on the basis of the core, riser and downcomer lengths:

Plenum height lptamm=hx~0a>rc+lmcr)=l-5183 m

The plenum flow area and wetted perimeter are approximated by the riser values:

Plenum flow area AjluK,pL.minl=Ajiim,rlSL.r= 17.57 m"

Plenum wetted perimeter Pw.rhm,m=P^.m^-14.86 m

The loss coefficient from the CRGTs is represented by a single-phase local loss with a
value of 50.0, which may be adjusted later. The type entry is labelled sbwr _plemim and
is listed in appendix 4.

6.3.7 Final reactor mesh setup

The SBWR has a mesh setup identical to that of the SWRI000, see Figure 51. In
appendix 8 is listed the main input files for the reactor, thermos.001 represents the
DYNOS component file for the core only, thermos.002 the DYNOS component file for
the full plant, cosima.inp the COSIMA input file and load.inp the load file. To simplify
the problem the core is loaded with a single fuel type only. The cell data for this type is
identical to the Siemens ATRIUM™ cell data, i.e. they have been approximated with
data from a fresh SVEA64 fuel assembly from the Ringhalsl benchmark, see section
6.2.7.

6.4 General Electric ESBWR
The ESBWR is a European upgraded version of the SBWR. The power output was
increased from the 670 MWt SBWR level to 1190 MWe mainly by increasing the
number of fuel assemblies in the core from 732 to 1132 and the power density from 41.5
to 48 kW/1. The most distinctive features in the ESBWR however are also found in the
SBWR as f.ex. a long riser section of which the lower part is partitioned. A schematic
view of the ESBWR vessel is given in Figure 56. Note the strong similarity with the
SBWR vessel (see Figure 52). All data in this subsection originates from the references
17 through 21.
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6.4.1 Assemblies

The exact type of assemblies that will fuel the ESBWR core is not known. Though the
SBWR core is fuelled with the GE8 type assemblies the new designs GE9 and GEl 1,
which has lower pressure drops and better fuel performance, are expected to fuel the
ESBWR core (ref. 20). Whatever the outcome of this decision the ESBWR core will be
fuelled with the GE8 assemblies in this analysis. To ease the representation a new
assembly type, esbwr_ge8, is generated which is an exact copy of the GE8 type
developed in section 0. In this type loss coefficients can be modified without affecting
the SBWR benchmark types. The assembly (and core) is nodalized as the SBWR, i.e. a
total of 33 nodes where 2 nodes represent the channel exit region and 1 node the channel
inlet region:

Node length
Channel inlet length
Active length

lnoJc=laclive/30=9.1433-10r2m
lchanneUn!er9.1433-}(r2 m
laciive=2- 743 m

Figure 56 Schematic view of the ESBWR vessel (ref. 17)
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Channel exit length lci,at,mi^.xi,=18.2867-I0'7 m

The type esbwr_ge8 is listed in appendix 1.

6.4.2 Core

The ESBWR core contains a total of 1132 fuel assemblies controlled by 269 control
rods. The channel numbers is shown along with the riser partitioning in Figure 58 and
the control rod numbers is shown in Figure 57. While the number of riser sections was
25 for the SBWR the ESBWR contains a total of 37 riser sections, which are numbered
from left to right and downwards. Each riser section is fed from one external bypass
section only, i.e. the external bypass have been partitioned and numbered exactly as the
riser.

The assembly pitch is assumed equivalent to that of the SBWR core, i.e.:

Node width Wanunnhlics-0.155 IH

Also the control rods are assumed identical to those present in the SBWR core:

tCR=0.006 m
WCR=0.280 m

Pa{s4wCR=I.120m
Aa<~2wCKta<=0.00336 m2

CR blade thickness
CR blade width
CR wetted perimeter
CR area
CR length

The flow areas of the riser sections equals the base values for the corresponding external
bypass sections. These are all listed below in Table 25 with the wetted perimeters of
both regions. The values have been calculated assuming an equivalent core diameter of
6.0 m and quarter core symmetry.

Table 25 SBWR flow areas and wetted perimeters for the riser and external bypass
sections

Section numbers Flow area (m~) Riser perimeter (m) Bypass perimeter (m)

5-7,10-14,17-21,
24-28,31-33
2,16,22,36
1,3,9,15,23,29,35,37
4.8.30,34

0.8649

0.6278
0.4938
0.9125

3.72

3.81
2.60
4.16

0.00

0.94
1.05
1.68

Figure 57 ESBIVR control rod numbers
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Figure 5S ESBWR channel numbers and riser partitioning
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As for the SBWR the partitioning is assumed to be present over the full riser length
though it only extends over the first 8 m. From Figure 56 the total riser length is secured:

Riser length /m«-= 10.0 m

At the inlet of the external bypass is placed a local loss with a loss coefficient of 50.0.
The homogeneous two-phase multiplier is used for the loss. The lower tie-plate (LTP) is
assumed to have a length of zero. It has been assigned 4 different throttle types based on
a best estimate since no information was available. A map of the throttle types is given
in Figure 59 and the throttle values are given below in Table 26.

Table 26 ESBWR orifice throttle

Orifice type 1
Loss coefficient 40.0

values

2
30.0

(in loss coefficients)

3
20.0

4
10.0

The type entry for the core component is labelled esbwr_core and is listed in appendix
2.

6.4.3 Separators

The vessel contains an array of no less than 397 separator standpipes. These are all
assumed to have dimensions and a flow resistance identical to those of the SBWR, i.e.:

Number of standpipes Np,pcs=397
Pipe diameter Dp,pi.=0.20 m
Pipe flow area AJhm,p,pi.=(7i/4)Dp,p;=3.14-Iff- />/'
Pipe wetted perimeter PH pip^=7rDpip{.=0.63 m
Local loss at standpipe outlet kp,jK=20.0

The homogeneous flow two-phase multiplier is used for the local loss. The placement of
the normal water level (NWL) is secured by means of Figure 56

Normal water level lm-L =2,0 m

This corresponds to an absolute level around the mid of the separator pipes. The inlet
area and wetted perimeter of the separator component is equal with the values for the
unpartitioned riser:

Met flow area AJhm.. x,p=(^4)Dtyxm-=28.27 m2

Inlet wetted perimeter P^wp=nDLVam=18.85 m

The type entry for the separators component is labelled esbwr_separators and is listed in
appendix 5.

6.4.4 Turbine and condenser

The turbine and the condenser are both lumped into the turbine component. Four steam
lines and two feedvvater lines connect the component to the RPV. The steamlines are
ignored, i.e. the separator is directly connected to the turbine, while the two feedwater
lines are lumped into a single pipe component. The length of this pipe is approximated
by 30 m. The dimensions of a single line is (ref. 17):
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Figure 59 ESBWR orifice throttle types map
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No. of lines Niims=2
Feedwater line diameter Dtim=0.500 m
Flow area per line Aji,m.jini,=(7i/4)Diin

2=0.196 in2

Wetted perimeter per line Pwjimi=xDi,m=1.57 m

Lumping the two lines into one pipe is performed by multiplying the flow area and
wetted perimeter of a single line with the number of lines, see 6.1.4:

Pipe flow area AJ!m-iPipi.=Nii,KSAj,m.jmi,=0.392 m2

Pipe wetted perimeter Pv,PiPc =Ni,IKSPK,,inc =3.14 m

The type entry for the pipe is labelled esbwrJeedlegs and is listed in appendix 3.

6.4.5 Downcomer

As for the SBWR the downcomer is represented by a single pipe where the feedwater is
inserted into node 2. From Figure 56 the total downcomer length is deduced:

Downcomer length ltX:=14.29m

i.e. from the riser exit level to the bottom shroud support ring. As for the SBWR the
riser is divided into two parts where the upper part has the length of the riser:

Upper DC length l,x-.u= 10.00 m
Upper DC inner diameter Dix\u,,=6.05 m
Upper DC outer diameter DIX;u.o

= 7.10 m
Upper DC flow area AJlm,.IK;u=(m>4)(Dlx-,J-DIX;J) = 10.84 m2

Upper DC wetted perimeter PK.DC.U~ ̂ (Dix.uA Dnc.u.iJ-41.31 m

and the lower part:

Lower DC length l,x-j=4.29 m
Lower DC inner diameter Dix;,i,,=6.32 in
Lower DC outer diameter Dlx*io=7.10 m
Lower DC flow area Aj,imJX :i=(^4)(Dlx-,J-DSy,Xi) =8.22 m2

Lower DC wetted perimeter P».IX:I=X(DIX;U.I+DIX:I.<J=42. 16 m

At the interface between the two parts a local loss is placed with a value that of a
contraction area change:

DC interface loss coefficient kiX;,,,,ir
= 0.20

where the value has been derived from Figure 46. At the DC exit point, i.e. the bottom
shroud support ring, is placed a local loss with a value of:

DC exit loss coefficient kIK;ex,i =2.00

At both places the homogeneous two-phase multiplier is used. The type entry for the
pipe component is labelled esbwr_downcomer and is listed in appendix 3.

6.4.6 Lower plenum

The lower plenum is located between the bottom shroud support ring and the lower tie-
plate. The height is calculated on the basis of the core, riser and downcomer lengths:

Plenum height lPi<m,m=lix-(L,n.-
+lmJ = l-



The plenum flow area and wetted perimeter are approximated by the riser values:

Plenum flow area AJlmrpkm,m=Aj,m.nSL.r=28.27 m2

Plenum wetted perimeter P«;picnu,n=Pw.riser-fS.85 m

The loss coefficient from the CRGTs is represented by a single-phase local loss with a
value of 50.0, which may be adjusted later. The type entry is labelled esbwr_plenum and
is listed in appendix 4.

6.4.7 Final reactor mesh setup

As was the case with the SBWR the mesh setup for the ESBWR is identical to the mesh
setup for the SWR1000, see Figure 51. In appendix 9 is listed the main input files for the
reactor, thermos.001 represents the DYNOS component file for the core only,
thermos.002 the DYNOS component file for the full plant, cosima.inp the COSIMA
input file and load.inp the load file. To simplify the problem the core is loaded with a
single fuel type only. The cell data for this type is identical to the Siemens ATRIUM cell
data, i.e. they have been approximated with data from a fresh SVEA64 fuel assembly
from the Ringhalsl benchmark, see 6.2.7.
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7 Steady-state Investigations

The intention of this section is to present the initial calculations which was executed
under steady-state conditions. The calculations were performed on the Ringhalsl,
SWR1000, SBWR and ESBWR reactors. Their purpose was mainly to derive the
operational characteristics of the reactors and to provide the basis for the fixation of
parameters not supplied by the references.

7.1 Introduction
The purpose of the initial calculations presented in this chapter is three fold. First the
missing operational parameters, such as inlet subcooling etc., are determined on the
basis of the known ones and, when necessary, best estimates. Loss coefficients at flow
restrictions are modified to accommodate the pressure drops needed to obtain the correct
flow rate under natural circulation operation. Secondly operational characteristics in the
form of power-flow maps are calculated, and the effect of riser height, active core height
and flow restrictions etc. on the characteristics is summarised. Thirdly the in-core and
ex-core characteristics, i.e. pressure drop versus flow rate curves, are calculated to
provide an estimate of the sensitivity to flow excursions. The excursions themselves
however, have not been modelled in this section.

The Ringhalsl reactor represents a special case in relation to the other designs, since it
is operated under forced circulation. It has been included in the analysis however, since
a very comprehensive amount of information, including measurements, is available on
the reactor.

Input files for all the problems are given in the appendices 1 through 9. The intention
of the appendices is mainly to supply the reader with information on which models was
used, under which error bounds, and in what geometry and nodalization.

7.2 Calculations on the Ringhalsl reactor
The Ringhalsl reactor is the first reactor to be considered. It is the only operational
reactor and an extensive set of measurements from it has been obtained from the NEA
databank (refs. 1,2,3). The benchmark is composed of four cycles, cycle 14 through 17.
At each BOC (beginning of cycle) a total of 10-11 measurements or cases is provided at
each cycle. Additionally, cycle 16 provides a set of measurements at MOC (mid of
cycle). In this analysis however, the most interesting case is the case 9 at BOC 14 where
a global instability was detected. The reason that this case has not been treated in this
section is that the signals cannot be regarded as representing a steady-state core. The
case will be thoroughly treated in the next section however.

Thus the data presented in this section corresponds to BOC 14, case 4 (refs. 1,2,3),
which takes place approximately 75 hrs after start-up and at 70% nominal power. The
exact date and time of the measurements is 1990-09-03 at 16.38 hrs. The operating
conditions were:

Dome pressure P=70.1 bar
Flow rate W=3657 kg/s
Relative power Power= 70.0% nominal
Temperature lower plenum Tlp=26l.l °C
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With a nominal power of 2270 MW the relative power can be converted to an
absolute value:

Absolute power Powers 1589 MW

In determining the liquid subcooling at the core inlet level, the saturation temperature
is needed. This may be obtained by assuming the pressure equal to the dome pressure:

Saturation temperature
Subcooling

Tsat=559.1 K at 70.1 bar
Tsub=TsorTlp=24.8 °C

The error introduced on the subcooling from the pressure approximation is negligible
since a deviation in the pressure of 1 bar will not affect the subcooling more than one
degree (the pressure drop over the core will hardly exceed that value).

The main input files for the problem are located in appendix 6. Note that the problem
is executed under forced circulation, which means that only a single sweep through the
recirculation loop is performed. By comparing the core inlet pressure (as supplied by the
input) with the lower plenum exit pressure (obtained after a single sweep) an adjustment
of the lower plenum loss coefficient (from the control rod guidance tubes) is possible.
The two pressures should be identical. Pressures within 0.01 bar of each other are
obtained with a loss coefficient of:

Lower plenum loss coefficient klp=I78.0

Naturally the same results could have been obtained by adjusting loss coefficients at
other places in the loop.

The calculated axial power distributions at 36 positions in the core were compared
with distributions obtained from a core follow analysis based on the measured data. The
results are shown in appendix 10, and in Figure 60 is shown the mean over all 36

Figure 60 Mean axial power distributions in Ringhalsl at BOCI4/case9. The 'o'
marked line represents core follow results while the unmarked line represents the
values calculated by DYNOS.
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positions. Each distribution represents an arithmetic mean of the distribution in the four
fuel assemblies surrounding the detector. Though a deviation of around 20 % seems
present in most of the positions, the form of the curves have quite good resemblance
with the form of the curves representing the measured values2. The rather high deviation
may be caused by imperfect cell data's. These were all generated 'manually' from files
supplied by the benchmark authors and there may have been unnoticed errors in this
process.

A map of the radial power distribution, as calculated by DYNOS, is given in Figure
61. Though the power distribution seems somewhat uneven the result is an almost even
void distribution, see Figure 62. The same applies to the flow rate distribution pictured
in Figure 63.

The discrepancy between the calculated and measured radial flow rate and void
fraction distributions was within 10% relative error and evenly distributed in the radial
direction.

Figure 61 Calculated radial power distribution for Ringhalsl at BOC14/case4 by
DYNOS.

: In the remaining part of this report the values calculated by the core follow analysis will be
referred to as the measured values.
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Figure 62 Calculated radial exit void distribution for Ringhalsl at BOC14/case9 by
DYNOS

Figure 63 Calculated radial flow rate distribution for Ringhalsl at BOC14/case9 by
DYNOS
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7.3 General considerations
Before considering the various designs it might prove worthy to derive some general
dependencies in the geometry and operating conditions of a natural circulation BWR. It
should be noted at this place that the derivation of these dependencies requires the use of
a series of approximations. Thus the dependencies are qualitative in nature. Later in this
section however, a comparison will be made between the dependencies and calculated
results from the reactor designs considered.

A very simplified schematic diagram of a natural circulation BWR is shown in Figure
64. It consists of a core, riser and downcomer only. At steady-state the sum of the
pressure drops over the entire loop must vanish:

ZAp = 0 (7-1)

Ignoring the accelerational pressure drops, which are generally relative low, only the
wall friction, local losses and gravitational pressure drops remain. The frictional
pressure drop is assumed the dependency:

Apfnc~ka-aw2-I (7-2)

where w denotes the mass flow rate, a the exit void fraction, / the length of the relevant
section and ka is a constant. The symbol ~ denotes proportionality. The two-phase
multiplier has been assumed proportional to a. Depending on the model used, it may
have values in the range 1 to 10. Pressure losses over flow restrictions, denoted local
losses, is assumed the dependency:

Aphc~kb-a-w2 (7-3)

where kh is a constant. Again the two-phase multiplier is assumed proportional to a. The
gravitational pressure drop is assumed the dependency:

APi,m.~kc-(l-a)-l (7-4)

where kc a constant and / the length of the relevant section. In the equation it has been
assumed that the two-phase density is approximately proportional to (l-a). By the above
three equations it is possible to state approximate expressions for the pressure drops
over each section in the loop. Thus over the core we have approximately:

Apc~k,•a-w}-li.+k2-aw-+kJ (I-a)-lc (7-5)

and over the riser:

Apr~kra-w2-l,+ks-aw2+k6 (1-a) lr (7-6)

and over the downcomer:

2w:-kv-(/,+lr) (7-7)
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where w denotes the flow rate and a the exit void fraction. The void fraction in the
downcomer is assumed low or zero. All the constants, kt through k9 are positive.
Summing the terms:

Ap,ol ~ Apc+Apr+Apdc

U
Ap,o,~k,-aw2-lc+k2-a-w2+k3 (1-cc)-lc+k4-a-w2-lr+k5-a-w2+k6-(I-a)-lr

+kyW2 -{Ic+lJ + kn -W2-k9 -(Ic+lr)
V
Aplol ~ Ic/kiaw2+k3(l-q)+k7w

2-k9]+lr[k4aw2+k6(l-a)+k7w
2-k9j

+w2fk8+a(ki+k2)J (7-8)

Assuming the frictional pressure drop in the downcomer small as compared to the sum
of the frictional and local losses in the core and the riser and the gravitational losses in
the downcomer, the term k?w2 vanishes. Similarly, assuming the sum of the local losses
in the core and riser sections, represented by the term aw2(k}+kT), larger than the local
losses in the downcomer, the term kKw2 will vanish as well. Thus equation (7-8) can be
simplified:

(7-9)

Usually the frictional losses will be small as compared to the gravitational ones. Thus
assuming the frictional losses in the core and riser sections, represented by the terms
kiaw2lc and k4aw2ln small as compared to the gravitational losses in the core, riser and
downcomer sections, represented by the terms k3lc, k(llr and k,/lc+!r), equation (7-9)
above may be further simplified:

Apl0< ~ !J(I-a)k3-k9J+lr[(l-a)k6-k9J+w2a(k5+kJ (7-10)

Finally the constant factors of the gravitational pressure drops, i.e. k3, k6 and k9, will be
roughly identical and can be replaced by the common constant kw:

Aplol - -a(ic+l,)kw+w2a(k5+k2)

Figure 64 Schematic diagram of a natural circulation BIVR

(7-11)
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Equalising the total pressure drop over the loop with zero and replacing the constant kw

with ka and (k^+k^ with kh, we have:

kaw
2 ~kha(lc+lr) (7-12)

Roughly the exit void fraction, a, may be assumed proportional with the power density,
q, and the inverse of the flow rate, w:

a~q/w (7-13)

By the insertion of equation (7-13) into equation (7-12) we finally arrive at the general
dependency:

w}~q-(lc+lr) (7-14)

The above equation confirms most of the major design features in natural circulation
driven BWRs. Consider f.ex. the low flow rate which is characteristic for these designs.
To maintain a constant void fraction equation (7-13) states that the power density must
be lowered accordingly, which is the case in the actual designs. At the low flow rate and
power density however, equation (7-14) states that the sum of the core and riser lengths
must be increased. Since the core length is bound by the exit void fraction, the result is
that the riser length must be increased. Note that the core diameter has a negligible
effect.

Assuming the geometry of the reactor constant another interesting effect can be seen
from equation (7-14). Assuming a roughly linear dependency between the core power
and power density, the power is proportional with the flow rate cubed. This is a
fundamental characteristic observed in forced circulation BWRs during start up, where
the pumps are deactivated.

7.4 The operational characteristics and their
parametric dependencies
Due to the very limited amount of information regarding the operating conditions of the
reactors, it has been necessary to estimate some of the input values needed for the
determination of the operational characteristics. In all the designs except Ringhalsl, for
example, the inlet subcooling is not known. By specifying an average exit void fraction
by a known flow rate and power however, an approximate estimate of the inlet
subcooling may be obtained. In the designs operated under natural circulation, the
knowledge of the above operational parameters, i.e. the flow rate, exit void fraction,
power and pressure, have been utilized in the adjustment of local losses at various flow
restrictions.

It seems very interesting to investigate the effect certain geometrical parameters have
on the characteristics. These parameters are mainly the riser height, the active core
height and flow restrictions at various places in the recirculation loop, all of which have
a strong influence on the natural circulation flow rate. Thus the above characteristics are
calculated for a few values of each parameter.

7.4.1 SWR1000

Very limited data is available on the SWRI000. Actually only the pressure and nominal
power is available:
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Dome pressure
Power

p=70.6bar
power=2778 MW

The power supplied by the references in section 3 however, seems very high for a
reactor with only 648 fuel assemblies. The ringhalsl reactor has the same number of
assemblies and yet a nominal power of 2270 MW only. Not surprising, considering the
above statements, it proved very difficult to obtain a sufficient flow rate. Thus in the
present analysis the reactor was operated up to around 2000 MW only.

The derivation of the remaining quantities of the operating conditions is outlined
below. First the liquid subcooling at the core inlet level was fixed at 20 degrees:

Subcooling

This is the same value as for the Ringhalsl reactor. Assuming an exit void fraction of
75%, the flow rate has been calculated at nominal power for different values of the
lower plenum and separator loss coefficients. This is a quite tedious process, performed
by moving the control rods in steps until the desired power output and flow rate is
reached. The entire process must be repeated each time the local losses are adjusted.
The resulting operating characteristic is shown in Figure 65. Note the flow dependency
of the power, which seems to confirm equation (7-14).

Also shown in the figure are some points calculated with a riser section with a length
of 1.5 times the original length. This dependency again seems to confirm the equation
(7-14). Increasing the core height have not been investigated in this section. A
dependency similar with the above results however can be expected.

7.4.2 SBWR

In contrary to the SWRI000 considerable more information regarding the operating
conditions is available on the SBWR. Thus from section 3 we have:

Power
Dome pressure
Flow rate

power=2000 MW
p=71.7lbar
w=7556 kg/s

The remaining operating conditions are fetched from the references 7 and 8 though
they both represent operations slightly moved from the one above. In ref. 8 the core inlet
subcooling is stated as 9.15 degrees. Thus a value of

Figure 65 SWR1000 operational characteristics at nvo different riser lengths
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Suhcooling Tiub=9.1 V

has been adopted. In order to meet the above operating conditions the loss coefficient
at the lower plenum was adjusted. The separators loss coefficient was not adjusted so
that it may be used subsequently in the analysis. The final benchmark setup produced
exit void fractions in the order of 75-80%, which is regarded as sufficiently close to the
71.2% stated in ref. 7.

With the above adjusted benchmark a series of calculations were performed under
natural circulation at different power levels by operating the control rods. The results are
plotted in the operational characteristic in Figure 66. Again the dependency of equation
(7-14) is clear.

For this reactor three series of calculations are performed to estimate the dependency
of the flow rate on the riser length, separators loss coefficient and inlet liquid
subcooling. The calculations were all performed with the power level and dome pressure
fixed at the nominal values, i.e. 2000 MW and 71.71 bar, and by varying either the riser
height, separators loss coefficient or inlet subcooling. Naturally when the riser height is
varying the downcomer length is varied accordingly. The results of the calculations are
shown in the three graphs in Figure 67.

Increasing the riser height increases the flow rate due to the increased hydrostatic head
available. According to equation (7-14) the tendency should be expected to be
proportional with the flow rate cubed. However the curve in Figure 67 seems almost
linear. The missing dependency can partly be explained by assuming a more dominant
friction term since this has the dependency of the flow rate squared. Effects located at
other parts in the recirculation loop however, may play an important role as well.

The separators loss coefficient have a very dominant effect on the flow rate. The curve
pictured in Figure 67 has an almost linear dependency with the flow rate. This was
partly expected since the pressure loss over the component is proportional with the flow
rate squared. Comparing the graphs of the riser height and separator loss coefficient
versus the flow rate, some interesting results are notised. Thus completely eliminating
the separators (approximately equivalent to assigning the loss coefficient the value zero)
would increase the flow rate by almost 700 kg/s which could be utilised in the reduction
of the riser height with almost 1.1 m or around 10 percent of the total riser height. This
effect was utilised in the Dodewaard reactor and the Hitachi HSBWR-600 which have
no separators, see sections 3.6 and 3.7.

The effect of the inlet liquid subcooling on the recirculation flow rate is shown in
Figure 67 as well. The curve again indicates an approximately linear dependency,
however not as strong as the two other curves. Thus increasing the subcooling with 1

Figure 66 SBWR operational characteristics
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degree reduces the flow rate with 70-80 kg/s. The decrease is caused by the lower core
exit void fraction, which results in a reduced hydrostatic head in the riser. The final
result is a lower flow rate.

7.4.3 ESBWR

As stated in section 3.3 the ESBWR is essential an upgraded version of the SBWR. The
main purpose of the inclusion of the reactor in this study is that it has a large core, i.e. it
holds a large number of assemblies, and may provide some valuable insight into parallel
channel instabilities. Thus the dependencies of the recirculation flow rate on the riser
height, separators loss coefficient and inlet subcooling are, at the least qualitative,
identical to those of the SBWR.

From section 3.3 we have the operating conditions:

Figure 67 The dependency of the flow rate on riser length, separators loss coefficient
and inlet subcoolingfor the SBWR (the cross denotes the nominal conditions)
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Power
Dome pressure
Flow rate

power=3600 MW
p=71.71 bar
w=U667kg/s

The core inlet subcooling is not known. Thus the a value identical to that of the SBWR
has been adopted:

Subcooling b=9.1 <C

has been adopted. The above operating conditions were obtained by adjusting the lower
plenum loss coefficient with a target core exit void fraction of 75-80%. Summarising the
reactor has been adjusted into an operating condition almost identical to that of the
SBWR except for the flow rate and power level. This will ease the comparison of the
reactors.

The operating characteristic for the reactor, which was calculated in much the same
manner as for the ESBWR, is shown in Figure 68. As observed in the two other reactors
the power has roughly the dependency of the recirculation flow rate cubed.

7.5 Flow excursions
Though all the results in this section are obtained under steady-state conditions, some
qualitative observations regarding the sensitivity to instabilities may be derived from the
results. Thus by calculating the in- and ex-core characteristics, i.e. the pressure drop
versus flow rate curves in- and outside the reactor core, the sensitivity to flow excursions
or Ledinegg instabilities may be roughly estimated. Ledinegg instability occurs when the
core pressure drop increases while the flow rate decreases, ie. when a negative slope
occurs in the in-core characteristic. The characteristic, will then experience a minimum
point which is identified with the OFI (Onset of Flow Instability) point, see section
4.2.1.

Calculating both characteristics in the entire loop however, requires a very large
amount of computing time and the uncertainty introduced in the results by the
approximated loss coefficients at various places in the recirculation loop, may be high.
Thus only the in-core characteristic of a single fuel assembly is calculated. The results
may be regarded as qualitative only.

Figure 69 shows the calculated total pressure drop in a GE 8x8 fuel assembly, which

Figure 68 ESBWR operating characteristic
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Figure 69 Total pressure drop versus flow rate for a GE 8x8 fuel assembly at 2.73
MW, 9.1 T subcooling and 71.71 bars
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fuels the SBWR core, versus the flow rate. The fuel assembly has been assigned
operating conditions equal to those of the reactor but with a power of
2000MW/732=2.73MW and a nominal flow rate of 7556kg/s/732=10.32kg/s. Certainly
no region with negative slope was encountered and the assembly may be expected to be
unsusceptible to flow excursions.

A negative slope region may occur due to an increased two-phase friction. Thus a
series of runs were made in which the frictional pressure drop was calculated separately.
The result is shown in Figure 70. Clearly a negative region is present at the low flow and
high void region. The frictional pressure drop however, is very low as compared to the
total pressure drop and the effect therefore vanishes with high inlet toss coefficients.

Figure 70 Frictional pressure drop for a GE 8x8 fuel assembly at 2.73 MW 9.1 °C
subcooling and 71.71 bars
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Increasing the inlet loss coefficient tends to move the curve towards the upper right,
corner of the graph thereby stabilising the flow.

7.6 Summary of steady-state investigations
The DYNOS code was benchmarked against steady-state data from the Ringhalsl
benchmark from the NEA. The calculated data showed reasonable agreement with the
measured (calculated by the core follow analysis) for the axial power distribution in 36
positions in the core. During the benchmarking process the lower plenum loss
coefficient was adjusted to meet the operating conditions at the specific time at BOC14.

The operational characteristics, i.e. power-flow maps, were calculated for the
SWR1000, SBWR and ESBWR reactors in the natural circulation mode. During the
calculations some operating conditions was adjusted to meet the natural circulation flow
rate. In all the reactors a general dependency between the core power density, q, core
length, lc, riser length, I, and flow rate, w, was observed. The dependency roughly
follows the equality

w3~q-(lc+lr)

which is observed in existing reactors operating under natural circulation as well.
The effect of the riser height, inlet subcooling and separators loss coefficient was

estimated for the SBWR reactor. All of the above parameters showed an almost linear
dependency on the flow rate. Especially the separators loss coefficient have a profound
effect on the flow rate.

The assemblies in question were not found susceptible to flow excursions. Similarly,
increasing the inlet loss coefficient was found to move the possible OFI point towards
higher flow rates thereby stabilising the flow.
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8 Dynamic Investigations

In this section the stability issues of the natural circulation designs are addressed. As a
verification of the DYNOS code calculation results are compared with measurements for
the BOC14/case9 of the Ringhalsl reactor, where global power oscillations occurred.
Some general considerations are presented and the parametric dependencies on the onset
of flow instability for the natural circulation BWRs are presented. Each type of
instability is addressed, and the response of each reactor is analysed. Finally stability
maps for each of the designs are derived.

8.1 Introduction
The contents of this section may be divided into four parts. In the first part calculation
results by DYNOS on the Ringhalsl reactor are presented. The calculations were
performed for BOC14/case9 where global power oscillations were detected. The
calculated power is compared to the measured over a period of roughly 11 minutes and
the ability of the DYNOS code to treat BWR dynamics is commented. In the second part
some general considerations regarding the onset of flow instabilities (OFI) in natural
circulation BWRs are presented. Where possible, general dependencies of the reactor
geometry and operating conditions on the OFI are derived, based on known OFI
characteristics, such as the ratio of two-phase to single-phase pressure drops and the in-
and ex-core characteristics. In the third part each type of instability is analysed in
relation to the natural circulation BWRs. When an initiation and identification of the
type of instability has proven successful, the response and dependency on the reactor
parameters are analysed. Not all the type of instabilities listed in section 4 will be
treated, due to limitations in the modelling capabilities of the DYNOS code. The boiling
crisis and flow pattern transition instabilities f.ex. have not been analysed since DYNOS
cannot handle boiling crisis phenomena, such as f.ex. burnout, and does not rely on flow
pattern maps. The most important types of instabilities are however, included in the
analysis. In the fourth part the analysis is divided into designs rather than the type of
instability treated. In this part rather comprehensive calculations are performed on each
design and stability maps are prepared while the type of the instabilities encountered are
regarded of less importance.

Before proceeding to the next subsection, some practical implications of the
calculation under dynamic natural circulation should be mentioned. When no vapour
superheat is accounted for (as in DYNOS), the condition of the fluid is fully specified by
the pressure, liquid subcooling, steam quality and flow rate. In steady-state calculations
the natural circulation flow rate is obtained by gradually adjusting the flow rate until the
pressure drop over the entire loop vanishes. Before each calculation through the loop,
the flow properties at the inlet of the core is assumed equal to the values input by the
user except for the flow rate. Convergence of the flow rate is reached provided the
pressure drop versus the flow rate curve has a zero crossing point. In dynamic
calculations however, this adjustment of the core inlet flow properties is only allowed
inside the flow rate iterations during one timestep. When the next timestep is to be
calculated, the flow properties at the core inlet, obtained after an calculation through the
loop, must be used as the core inlet flow properties instead of the input values. The
slope of some flow properties with regard to time determines whether a stable solution is
possible or not. Consider f.ex. the reactor power and the inlet enthalpy as illustrated in
Figure 71. If the core power is increased from timestep n to timestep «+/,and the result
is a decrease in the core inlet enthalpy, more power will be produced in timestep n+2
etc. The result is that the power will grow until a burnout occurs though this is not the
actual condition of the core. If, on the other hand an increase in the power level results
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in the increase of the core inlet enthalpy, less power will be produces in timestep n+2
etc. and the power level will tend to converge towards the true dynamic level. It must be
pointed out that the condition above is a pure numerical instability and does not
represent the actual physical conditions of the core. The instability is caused by the
amplification of small inaccuracies in certain properties (f.ex. the removal of the heat
generated in the core) from timestep to timestep. The DYNOS code was tested against
this kind of instabilities by running a dynamic simulation of a steady-state condition and
verifying that no continuos increase or decrease in the main operating variables
occurred.

8.2 Calculations on the Ringhalsl reactor
Before the treatment of the natural circulation BWRs, a series of calculations will be
performed on the Ringhalsl reactor. The main purpose of the calculations is to verify the
dynamics of the DYNOS code against measured data.

The calculations are based on the Ringhalsl stability benchmark from the OECD (refs.
1,2,3), i.e. the same benchmark as was utilized in the steady-state calculations, see
section 7.2. As was the case in that section the BOC14 measurements will be used here
as well. Instead of case 4 however, case 9, where global power oscillations were
observed, will be used. The measurements started at around 80 hrs after start-up at a
power level of 63% nominal power. 8250 samples were recorded in a total of 90
channels representing the power level (APRMs: Average Power Range Monitors), the
coolant flow, reactor pressure, steam flow, feedwater flow, feedwater temperature,
reactor level etc. At each LPRM position the detector response was recorded at 2 axial
levels. The samples were recorded in intervals of 0.08 seconds. Thus the entire
measurement represents a total timespan of approximate 11 minutes.

Measured values of the power level, the pressure and the flow rate is shown in Figure
72. Note the ordinate axis in the three graphs. The pressure seems fairly constant, i.e. the
oscillations have amplitudes well within 0.05 bars. The flow rate seems to oscillate with
amplitudes around 20 kg/s. The power level however, have much larger amplitudes in
the order of 1% full power. Note that the low frequency components of the power level
and flow rate seems to coincide through the timespan, especially around the negative
spike at 370-380 seconds.

Figure 71 Reactor power and core inlet enthalpy as a function of time during dynamic
natural circulation.
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As indicated above some different frequency components seems to be present in the
signals. To investigate this observation the power level and flow rate signals were
Fourier transformed to obtain the frequency spectra. The transformation was performed
by a FFT algorithm. The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 73. The power spectrum
reveals some quite interesting results. By far the most energy in the oscillations occurs at
frequencies below 1 Hz. No single frequency in that range seems to dominate. In the
flow rate spectrum however, some clustering of energy seems present at frequencies
around 0.20 Hz. The oscillations are most probably a conglomerate of several different
mechanisms. Naturally, BWR oscillations must be present due to the power oscillations.
The typical frequencies of these of around half a hertz fits the spectra as well. They
should be expected to occur at a single frequency however, representing a spike in the
spectrum. Thus in the Forsmarkl, also a reactor developed by the ABB, a characteristic
frequency of around 0.53 Hz was identified with power oscillations (ref. 28). The 0.20
Hz frequency component in the flow spectra could indicate pressure drop oscillations,
which have frequencies in that range. No initiating flow excursion however, seems
present in the flow rate signal, except at 380 seconds.

Figure 72 Ringhalsl measured values of power level, pressure and flow rate at
BOC14/case9
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Figure 73 Ringhalsl spectra of power level and flow rate signals at BOC14/case9
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Some additional information may be obtained by regarding the ex-core parameters of
the reactor during the oscillations. In Figure 74 the measured steam and feedwater flow
rates, the feedwater temperature and the reactor water level is shown. The spikes in the
power level seems present in the steam flow as well, especially at 380 see's. The rather
arbitrary distributed spikes in the feedwater flow rate are very difficult to comment since
a turbine is preceding the feedwater strings. The reason that the two flow rates are not
identical is that some of the feedwater flow is diverted for the cooling of the control rod
drives. At a first glance the reactor level seems to oscillate. With amplitudes of below 1
cm however, the level can be regarded as constant. What might come as a surprise is that
while the flow rate has amplitudes of around 1% of the unperturbed level, the reactor
level has amplitudes within 0.1% of the unperturbed level. Also the signals seems not to
correlate. Some correlation between these two signals would be expected. The feedwater
temperature signal seems to consist of low frequency components only. Some
correlation with the power and flow signals seems to be present as well. After the
negative spike at 380 see's however the temperature does not regain its previous level.

The oscillations were simulated by the DYNOS code. Before commenting on the
results of the simulation the derivation of the necessary input is outlined. The
coefficients of reactivity were not supplied in the references (refs. 1,2,3). Thus older
values from ref. 43 was used:

Liquid temperature coefficient
Fuel temperature coefficient
Void coefficient
CR worth

Ak/AT,=-2-lVs

]-2-lffs fC'
Ak/Aa=-1.25-lff3

where the CR worth represents the reactivity gain in a single node when the control rod
is removed. The same coefficients as above are utilised in the analysis of the other
designs. The operational characteristics of the case at time 0 is taken from the supplied
files:
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Figure 74 Ringhalsl measured values of steam and feedwater flow rates, feedwater
temperature and reactor water level at BOC14/case9
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The problem was run in dynamics mode with no initial trip. Thus the steady-state
solution obtained by the static processor was perturbed sufficiently enough from the
initial solution by the dynamic processor to initiate oscillations. The calculated versus
measured power level is shown in Figure 75. Though the time step was 0.05 sec, a print
was made at every 10 sec only. Some correlation between the signals seems present.
Especially the spike at 380 sec seems present in the calculated signal as well.
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8.3 General considerations
In the previous section some general dependencies between the natural circulation flow
rate, power density and the reactor geometry were derived assuming a zero pressure
drop over the entire loop. In this subsection similar dependencies will be derived.
However, the purpose is here to predict the onset of flow instabilities (OFI). The OFI
may be characterised by lines in a power versus flow rate graph.

Generally a two-phase flow will tend to destabilise when the ratio of the two-phase to
the single phase pressure drop becomes large in which case density wave oscillations,
which are by far the most frequently encountered instability in two-phase flows, will
occur (ref. 42), see section 4. Also if the in-core derivative of the pressure drop with
respect to the mass flux becomes lower than the ex-core derivative, flow excursions or
Ledinegg instabilities might develop. Below approximate dependencies for both of the
above phenomena will be derived.

Firstly approximate expressions for the core, riser and downcomer pressure drops will
be given. As was the case in section 7.3 the derivation of these dependencies requires
the use of a series of approximations making them qualitative in nature. Later in this
section however, a comparison will be made between the dependencies and calculated
results from the reactor designs considered.

The accelerational pressure drop is ignored or may optionally be regarded as lumped
into the other terms. The pressure drop over the core is:

Apc
1•lc+k2-a-w!+k}-(l-a)-lc (8-1)

and the riser pressure drop:

Apr ~ k4 -a-w2 -lr+k5 -a-w2+k6 - (8-2)

and the downcomer pressure drop:

ApJc ~krw
2 -(lc+ lr) +k8 -w

2-k9 -(lc+ lr) (8-3)

Figure 75 Ringhalsl calculated versus measured values of the reactor power level at
BOC14/case9
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where a is the void fraction, w the flow rate, lc the core height, I, the riser height and k,
through k9 constants. The equations are derived under assumptions similar to those
presented in section 7.3. In all three equations the first term denotes the frictional loss,
the second term the local loss and the third term the gravitational loss.

To investigate the ratio of two-phase to single-phase pressure drop over the core and
riser sections, the single- and two-phase components of the above pressure drops in the
core and riser sections are isolated. All single-phase local losses in the core are lumped
into the inlet local loss, denoted km while the two phase local losses in both the core and
the riser sections are lumped into the riser inlet/core exit local loss, denoted kmil.
Assuming the single-phase frictional and gravitational loss proportional to (I-a) and the
two-phase frictional loss proportional to a the components in both regions may be
expressed:

4>dP ~kr(l-a)-w2-lc+k,n-w
2+k2(l-a)lc (8-4)

Wc (8-5)

Apr.iP*0 (8-6)

Apr,2P ~k4-a-w7-lr+km,,-a-w2 (8-7)

where the gravitational pressure drops in the two-phase regions have been ignored. Note
that the constants kt through k4 have been redefined. Defining the value of the two-phase
versus single-phase pressure drop ratio where the OFI occurs as kon we have:

kj(l-a)w lc. + k,nw +k2(l-a)lc

Thus if the right hand side is larger than the left hand side the flow is subject to
instability. Adopting an arbitrary value for the ratio kon of unity we may write:

k3aw2Ic+k4aw2lr+kmilcnv2 <ki(l-a)w2lc+k,nw
2+k2(l-a)Ic (8-9)

as a condition for flow stability. Ignoring the single-phase gravitational pressure drop
represented by the term containing k2, we have:

k3aw2lc+k4aw2lr+kliulaw2 <ki(l-a)w2lc+kinw
2

a/k3lc+k4tr+ku,,,+kllj<kllc+kui (8-10)

Finally assuming the relationship:

a~qh\< (8-11)

where q is the power density, we arrive at the final expression:
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Figure 76 OFI lines derived by equation (8-12)

a[k3lc+k4lr+koul+k,lc] <k,lc+km

-W (8-12)

From equation (8-12) above it can be seen that the OFI represents approximate linear
lines in the power versus flow rate graph. Increasing the inlet loss coefficient kin will
increase the slope and thus the stable area of operation due to the increased single-phase
pressure drop. Naturally the effect is opposite for the exit loss coefficient kou< since this
loss it two-phase. Increasing the riser height also tends to decrease flow stability due to
the increased two-phase friction. The same effect can be expected when increasing the
core height although weaker. The effects of the different parameters on equation (8-12)
are illustrated in Figure 76.

Additional information can be derived by analysing the in- and ex-core characteristics
for the reactor. In section 4.2.1 it was stated that flow excursions might occur provided
that:

chp

SG
(8-13)

where Ap is the pressure drop, G the mass flux and index in denotes in-core and ex ex-
core. The above behaviour requires that the in-core characteristics exhibits a region
where the pressure drop decreases with increasing flow, i.e. where it is negative.
Substituting a with q/w in the equations (8-1) and (8-2) and differentiating while
assuming q constant one obtains:

cAp
lc + k2q - k3lc I w2 + kAqlr + ksq - kjr I (8-14)

The above derivative will be negative provided that:
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Figure 77 OF I lines derived by equation (8-15)
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(8-15)

Equation (8-15) above represents a hyperbole in the power versus flow rate graph, see
Figure 77. Thus at low flow rates or power levels the possibility of flow excursions
exist. The dependency with the core and riser heights is difficult to assess since both
values occur in the nominator as well as in the denominator of equation (8-15). Note that
the negative slope of the in-core characteristic is necessary but not sufficient to initiate
the excursion. Thus the ex-core characteristic must have a higher slope.

8.4 Analysis of instabilities
At the low flow and power rates so characteristic for the natural circulation BWRs, the
stability of the reactors is believed to be seriously affected. Especially during the start-
up of the reactor, when the pressure is low, the reactor is susceptible to instabilities.

A series of authors have published experimental results from natural circulation loop
measurements. Aritomi et al studied natural circulation of water in a loop consisting of
two heated channels in parallel and operated by atmospheric pressure (ref. 10,11). They
concluded that three types of instabilities might occur in natural circulation BWRs
during start-up: Geysering, natural circulation oscillations and density wave instabilities.

In this section each type of instability is investigated for all the designs considered and
the parametric dependency of the relevant type is estimated. Though an effort has been
made to treat each kind of instability isolated from the others they may occur
simultaneously. Thus Aritomi et al observed natural circulation instabilities
superimposed with density waves and geysers (ref. 10).

8.4.1 Flow excursions

Numerous calculations on the SBWR, ESBWR and the SWR1000 did not reveal any
flow excursions though other types of instabilities were encountered. The calculations
were performed mainly be regulating the inlet end exit loss coefficients to try to initiate
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Figure 78 Channel pressure drop versus flow rate for natural circulation loop (ref. 13)
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an excursion since an increased exit and/or a decreased inlet loss coefficient tends to
destabilise the flow.

It must be noted however, that some of the instabilities encountered during the above
calculations may have been mistakenly identified as geysering instabilities. Thus
experiments by Kyung et al indicated periodic flow excursions very similar to geysers
(ref. 13). They explained the periodic behaviour of the excursions by the means of the
diagram in Figure 78 which shows the channel pressure drop versus the flow rate for the
natural circulation loop. Each curve represents a unique heat flux. Operating points at
the positive slopes, i.e. points I| through I3 and II2 through II4, are stable while operating
points at the negative slopes, ie. points I1I2 and III3, are unstable. Consider the curve 2,
When the heat flux is increased the curve will move toward curve 3. Simultaneously
however, the distance between the stabie point I2 and the unstable point III2 will
decrease and due to small oscillations around the stable point, a transition may occur.

8.4.2 Geysering

There has been serious concern that the special operating conditions during the start-up
of a natural circulation BWR may give rise to a geysering mode oscillation (ref. 9). The
combination of a low natural circulation flow rate, a low system pressure and a low
feedwater temperature with a large initial inventory of subcooled water in the riser
section may trigger a geysering mode oscillation.

Lin et al performed a simulation on the SBWR with a constant pressure of 0.14 MPa
(ref. 9). When raising the power level a geysering mode occurred at around 3000 see's.
Figure 79 shows the void fraction at the core exit and the liquid velocity at the
separators inlet level. Note the shifted phase in the two signals. A spike in the void
fraction is followed by a strong negative spike in the liquid velocity when the level
collapses. The conclusion of the analysis was that the conditions planned for the start-up
of the SBWR is not prone to geysering, mainly due to the faster pressurisation of the
reactor vessel.

A similar simulation by DYNOS was applied on the SBWR. The liquid subcooling
was 16 K and the pressure 0.14 MPa. The power was slowly increased until a geysering
mode was encountered. The total timespan was 1000 see's in steps of 1 sec. The
resulting flow rate is shown in Figure 80. Note the similarity of the waveform with the
results by Lin et al in Figure 79.

In the SBWR, ESBWR and the SWR1000, geysering was only encountered below a
certain limiting pressure around 0.6 MPa. The effect may be caused by the decreasing
size of the bubbles which leave the heated surface in the subcooled liquid. The
decreased size is due to the compression of the vapour. Thus no large bubbles will form.
Consequently increasing the pressure suppresses geysering.
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Figure 79 Void fraction at core exit and liquid velocity at separators inlet during a
geysering mode in the SBWR (ref. 9)
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Aritomi ef a/ proposed a model for the driving mechanism of geysering (ref. 14). They
suggested the forming of a large bubble covering the entire flow area, which grows
toward the core exit due to the decreased hydrostatic head. As it reaches the riser it is
mixed with subcooled water and rapidly condenses. Subcooled water re-enters from the
lower plenum as the pressure drop across the core corresponds to that of the
neighbouring channel. If the re-entering flow rate is higher than the natural circulation
flow rate a flow reversal occurs in the neighbouring channel. After a short period of time
a large bubble is formed in the neighbouring channel since the fluid that re-entered from
the riser had higher temperature than the fluid which entered the original channel from
the lower plenum, and the process is repeated.

The above described mechanism may not provide a full explanation of the observed
results, since the DYNOS code can simulate geysering, but cannot treat countercurrent
flow. Also the fact that the void fraction is expressed directly as a channel averaged
value rather than indirectly by the number and size of the bubbles, makes a direct
simulation of the above mechanism difficult. Thus the results obtained indicates that the
geysering mode may occur as strong fluctuations in the flow rate where the re-filling of

Figure 80 SBWR flow rate during geysering mode (Tsllb=16 K, p=0.14 MPa)
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the channel is conducted with subcooled liquid entering from the lower plenum and not
from the riser.

Increasing the inlet throttling decreases the flow rate and thereby the riser liquid
temperature. The result is that the upper limit of the flow rate for the onset of geysering
decreases. Increasing the inlet subcooling increases the void fraction at the same
equilibrium quality due to the increased subcooled boiling and the flow rate increases.
Thus geysering is suppressed with increased subcooling. The effect of the riser height
has not been investigated in this subsection. However, experimental results by Masuhara
et al indicated that the geysering region decreases as the riser height decreases (ref. 15).

Based on the above observations it can be concluded that proper procedures for the
start-up of the reactor will eliminate the possibility of a geysering mode. Especially
applying pressures above 0.6 MPa will reduce the possibility of a geysering mode. Thus
in the Dodewaard reactor, geysering as well as other modes of oscillations have been
avoided (ref. 9,12). It should be noted that data by Aritomi et al shows that no geysering
occurs at pressures above 0.4 MPa (refs. 10,11) while the results presented here
indicates a value of 0.6 MPa.

8.4.3 Natural circulation oscillations

Natural circulation instabilities are caused by fluctuations in the hydrostatic head in the
steam separators or in the riser section (ref. 10). Note that Boure (ref. 44) did not
classify this instability. Consider an increase in the flow rate in a natural circulation
BWR. The high flow causes the vaporisation rate to decrease, resulting in a less void
content in the riser. The less void in the riser however, causes the hydrostatic force to
decrease and the flow decreases. The process is repeated periodically since the flow rate

Figure 81 SBWRflow rate and riser pressure drop in natural circulation oscillations
mode (Tsub=16 K, p=0.14 MPa)
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and the hydrostatic force are out of phase. The phenomenon occurs during the start-up
of the reactor when the flow rate is low.

Aritomi et al found that natural circulation oscillations were observed in parallel
channels by hydrostatic head fluctuations in a long non-heated vertical channel, such as
the steam separators or the partitioned riser, due to the alternate flow of vapour and
liquid while the vapour generation rate was insufficient (ref. 11).

To investigate natural circulation oscillations, a DYNOS simulation was performed on
the SBWR at low flow and power. The results are shown in Figure 81. The total flow
rate oscillates in-phase with all the channels, however out-of-phase with the pressure
drop over the riser section. This should be expected since the natural circulation flow
rate is proportional with the riser pressure drop. The period of the oscillations seems to
approximate that of geysering. The effect of the partitioned riser on the natural
circulation oscillations was investigated by a series of simulations on both the SBWR
and the ESBWR. No noticeable effect was observed however when the partitioning of
the riser was eliminated. The result may be related to the way the riser is represented in
the DYNOS code. However, the exact nature of this relation is not known.

As was the case with the geysering mode, the natural circulation oscillations only
occurred below a certain pressure. In Figure 82 are shown calculation results at different
pressures. Each run was executed with constant power, i.e. the neutronics calculations
were deactivated. The figure indicates that at pressures below 0.6 MPa geysering may
occur while natural circulation oscillations only occurs at pressures up to above 0.6 and
below 0.8 MPa.

8.4.4 Density wave instabilities

Density waves are the most common two-phase flow instabilities. They usually exhibit
periods equal to the time it takes a fluid particle to travel through the system. Due to the
low flow rates in natural circulation BWRs, however, the long delay times for the
density wave through the system may be expected to stabilise the flow.

The sensitivity of density wave instabilities to the different designs was investigated
by the means of the DYNOS code. Both the SWR1000, SBWR and the ESBWR were
included in the investigation. The reactor was operated at the nominal steady-state
conditions when a step response in the flow rate was induced by the increase of a loss
coefficient in the lower plenum. The increase of the lower plenum loss coefficient was
valued so that the decrease in the flow rate was around 5% of nominal flow. The decay
ratio for the flow rate signal was calculated according to the graph in Figure 83. The

Figure 82 Geysering and natural circulation oscillations stability regions for the
SBWR
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Figure 83 Definition of the decay ratio

ratio was calculated for all three reactors by varying the separators and inlet loss
coefficients, the riser height and the inlet subcooling in order to estimate the effect of the
different parameter on the sensitivity to instability. Note that a low decay ratio implies
that the flow is less sensitive to flow instabilities.

The effect of the inlet and exit restriction, represented by the core inlet and separators
loss coefficients, on the flow stability for the various designs is shown in Figure 84. The
inlet loss coefficient is the sum of the channel inlet loss coefficient and the central core
inlet throttle value. An almost exponential dependency seems present in both graphs.
However, while an increasing core inlet loss tends to stabilise the flow an increasing
separators loss tends to destabilise the flow. These results were expected. Increasing the
inlet loss will decrease the ratio of the two-phase pressure drop over the single-phase
drop due to the high single-phase local loss at the restriction. The opposite is the case
with an increase in the separators loss coefficient. Increasing the separator loss increases
the two-phase pressure drop and thereby the two-phase to single-phase ratio and the
flow becomes less stable.

Note the higher 'slope' of the curve of the SWRI000 decay ratio versus the separators
loss coefficient. The curves for the SBWR and the ESBWR on the other hand seems
almost identical except for an offset. The effect may be connected to the partitioned riser

Figure 84 Decay ratios of the SWR1000, SBWR and the ESBWR for different values of
the core inlet and separators loss coefficients at nominal conditions (the line represents
a best power fit to the SBWR)
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in the SBWR and the ESBWR. Though the two-phase pressure drop is mainly due to the
separators a significant part may be represented by friction in the riser. Thus with the
partitioned riser the increase in the separators loss will be less profound than in designs
with no riser partitioning. Though a partitioned riser will tend to increase the two-phase
pressure drop the expected decrease in stability may be outweighed by other effects,
such as the elimination of multidimensional flow etc. The above results seem to confirm
the dependency in equation (8-12).

Note that while density wave instabilities may be suppressed by orifices at the non-
heated inlet, geysering will not be eliminated however since the orifices will decrease
the flow rate.

The effect of the riser height and the core inlet subcooling on the reactor stability is
shown in Figure 85 for the three designs. As expected the riser height have a strong
almost exponential dependency on the decay ratio. The cause is twofold. First with an
increased riser height the two-phase pressure drop is increased and the flow destabilised.
However since the riser is characterised by a much larger flow area than the core,
increasing the riser height will increase the delay in the feedback through the
downcomer resulting in a further destabilisation of the flow. Again the results seems to
confirm equation (8-12).

The effect of the inlet subcooling seems rather peculiar, but some correlation seems
present. Generally increasing the subcooling tends to destabilise the flow. In the SBWR
however the destabilising effect seems to be replaced by a stabilising one above 19-20
degrees subcooling. The effect can to some extent be seen developing in the ESBWR as
well, however it is not observed in the SWR1000. The stabilising effect of the increasing
subcooling at high values of the subcooling can be explained by the increased non-
boiling length. With the increased length the single-phase friction pressure drop
increases and the flow stabilises. The same effect occurs at low values of the subcooling,
but here the change in the transit time, which has a destabilising effect, dominates over
the subcooling effect. The result is believed to be close to the curves in Figure 85.

A phenomenological explanation of the above observations could be that a variation
in the density at the core inlet, caused by a small perturbation in the flow rate, initiates a
the density wave which moves up through the core causing differences in the pressure
drop over the relevant section. The change is most marking in the two-phase region, i.e.
at the core exit. Thus the change in the pressure drop over the section is delayed with
respect to the inlet perturbation. If the delay is such that the pressure perturbation has a
180 degree shift when it arrives at the inlet, the inlet perturbation is amplified and the

Figure 85 Decay ratios for the SWR1000, SBWR and the ESBWR for different values of
the riser height and the core inlet subcooling (the line represents a best power fit to the
SBWR)
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flow becomes unstable.
Before proceeding to the next subsection, some interesting results by Wu et al should

be mentioned. They performed experimental investigations of a natural circulation loop
in both the time and the frequency domain (ref. 37). They concluded that, depending on
the power and inlet subcooling, the oscillations may either be periodic with a multiplum
of frequencies or chaotic. Their experiments indicated that a strange attractor
(determining the transition to chaotic behaviour) is present in the low pressure, low
power and high inlet subcooling region of the operational characteristic.

8.4.5 BWR and parallel channel instabilities

The most likely modes of parallel channel instabilities are the core-wide mode and the
half-core mode where the power in one half of the core oscillates out of phase with the
other half (ref. 25). In forced circulation BWRs the instabilities are encountered at low
flow and high power, however far from natural circulation conditions. Thus these kinds
of instabilities should not be expected in reactors operating under natural circulation.
The instabilities have a tendency to occur when the core has a very bottom peaked or
skew radial power profile (ref. 25).

March-Leuba el al investigated the mechanism of out-of-phase power oscillations in
BWRs by the LAPUR code (ref. 27). They concluded that a region exist where out-of-
phase instabilities are possible even though the core wide dynamic mode is stable.
Especially the axial power shape was found important.

The large number of assemblies, the short length of the core and the large riser section
above the core in the natural circulation BWRs, may move the boundary for the parallel
channel instabilities. In order to verify the above expectation a series of calculations
were performed with the DYNOS code on the ESBWR, which has a large number of
assemblies as compared to the two other designs considered. The reactor was operated
at nominal conditions when the power was raised slowly. No instabilities were
encountered before a burnout occurred.

8.5 Calculated stability maps for the treated
reactors
In this subsection the results from the simulations presented in the previous section will
be summarised in the form of stability maps for each design. The stability map for the
SWR1000 is shown in Figure 86, the map for the SBWR in Figure 87 and the map for
the ESBWR in Figure 88. The stability boundaries have been approximated by straight
lines though these most probably are curved.

At a first glance they all seems very similar, especially the maps for the SBWR and
the ESBWR are very alike. The SWR1000 however, seems to exhibit a larger region
susceptible to geysering than the other two designs. The missing boundaries in the upper
part and the lower right part of the maps most probably do exist. Under the operating for
the reactors they were not reached, at the least not in this study.

The large diameter riser section above the core in the SBWR may exhibit
multidimensional flow, which can seriously affect the natural circulation and stability of
the reactor. This flow, which is caused by complicated turbulent shear and mixing
phenomena, cannot be modelled by the DYNOS code. Other effects may have vanished
due to the limited modelling capabilities of the code.

8.6 Summary of dynamic investigations
The DYNOS code was applied on the Ringhalsl reactor to simulate the global power
oscillations which occurred at BOC14. A reasonable correlation seems present between
the measured and the calculated power signals.
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Figure 86 SWRIOOO stability map
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Figure 88 ESBWR stability map
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where 9 is the power density, w the flow rate, lc the core height, /, the riser height, kin

the inlet, single-phase local loss, kou, the exit, two-phase local loss and k, through k6

constants. Thus the above two equations provides a rough qualitative description of the
stability in natural circulation BWRs.

The stability in the three natural circulation BWRs, SWR1000, SBWR and ESBWR,
have been investigated by simulations on the DYNOS code. The most profound
instabilities encountered were the geysering mode and the natural circulation oscillations
mode. These were, however, only observed at pressures below 0.6 MPa, thereby
indicating that proper pressurisation of the reactor vessel during start-up may very well
eliminate them.

For all three simplified designs the decay ratio of the response to a step in the flow
rate was calculated as functions of the separators loss coefficient, the core inlet loss
coefficient, the riser height and the inlet subcooling. Regarding the first three parameters
a logarithmic behaviour was observed, stabilising for increased core inlet loss
coefficient and destabilising for increased separators loss coefficient and riser height.
Increasing the inlet subcooling proved destabilising. However, some stabilising effect
may come into play at high subcoolings (i.e. over 20 degrees).

Based on the above mentioned simulations, stability maps for all three reactors were
plotted. Both the geysering mode and the natural circulation oscillations mode were
found to be confined to narrow regions with high power and low flow.
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9 Conclusions
The purpose of the study was to investigate the stability of simplified BWRs. The
natural circulation of the coolant in these reactors has indicated an increased
susceptibility to instabilities in the low power/low flow part of the operational
characteristic. Especially geysering and natural circulation oscillations are expected to
occur in these designs. Reactors considered in the analysis are the simplified types,
SWR1000, SBWR and the ESBWR, and the forced circulation type Ringhalsl, which
was used as benchmark.

A fluid dynamics code, DYNOS, was developed for the analysis. The code was
verified against a dynamic benchmark from the NEA over the Ringhalsl reactor where
global power oscillations occurred during BOC14. The calculated static power and void
distributions was within 10 percent of measured values at a stable part of the operation.

Operational characteristics, i.e. power versus flow rate plots, were calculated for the
three simplified designs. The parametric dependencies of the flow characteristics were
calculated for the different designs. Parameters such as the core power density, core
length, riser length, inlet subcooling and separators loss coefficient were found to have
almost linear dependencies on the operational characteristic. Roughly the dependencies
follow the equality:

w3~q(lc+l,)

where w is the mass flow rate, q the power density, lc the core height and lr the riser
height. Static calculations on the assemblies alone showed that these do not exhibit
characteristics, which make them susceptible to flow excursions.

A full dynamic simulation of the power oscillations observed in the Ringhalsl reactor
was performed by DYNOS and the calculated power was compared with the measured.
The simulated dynamic power response showed a reasonable resemblance with the
measured signals during the oscillations, however high frequency components (i.e.
above 1-2 Hz) was not present due to the size of the timestep.

An analytical study on the onset of flow instability was performed. The study
concluded the following to equalities as conditions for flow stability:

q<

where q is the power density, w the flow rate, lc the core height, I, the riser height, kin the
inlet, single-phase local loss, kou, the exit, two-phase local loss and kj through kg
constants.

Decay ratios as functions of the separators loss coefficient, core inlet loss coefficient,
the riser height and the inlet subcooling were calculated for all three designs. Increasing
the core inlet loss coefficient was found to be stabilising, while an increase in the
separators loss coefficient and riser height was found to be destabilising. Increasing the
inlet subcooling proved to be destabilising. However, some stabilising effect may come
into play at high subcoolings (i.e. over 20 degrees).

Finally stability maps for all three reactors were plotted. Both the geysering mode and
the natural circulation oscillations mode were found to be confined to narrow regions
with high power and low flow. Both types however, were found only at pressures below
0.6 MPa. The study concluded that adopting a proper start-up procedure, where the
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reactor vessel is pressurised sufficiently fast, geysering and natural circulation
oscillations can be eliminated.
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Appendix 1 Contents of channels
library, channels.lib

The contents of the channels library, channels.lib, is specified under this
appendix. The ABB 8x8 fuel type, ringhalsl_8x8, equivalates the subtype
ringhalsl_8x8_ol, ie. with a 20.0 additional loss at the channel inlet.

Appendix 1 1 Channels library syntax 1-1
Appendix 1 2 ABB 8x8 fuel for Ringhalsl, ringhalsl_8x8 1-2
Appendix 1 3 ABB SVEA64 fuel for Ringhalsl, ringhalsl_svea64 1-3
Appendix 1 4 Siemens ATRIUM™ 12 fuel for SWRIOOO, swr_atrinml2 1-5
Appendix 1 5 General Electric GE8 fuel for SBWR, sbwr_ge8 1-6
Appendix 1 6 General Electric GE8 fuel for ESBWR, esbwr_ge8 1-7

Appendix 1 lChannels library syntax

CHANNELS LIBRARY

Syntax :
All units are in SI.
All characters beyond coloumn 170 are ignored.
Fields must consist of upper case letters only.
The fields may be placed in arbitrary order unless else is stated.
The field iolist must be located in the same line as the field.
Blanks and tabs are ignored except in fields and iolists.
"•" in coloumn 1 designates a comment line.
"!" initiates a comment.
[ ] : optional.
{} : user defined.
Typename must consist of a letter and up to 31 letters or numbers

(must not contain the string 'END').

TYPE {typename}

REGION ACTIVE
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH {length of the active part excl. inlet and exit}
FLOW AREA {flow area of the active part}
WETTED PERIMETER {total wetted perimeter of the active part}

END DIMENSIONS
RODS
NUMBER {no. of rods containing fuel}
OUTER DIAMETER {rod outer diameter}

END RODS
[INLET

FLOW AREA {flow area of the active inlet part)
WETTED PERIMETER {total wetted perimeter of the active inlet part}
[LENGTH {length after local loss}]
(LOSS COEFFICIENT {iolist}
LOSS MULTIPLIER {iolist}]

END INLET]
[EXIT

FLOW AREA {flow area of the active exit part}
WETTED PERIMETER {total wetted perimeter of the active exit part)
[LENGTH {length before local loss}]
[LOSS COEFFICIENT {iolist}
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LOSS MULTIPLIER
END EXIT]
[SPACERS

POSITIONS

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SPACERS]
END REGION ACTIVE

[REGION INT_BYPASS
DIMENSIONS

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
[INLET

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
[LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET]
[EXIT

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
[LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT]
END REGION INT_BYPASS]

REGION CHANNEL
[START_GUESS

GUESS
END START_GUESS]
[DIMENSIONS

OUTER PERIMETER
OUTER AREA

END DIMENSIONS]
INLET

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
[LENGTH
[LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER
[LEAKAGE

END INLET
EXIT

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
[LENGTH
[LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
END REGION CHANNEL

END TYPE

where iolist = model [.parameter...]
(two consecutive ',' signals default value usage)

{iolist}]

{positions of up to 12 spacers in meters above channel inlet }
{separated by commas. }
{iolist}
{iolist}

(same lengths as active region)

{flow area of bypass}
{bypass wetted perimeter}

{flow area of bypass inlet part}
{wetted perimeter of bypass inlet part}
(iolist}
{iolist}]

{flow area of bypass exit part}
{wetted perimeter of bypass exit part}
{iolist}
{iolist}]

(In core context a minimum of DIMENSION must be present.)

{active_fraction,bypass_fraction}

{channel outer perimeter}
{channel outer area}

{flow area of the channel inlet part }
{wetted perimeter " }
{length after local loss}]
{iolist}
{iolist}]
{iol ist} (to ext. bypass. Placed just after the

loss (if any))]

{flow area of the channel exit part}
{wetted perimeter " }
{length before local loss}]
{iolist}
{iolist}]

Appendix 1 2ABB 8x8 fuel for Ringhalsl,
ringhalsl_8x8

* Ringhals I ABB 8x8 fuel (20.0 loss added)
*
* All lengths corresponds to multipla of a single nodelength where
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a single node has the length 0.1472 m. This length correspnds to
the active part (3.6800 m) divided into 25 nodes. The total length
of the assembly is 30 nodes or 4.416 m.

* by Peter Metz

TYPE
•
REGION ACTIVE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERJMETER 2.9990

END DIMENSIONS
RODS
NUMBER
OUTER DIAMETER

END RODS
INLET

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
EXIT

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LENGTH
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
SPACERS

POSITIONS
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SPACERS
END REGION ACTIVE

*
REGION CHANNEL

DIMENSIONS
OUTER PERIMETER
OUTER AREA

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
EXIT
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LENGTH

END EXIT
END REGION CHANNEL

*

END TYPE

ringhalsl_8x8_ol

3.6800
0.01041

63
0.01225

0.01041
2.9990
6,0,1,0.80
I

0.01041
2.9990
0.2944
6,0,1,0.70
1

!25 nodes

'.fuelled rods
[cladding outer diameter

Moss coefficient 0.80
!homogeneous flow

lloss coefficient 0.70
[homogeneous flow

0.55,1.12,1.69,2.26,2.82,3.39
6,0,1,0.60
1

0.5544
0.019210

0.2944
0.017956
0.536
6,0,1,20.0
1

0.017956
0.536
0.1472

lloss coefficient 0.60
I homogeneous flow

!2 nodes

ladd loss coefficient 20.0
[homogeneous flow

II node

Appendix 1 3ABB SVEA64 fuel for Ringhalsl,
ringhalsl_svea64

Ringhals I ABB SVEA64 fuel

All lengths corresponds to multipia of a single nodelength where
a single node has the length 0.1472 m. This length correspnds to
the active part (3.6800 m) divided into 25 nodes. The total length
of the assembly is 30 nodes or 4.416 m.
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The internal bypass have loss coefficients identical to those of
inlet and exit pats of the active region.

• by Peter Metz

TYPE

REGION ACTIVE
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
RODS
NUMBER
OUTER DIAMETER

END RODS
INLET

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
EXIT

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
SPACERS

POSITIONS
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SPACERS
END REGION ACTIVE

REGION INT BYPASS
DIMENSIONS

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
EXIT

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
END REGION INT_BYPASS

REGION CHANNEL
START GUESS
GUESS

END START.GUESS
DIMENSIONS
OUTER PERIMETER
OUTER AREA

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END INLET
EXIT

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

ringhalsl_svea64

3.6800
0.01014
3.4926

64
0.01225

0.01014
3.4926
6,0,1,5.20
I

0.01014
3.4926
6,0,1,1.00
1

!25 nodes

!64 fuelled rods
•cladding outer diameter

(loss coefficient 5.20
[homogeneous flow

Moss coefficient 1.00
!homogeneous flow

0.55,1.12,1.69,2.26,2.82,3.39
6,0,1,0.65
1

0.0012
0.48

0.0012
0.48
6,0,1,5.20
1

0.0012
0.48
6,0,1,1.00
1

0.85,0.15

0.5584
0.019488

0.2944
0.018879
0.5496

0.1472
0.018879
0.5496

Moss coefficient 0.65
[homogeneous flow

(loss coefficient 5.20
.'homogeneous flow

[loss coefficient 1.00
[homogeneous flow

Istart guess of flow

!2 nodes

!1 node
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END EXIT
END REGION CHANNEL

END TYPE

Appendix 1 4Siemens ATRIUM™12 fuel for
SWR1000, swratriumU

SWRI000 Siemens ATRJUM12 fuel

All lengths corresponds to multipla of a single nodelength where
a single node has the length 0.10 m. This length correspnds to
the active part (2.80 m) divided into 28 nodes. The total length
of the assembly is 35 nodes or 3.50 m.
The internal bypass have loss coefficients identical to those of
inlet and exit pats of the active region.

by Peter Metz

TYPE swr_atriuml2

REGION ACTIVE
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH 2.80
FLOW AREA 0.013115
WETTED PERIMETER 4.8727

END DIMENSIONS
RODS
NUMBER 128
OUTER DIAMETER 0.01050

END RODS
INLET

FLOW AREA 0.013115
WETTED PERIMETER 4.8727
LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,5.20
LOSS MULTIPLIER I

END INLET
EXIT

FLOW AREA 0.013115
WETTED PERIMETER 4.8727
LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,1.00
LOSS MULTIPLIER I

END EXIT
SPACERS

POSITIONS 1.0,1.7,2.4
LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,0.65
LOSS MULTIPLIER 1

END SPACERS
END REGION ACTIVE

*

REGION INT_BYPASS
DIMENSIONS

FLOW AREA 0.002299
WETTED PERIMETER 0.1918

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

FLOW AREA 0.002299
WETTED PERIMETER 0.1918
LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,5.20
LOSS MULTIPLIER 1

END INLET
EXIT

FLOW AREA 0.002299
WETTED PERIMETER 0.1918
LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,1.00
LOSS MULTIPLIER 1

END EXIT
END REGION INT BYPASS

!28 nodes

U28 fuelled rods
(cladding outer diameter

tloss coefficient 5.20
'.homogeneous flow

'.loss coefficient 1.00
(homogeneous flow

Iplaced with 0.7 m
'.loss coefficient 0.65
Ihomogeneous flow

Moss coefficient 5.20
Ihomogeneous flow

Moss coefficient 1.00
Ihomogeneous flow
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REGION CHANNEL
START GUESS

GUESS
END START GUESS
DIMENSIONS

OUTER PERIMETER
OUTER AREA

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END INLET
EXIT

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END EXIT
END REGION CHANNEL

*

END TYPE

0.85,0.15

0.6596
0.027192

0.30
0.025568
0.6396

0.40
0.025568
0.6396

Istart guess of flow

!3 nodes

!4 nodes

Appendix 1 5General Electric GE8 fuel for SBWR,
sbwr_ge8

General Electric GE8 fuel for SBWR

With a node length of 9.1433elO-2 m the active region is 30 nodes
(2.743 m) with a channel inlet region of 1 node and a channel
exit region of 2 nodes assumed lengths. All local losses have
been assumed these of the ABB SVEA64 assembly.

• by Peter Metz

TYPE
•
REGION ACTIVE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
RODS
NUMBER
OUTER DIAMETER

END RODS
SPACERS

POSITIONS
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SPACERS
END REGION ACTIVE

REGION CHANNEL
DIMENSIONS
OUTER PERIMETER
OUTER AREA

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
EXIT

LENGTH

sbwr_ge8

2.743
0.9637e-2
2.9174

62
0.0123

0.640,1.188
6,0,1,0.65
1

0.5400
1.8225e-2

9.1433e-2
1.7004e-2
0.5216
6,0,1,5.2
1

18.2867e-2

!30 nodes

'.fuelled rods
!cladding outer diameter

,1.737,2.286
Moss coefficient 0.65
! homogeneous flow

! 1 nodes

lloss coefficient 5.2
[homogeneous flow

!2 node
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FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
END REGION CHANNEL

*

END TYPE

I.7004e-2
0.5216
6,0,1,1.0
1

! loss coefficient 1.0
Ihomogeneous flow

Appendix 1 ^General Electric GE8 fuel for ESBWR,
esbwr_ge8

General Electric GE8 fuel for ESBWR

With a node length of 9.1433elO-2 m the active region is 30 nodes
(2.743 m) with a channel inlet region of 1 node and a channel
exit region of 2 nodes assumed lengths. All local losses have
been assumed these of the ABB SVEA64 assembly.

* by Peter Metz

TYPE
*

REGION ACTIVE
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
RODS
NUMBER
OUTER DIAMETER

END RODS
SPACERS

POSITIONS
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SPACERS
END REGION ACTIVE

4

REGION CHANNEL
DIMENSIONS
OUTER PERIMETER
OUTER AREA

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
EXIT

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
END REGION CHANNEL

•

END TYPE

esbwr_ge8

2.743
0.9637e-2
2.9174

62
0.0123

0.640,1.188,1
6,0,1,0.65
1

0.5400
1.8225e-2

9.I433e-2
1.7004e-2
0.5216
6,0,1,5.2
1

18.2867e-2
I.7004e-2
0.5216
6,0,1,1.0
1

!30 nodes

Ifuelled rods
! cladding outer diameter

.737,2.286
lloss coefficient 0.65
Ihomogeneous flow

!1 nodes

lloss coefficient 5.2
Ihomogeneous flow

!2 node

lloss coefficient 1.0
Ihomogeneous flow
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Appendix 2 Contents of cores library,
cores, lib

The contents of the cores library, cores.lib, is specified under this appendix.

Appendix 2 1 Cores library syntax 2-1
Appendix 2 2 ABB Atom Ringhalsl core, ringhalsl_core 2-2
Appendix 2 3 Siemens SWR1000 core, swr_core 2-4
Appendix 2 4 General Electric SBWR core, sbwrcore 2-5
Appendix 2 5 General Electric ESBWR core, esbwr_core 2-8

Appendix 2 ICores library syntax

CORES LIBRARY

Syntax:
All units are in SI.
All characters beyond coloumn 170 are ignored.
Fields must consist of upper case letters only.
The fields may be placed in arbitrary order unless else is stated.
The field iolist must be located in the same line as the field.
Blanks and tabs are ignored except in fields and iolists.
"*" in coloumn 1 designates a comment line.
"!" initiates a comment.
Q : optional.
{} : user defined.
Typename must consist of a letter and up to 31 letters or numbers.
Channel length for all the channels and the bypass must be identical.
The channels are numbered from left to right and downwards where

the first channel have number I.
The controlrods are numbered from left to right and downwards where

the first rod have number 1.
The path numbers in the fields EXT_BYPASS and RISER must be numbered

from 1 and up.
NOTE on field PATHS in RISER and EXT_BYPASS : if a riser is present each

riser path must be fed from a set of bypass paths all of which do
NOT extend into any other riser path.

TYPE {core typename}

ALLOCATE (must preceede all other fields!)
CHANNELS {channels}
BYPASSES {external bypass flow paths)
[RISERS {riser flow paths}]

END ALLOCATE

REGION EXT BYPASS
[START GUESS (must be present if GUESS in DEFINE PATHS and GUESS MAP is

present)
GUESS {channels_flow fraction,bypasses_flow fraction (sum= I.)}

END START GUESS]
DEFINE PATHS (guess is start value of fraction of total flow(default is areaweighted).

{path_l base_area base_pw ch_x[-ch_y] [,ch_z[-ch_t]...] ['GUESS='guess] }

END DEFINE PATHS
[INLET

[LENGTH {inlet length; must equal lower tieplate length} ]
[LOSS COEFFICIENT {iolist}
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LOSS MULTIPLIER
END INLET]

{iolist}]

[EXIT (note : no length allowed)
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT]
END REGION EXT.BYPASS

[LOWER TIEPLATE
[LENGTH
BASE LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER
LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS

{iolist}
{iolist}

{lower tieplate length}]
{iolist}
{iolist}

{channel x[-channel_y] [.channel z[-channel t]...]
{

factorj}
factor_2}

END LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS
END LOWER TIEPLATE]

CONTROL RODS
NUMBER {total number}
LENGTH {CR extension into ext. bypass excl. inlet loss}
WETTED PERIMETER {wetted perimeter of a blade}
AREA {area of a single blade}
CHANNEL ASSIGN (must not preceede NUMBER)

{CRl[-CRx] channel_l,..,channel_4 [channel_xl,...,channel_x4...] }
{ - }

END CHANNEL ASSIGN
END CONTROL RODS

[RISER
DEFINE PATHS

{path_l area pw byp_x[-byp_y] [,byp_z[-byp_t]...] }
{ ... }

END DEFINE PATHS
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH {length of the riser}

END DIMENSIONS
[INLET

LOSS COEFFICIENT {iolist}
LOSS MULTIPLIER {iolist}

END INLET]
[EXIT
LOSS COEFFICIENT {iolist}
LOSS MULTIPLIER {iolist}

END EXIT]
END RISER]

END TYPE

where iolist = model [.parameter...]
(two consecutive',' signals default value usage)
NOTE : in feld DEFINE PATHS base_area designate the basis area of the path when all channels

and control rodsare ignored as do base_pwin the case of the wetted perimeter of the path.

Appendix 2 2ABB Atom Ringhalsl core,
ringh alsl_ core

Ringhals 1 BWR benchmark

648 assemblies
157 control rods

The loss coefficient factors in the lower tieplate corresponds to
SVEA64 fuel. In the case of 8x8 fuel a part of the loss have been
lumped into the channel inlet loss. If the 8x8 assembly occurs in
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a position with k=40.0 then the type ringhalsl_8x8_ol should be
used and if k=63.4 ringhalsl_8x8_o2 and if k=92.9 ringhalsl_8x8_o3

by Peter Metz

TYPE

ALLOCATE
CHANNELS
BYPASSES
RISERS

END ALLOCATE

ringhalsl_core

648
1
1

REGION EXT_BYPASS
START GUESS

GUESS 0.8,0.2
END START GUESS
DEFINE PATHS

1 19.4782 15.6451 1-648 GUESS=1.0
END DEFINE PATHS
INLET
LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,50.0
LOSS MULTIPLIER 1

END INLET
END REGION EXT BYPASS

finitial value
Ihomogeneous flow

LOWER TIEPLATE
LENGTH 0
BASE LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,1.0
LOSS MULTIPLIER 1 .'homogeneous flow
LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS

' type 3
19-24,33-40,47-60,65-80,85-102,107-126,131-152,157-178,183-204 40.0
209-232,237-262,267-292,297-322,327-352,357-382,387-412,417-440 40.0
445-466,471 -492,497-518,523-542,547-564,569-584,589-602 40.0
609-616,625-630 40.0
* type 2
8-13,18,25,30-32,41-43,46,61,64,81,84,103,106,127,130,153,156,179,182 63.4
205,208,233,236,263,266,293,296,323,326,353,356,383,386,413,416 63.4
441,444,467,470,493,496,519,522,543,546,565,568,585,588,603 63.4
606-608,617-619,624,631,636-641 63.4
• t y p e l
1-7,14-17,26-29,44-45,62-63,82-83,104-105,128-129,154-155,180-181 92.9
206-207,234-235,264-265,294-295,324-325,354-355,384-385,414-415 92.9
442-443,468-469,494-495,520-521,544-545,566-567,586-587,604-605 92.9
620-623,632-635,642-648 92.9

END LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS
END LOWER TIEPLATE

CONTROL RODS
NUMBER
LENGTH
WETTED PERJMETER
AREA
CHANNEL ASSIGN

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81-85

1,2,8,9
19,20,34,35
45,46,64,65
55,56,74,75
85,86,108,109
95,96,118,119
129,130,155,156
139,140,165,166
149,150,175,176
185,186,212,213
195,196,222,223
205,206,232,233
243,244,273,274
253,254,283,284
263,264,293,294
303,304,333,334
313,314,343,344

157
3.945
1.120
0.00336

3,4,10,11
21,22,36,37
47,48,66,67
57,58,76,77
87,88,110,111
97,98,120,121
131,132,158,159
141,142,167,168
151,152,177,178
187,188,214,215
197,198,224,225
235,236,265,266
245,246,275,276
255,256,285,286
295,296,325,326
305,306,335,336
315,316,345,346

!t=6mm,w=280mm

5,6,12,13
23,24,38,39
49,50,68,69
59,60,78,79
89,90,112,113
99,100,122,123
133,134,159,160
143,144,169,170
153,154,179,180
189,190,216,217
199,200,226,227
237,238,267,268
247,248,277,278
257,258,287,288
297,298,327,328
307,308,337,338
317,318,347,348

15,16,30,31
25,26,40,41
51,52,70,71
61,62,80,81
91,92,114,115
101,102,124,125
135,136,161,162
145,146,171,172
181,182,208,209
191,192,218,219
201,202,228,229
239,240,269,270
249,250,279,280
259,260,289,290
299,300,329,330
309,310,339,340
319,320,349,350

17,18,32,33
27,28,42,43
53,54,72,73
83,84,106,107
93,94,116,117
103,104,126,127
137,138,163,164
147,148,173,174
183,184,210,211
193,194,220,221
203,204,230,231
241,242,271,272
251,252,281,282
261,262,291,292
01,302,331,332
311,312,341,342
321,322,351,352
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86-90
91-95
96-100
101-105
106-110
111-115
116-120
121-125
126-130
131-135
136-140
141-145
146-150
151-155
156-157

323,324,353,354
363,364,393,394
373,374,403,404
383,384,413,414
424,425,451,452
434,435,461,462
471,472,497,498
481,482,507,508
491,492,517,518
528,529,551,552
538,539,561,562
572,573,591,592
582,583,601,602
612,613,627,628
638,639,645,646

355,356,385,386
365,366,395,396
375,376,405,406
416,417,443,444
426,427,453,454
436,437,463,464
473,474,499,500
483,484,509,510
483,484,519,520
530,531,553,554
540,541,563,564
574,575,593,594
584,585,603,604
614,615,629,630
640,641,647,648

END CHANNEL ASSIGN
END CONTROL RODS

RISER
DEFINE PATHS

1 19.4782 15.6451 1
END DEFINE PATHS
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
END DIMENSIONS

END RISER

357,358,387,388
367,368,397,398
377,378,407,408
418,419,445,446
428,429,455,456
438,439,465,466
475,476,501,502
485,486,511,512
522,523,545,546
532,533,555,556
542,543,565,566
576,577,595,596
606,607,621,622
616,617,631,632

359,360,389,390
369,370,399,400
379,380,409,410
420,421,447,448
430,431,457,458
440,441,467,468
477,478,503,504
.487,488,513,514
524,525,547,548
534,535,557,558
568,569,587,588
578,579,597,598
608,609,623,624
618,619,633,634

361,362,391,392
371,372,401,402
381,382,411,412
422,423,449,450
432,433,459,460
469,470,495,496
479,480,505,506
489,490,515,516
526,527,549,550
536,537,559,560
570,571,589,590
580,581,599,600
610,611,625,626
636,637,643,644

0.7965

END TYPE

Appendix 2 3Siemens SWR1000 core, swrcore

SWR1000 benchmark

648 assemblies
157 control rods

by Peter Metz

TYPE swr core

ALLOCATE
CHANNELS
BYPASSES
RISERS

END ALLOCATE

REGION EXT_BYPASS
START GUESS

GUESS
END START GUESS
DEFINE PATHS

I 24.806 17.656
END DEFINE PATHS
INLET

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
END REGION EXT BYPASS

648
1
1

0.8,0.2

1-648 GUESS=1.0

6,0,1,50.0
1

{initial value
[homogeneous flow

LOWER TIEPLATE
LENGTH 0
BASE LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,1.0
LOSS MULTIPLIER 2 (separated How
LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS

•type 3
19-24,33-40,47-60,65-80,85-102,107-126,131-152,157-178,183-204 10.0
209-232,237-262,267-292,297-322,327-352,357-382,387-412,417-440 10.0
445-466,471 -492,497-518,523-542,547-564,569-584,589-602 10.0
609-616,625-630 10.0
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•type 2
8-13,18,25,30-32,41-43,46,61,64,81,84,103,106,127,130,153,156,179,182 20.0
205,208,233,236,263,266,293,296,323,326,353,356,383,386,413,416 20.0
441,444,467,470,493,496,519,522,543,546,565,568,585,588,603 20.0
606-608,617-619,624,631,636-641 20.0
• type 1
1-7,14-17,26-29,44-45,62-63,82-83,104-105,128-129,154-155,180-181 30.0
206-207,234-235,264-265,294-295,324-325,354-355,384-385,414-415 30.0
442-443,468-469,494-495,520-521,544-545,566-567,586-587,604-605 30.0
620-623,632-635,642-648 30.0

END LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS
END LOWER T1EPLATE

CONTROL RODS
NUMBER
LENGTH
WETTED PERIMETER
AREA
CHANNEL ASSIGN

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81-85
86-90
91-95
96-100
101-105
106-110
111-115
116-120
121-125
126-130
131-135
136-140
141-145
146-150
151-155
156-157

1,2,8,9
19,20,34,35
45,46,64,65
55,56,74,75
85,86,108,109
95,96,118,119
129,130,155,156
139,140,165,166
149,150,175,176
185,186,212,213
195,196,222,223
205,206,232,233
243,244,273,274
253,254,283,284
263,264,293,294
303,304,333,334
313,314,343,344
323,324,353,354
363,364,393,394
373,374,403,404
383,384,413,414
424,425,451,452
434,435,461,462
471,472,497,498
481,482,507,508
491,492,517,518
528,529,551,552
538,539,561,562
572,573,591,592
582,583,601,602
612,613,627,628
638,639,645,646

157
3.10
1.304
0.00652

3,4,10,11
21,22,36,37
47,48,66,67
57,58,76,77
87,88,110,111
97,98,120,121
131,132,158,159
141,142,167,168
151,152,177,178
187,188,214,215
197,198,224,225
235,236,265,266
245,246,275,276
255,256,285,286
295,296,325,326
305,306,335,336
315,316,345,346
355,356,385,386
365,366,395,396
375,376,405,406
416,417,443,444
426,427,453,454
436,437,463,464
473,474,499,500
483,484,509,510
483,484,519,520
530,531,553,554
540,541,563,564
574,575,593,594
584,585,603,604
614,615,629,630
640,641,647,648

!t=I0mm,w=326mm

END CHANNEL ASSIGN
END CONTROL RODS

*
RISER

DEFINE PATHS
1 24.81 17.66 1

END DEFINE PATHS
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
END DIMENSIONS

END RISER

5,6,12,13
23,24,38,39
49,50,68,69
59,60,78,79
89,90,112,113
99,100,122,123
133,134,159,160
143,144,169,170
153,154,179,180
189,190,216,217
199,200,226,227
237,238,267,268
247,248,277,278
257,258,287,288
297,298,327,328
307,308,337,338
317,318,347,348
357,358,387,388
367,368,397,398
377,378,407,408
418,419,445,446
428,429,455,456
438,439,465,466
475,476,501,502
485,486,511,512
522,523,545,546
532,533,555,556
542,543,565,566
576,577,595,596
606,607,621,622
616,617,631,632

15,16,30,31
25,26,40,41
51,52,70,71
61,62,80,81
91,92,114,115
101,102,124,125
135,136,161,162
145,146,171,172
181,182,208,209
191,192,218,219
201,202,228,229
239,240,269,270
249,250,279,280
259,260,289,290
299,300,329,330
309,310,339,340
319,320,349,350
359,360,389,390
369,370,399,400
379,380,409,410
420,421,447,448
430,431,457,458
440,441,467,468
477,478,503,504
487,488,513,514
524,525,547,548
534,535,557,558
568,569,587,588
578,579,597,598
608,609,623,624
618,619,633,634

17,18,32,33
27,28,42,43
53,54,72,73
83,84,106,107
93,94,116,117
103,104,126,127
137,138,163,164
147,148,173,174
183,184,210,211
193,194,220,221
203,204,230,231
241,242,271,272
251,252,281,282
261,262,291,292
301,302,331,332
311,312,341,342
321,322,351,352
361,362,391,392
371,372,401,402
381,382,411,412
422,423,449,450
432,433,459,460
469,470,495,496
479,480,505,506
489,490,515,516
526,527,549,550
536,537,559,560
570,571,589,590
580,581,599,600
610,611,625,626
636,637,643,644

6.0

END TYPE

Appendix 2 4General Electric SBWR core,
sbwr core
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GE SBWR core

732 assemblies
177 control rods

by Peter Metz

TYPE

ALLOCATE
CHANNELS
BYPASSES
RISERS

END ALLOCATE

REGION EXT_BYPASS
START GUESS
GUESS

END START GUESS
DEFINE PATHS

sbwr core

732
25
25

0.8,0.1

1 0.278025 0.76
2 0.586875 1.01
3 0.995100 0.93
4 0.586875 1.01
5 0.278025 0.76
6 0.586875 1.01
7 0.864900 0.00
8 0.864900 0.00
9 0.864900 0.00
10 0.586875 1.01
11 0.995100 0.93
12 0.864900 0.00
13 0.864900 0.00
14 0.864900 0.00
15 0.995100 0.93
16 0.586875 1.01
17 0.864900 0.00
18 0.864900 0.00
19 0.864900 0.00
20 0.586875 1.01
21 0.278025 0.76
22 0.586875 1.01
23 0.995100 0.93
24 0.586875 1.01
25 0.278025 0.76

END DEFINE PATHS
INLET

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
END REGION EXT BYPASS

43,63-64,85-87
1-2,11-14,25-30,44-49,65-70,88-93
3-8,15-20,31 -36,50-55,71 -76,94-99
9-10,21-24,37-42,56-61,77-82,100-105
62,83-84,106-108
109-112,135-138,161-165,189-193,217-222,247-252
113-118,139-144,166-171,194-199,223-228,253-358
119-124,145-150,172-177,200-205,229-234,259-264
125-130,151-156,178-183,206-211,235-240,265-270
131-134,157-160,184-188,212-216,241-246,271-276
277-282,307-312,337-342,367-372,397-402,427-432
283-288,313-318,343-348,373-378,403-408,433-438
289-294,319-324,349-354,379-384,409-414,439-444
295-300,325-330,355-360,385-390,415-420,445-450
301-306,331-336,361-366,391-396,421-426,451-456
457-462,487-492,517-521,545-549,573-576,599-602
463-468,493-498,522-527,550-555,577-582,603-608
469-474,499-504,528-533,556-561,583-588,609-614
475-480,505-510,534-539,562-567,589-594,615-620
481 -486,511-516,540-544,568-572,595-598,621 -624
625-627,649-650,671
628-633,651-656,672-677,691-696,709-712,723-724
634-639,657-662,678-683,697-702,713-718,725-730
640-645,663-668,684-689,703-708,719-722,731-732
646-648,669-670,690

6,0,1,50.0
1

'initial value
Ihomogeneous flow

LOWER TIEPLATE
LENGTH 0
BASE LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,1.0
LOSS MULTIPLIER 1 Ihomogeneous flow
LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS

•type I
1-29,38-46,59-65,82-87,106-111,132-136,159-163,186-190,215-219,244-248
275-278,305-308,335-338,365-368,395-398,425-428,455-458,485-489,514-518
543-547,570-574,597-601,622-627,646-651,668-674,687-695,704-732
•type 2
30-37,47,58,66-81,88-91,102-105,112-114,129-131,137-139,156-158,164-165
184-185,191-193,212-214,220-221,242-243,249-251,272-274,279-281,302-304
309-311,332-334,339-341,362-364,369-371,392-394,399^01,422-424,429^31
452-454,459-461,482-484,490^»91,512-513,519-521,540-542,548-549,568-569
575-577,594-596,602-604,619-621,628-631,642-645,652-667,675-686,696-703
•type 3
92-101,115-128,140-155,166-183,194-198,207-211,222-226,237-241,252-255
268-271,282-285,298-301,312-315,328-331,342-345,358-361,372-375,388-391
402^05,418-421,432-435,448-451,462-465,478-481,492-496,507-511,522-526
535-539,550-567,578-593,605-618,632-641

GUESS=1
GUESS=8
GUESS=12
GUESS=8
GUESS=I
GUESS=8
GUESS=16
GUESS=16
GUESS=16
GUESS=8
GUESS=12
GUESS=16
GUESS=20
GUESS=16
GUESS=12
GUESS=8
GUESS=16
GUESS=16
GUESS=16
GUESS=8
GUESS=1
GUESS=8
GUESS=12
GUESS=8
GUESS=I

40.0
40.0
40.0

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0

20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
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* type 4
199-206,227-236,256-267,286-297,316-327,346-357,376-387,406-417,436-447
466-477,497-506,527-534

END LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS
END LOWER TIEPLATE

10.0
10.0

CONTROL RODS
NUMBER
LENGTH
WETTED PERIMETER
AREA
CHANNEL ASSIGN

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81-85
86-90
91-95
96-100
101-105
106-110
111-115
116-120
121-125
126-130
131-135
136-140
141-145
146-150
151-155
156-160
161-165
166-170
171-175
176-177

1,2,13,14
25,26,44,45
35,36,54,55
65,66,88,89
75,76,98,99
109,110,135,136
119,120,145,146
129,130,155,156
166,167,194,195
176,177,204,205
186,187,214,215
225,226,255,256
235,236,265,266
245,246,275,276
285,286,315,316
295,296,325,326
305,306,335,336
345,346,375,376
355,356,385,386
365,366,395,396
405,406,435,436
415,416,445,446
425,426,455,456
464,465,495,496
474,475,505,506
484,485,515,516
526,527,554,555
536,537,564,565
575,576,601,602
585,586,611,612
595,596,621,622
632,633,655,656
642,643,665,666
676,677,695,696
686,687,705,706
717,718,729,730

RISER
DEFINE PATHS

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

0.278025
0.586875
0.995100
0.586875
0.278025
0.586875
0.864900
0.864900
0.864900
0.586875
0.995100
0.864900
0.864900
0.864900
0.995100
0.586875
0.864900
0.864900
0.864900

1.81
3.37
3.65
3.37
1.81
3.37
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.37
3.65
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.65
3.37
3.72
3.72
3.72

177
2.926
1.120
0.00336

!t=10mm,w=326mm

3,4,15,16
27,28,46,47
37,38,56,57
67,68,90,91
77,78,100,101
111,112,137,138
121,122,147,148
131,132,157,158
168,169,196,197
178,179,206,207
217,218,247,248
227,228,257,258
237,238,267,268
277,278,307,308
287,288,317,318
297,298,327,328
337,338,367,368
347,348,377,378
357,358,387,388
397,398,427,428
407,408,437,438
417,418,447,448
457,458,487,488
466,467,497,498
476,477,507,508
518,519,546,547
528,529,556,557
538,539,566,567
577,578,603,604
587,588,613,614
597,598,623,624
634,635,657,658
644,645,667,668
678,679,697,698
688,689,707,708
719,720,731,732

END CHANNEL ASSIGN
END CONTROL RODS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

5,6,17,18
29,30,48,49
39,40,58,59
69,70,92,93
79,80,102,103
113,114,139,140
123,124,149,150
133,134,159,160
170,171,198,199
180,181,208,209
219,220,249,250
229,230,259,260
239,240,269,270
279,280,309,310
289,290,319,320
299,300,329,330
339,340,369,370
349,350,379,380
359,360,389,390
399,400,429,430
409,410,439,440
419,420,449,450
459,460,489,490
468,469,499,500
478,479,509,510
520,521,548,549
530,531,558,559
540,541,568,569
579,580,605,606
589,590,615,616
626,627,649,650
636,637,659,660
646,647,669,670
680,681,699,700
711,712,723,724

7,8,19,20
31,32,50,51
41,42,60,61
71,72,94,95
81,82,104,105
115,116,141,142
125,126,151,152
162,163,190,191
172,173,200,201
182,183,210,211
221,222,251,252
231,232,261,262
241,242,271,272
281,282,311,312
291,292,321,322
301,302,331,332
341,342,371,372
351,352,381,382
361,362,391,392
401,402,431,432
411,412,441,442
421,422,451,452
461,462,491,492
470,471,501,502
480,481,511,512
522,523,550,551
532,533,560,561
542,543,570,571
581,582,607,608
591,592,617,618
628,629,651,652
638,639,661,662
672,673,691,692
682,683,701,702
713,714,725,726

9,10,21,22
33,34,52,53
63,64,86,87
73,74,96,97
83,84,106,107
117,118,143,144
127,128,153,154
164,165,192,193
174,175,202,203
184,185,212,213
223,224,253,254
233,234,263,264
243,244,273,274
283,284,313,314
293,294,323,324
303,304,333,334
343,344,373,374
353,354,383,384
363,364,393,394
403,404,433,434
413,414,443,444
423,424,453,454
462,463,493,494
472,473,503,504
482,483,513,514
524,525,552,553
534,535,562,563
573,574,599,600
583,584,609,610
593,594,619,620
630,631,653,654
640,641,663,664
674,675,693,694
684,685,703,704
715,716,727,728
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20 0.586875
21 0.278025
22 0.586875
23 0.995100
24 0.586875
25 0.278025

3.37
1.81
3.37
3.65
3.37
1.81

END DEFINE PATHS
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
END DIMENSIONS

END RISER
*

END TYPE

20
21
22
23
24
25

9.42

Appendix 2 5General Electric ESBWR core,
esbwrcore
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * #

' GE ESBWR core

* 1132 assemblies
• 269 control rods

**************

• by Peter Metz

TYPE

ALLOCATE
CHANNELS
BYPASSES
RISERS

END ALLOCATE

REGION EXT_BYPASS
START GUESS

GUESS
END START GUESS
DEFINE PATHS

1 0.4938 1.05
2 0.6278 0.94
3 0.4938 1.05
4 0.9125 1.68
5 0.8649 0.00
6 0.8649 0.00
7 0.8649 0.00
8 0.9125 1.68
9 0.4938 1.05
10 0.8649 0.00
11 0.8649 0.00
12 0.8649 0.00
13 0.8649 0.00
14 0.8649 0.00
15 0.4938 1.05
16 0.6278 0.94
17 0.8649 0.00
18 0.8649 0.00
19 0.8649 0.00
20 0.8649 0.00
21 0.8649 0.00
22 0.6278 0.94
23 0.4938 1.05
24 0.8649 0.00
25 0.8649 0.00
26 0.8649 0.00
27 0.8649 0.00
28 0.8649 0.00
29 0.4938 1.05
30 0.9125 1.68
31 0.8649 0.00

esbvvr core

1132
37
37

0.8,0.1

1-2,11-14,25-30,45-50 GUESS= 1
3-8,15-20,31-36,51-56 GUESS= 1.5
9-10,21-24,37-42,57-62 GUESS= 1
43-44,65-67,89-92,115-119,143-148,173-179,205-211 GUESS=2.5
68-73,93-98,120-125,149-154,180-185,212-217 GUESS= 5
74-79,99-104,126-131,155-160,186-191,218-223 GUESS= 5
80-85,105-110,132-137,161-166,192-197,224-229 GUESS= 5
63-64,86-88,111-114,138-142,167-172,198-204,230-236 GUESS=2.5
237-238,271-272,305-307,341-343,377-380,415-418 GUESS= 1
239-244,273-278,308-313,344-349,381-386,419-429 GUESS= 5
245-250,279-284,314-319,350-355,387-392,425-430 GUESS=7
251 -256,285-290,320-325,356-361,393-398,431 -436 GUESS= 7
257-262,291-296,326-331,362-367,399^04,437-442 GUESS= 7
263-268,297-302,332-338,368-373,405^10,443-448 GUESS= 5
269-270,303-304,338-340,374-376,411-414,449-452 GUESS= 1
453-456,491-494,529-532,567-570,605-608,643-646 GUESS= 1.5
457-462,495-500,533-538,571-576,609-614,647-652 GUESS= 5
463-468,501-506,539-544,577-582,615-620,653-658 GUESS= 7
469-474,507-512,545-550,583-588,621-626,659-664 GUESS= 9
475-480,513-518,551-556,589-594,627-632,665-670 GUESS= 7
481-486,519-524,557-562,595-600,633-638,671-677 GUESS= 5
487-490,525-528,563-566,601-604,639-642,677-680 GUESS= 1.5
681-684,719-722,757-759,793-795,829-830,863-864 GUESS= 1
685-690,726-728,760-765,796-801,831-836,865-870 GUESS= 5
691 -696,729-734,766-771,802-807,837-842,871 -876 GUESS= 7
697-702,735-740,772-777,808-813,843-848,877-882 GUESS= 7
703-708,741-746,778-783,814-819,849-854,883-888 GUESS= 7
709-714,747-7S2,784-789,820-825,855-860,889-894 GUESS= 5
715-718,753-756,790-792,826-828,861-862,895-896 GUESS= 1
897-903,929-935,961-966,991-995,1019-1022,1045-1047,1069-1070 GUESS=2.5
904-909,936-941,967-972,996-1001,1023-1028,1048-1053 GUESS=5
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32
33
34
35
36
37

0.8649 0.00
0.8649 0.00
0.9125 1.68
0.4938 1.05
0.6278 0.94
0.4938 1.05

910-915,942-947,973-978,1002-1007,1029-1034,1054-1059 GUESS= 5
916-921,948-953,979-984,1008-1013,1035-1040,1060-1065 GUESS= 5
922-928,954-960,985-990,1014-1018,1041 -1044,1066-1068,1089-1090GUESS= 2.5
1071-1076,1091-1096,1109-1112,1123-1124
1077-1082,1097-1102,1113-1118,1125-1130
1083-1088,1103-1108,1119-1122,1131-1132

END DEFINE PATHS
INLET

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
END REGION EXT BYPASS

6,0,1,50.0
I

(initial value
(homogeneous flow

LOWER TIEPLATE
LENGTH 0
BASE LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,1.0
LOSS MULTIPLIER 1 (homogeneous flow
LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS

• type I
1-28,3946,61-67,86-91,112-117,140-145,170-175,202-206,235-238,269-272
303-306,339-342,375-378,413416,451454,489492,527-530,565-568,603-606
641 -644,679-682,717-720,755-758,791 -794,827-830,861 -864,895-898,927-931
958-963,988-993,1016-1021,1042-1047,1066-1072,1087-1094,1105-1132
•type 2
29-38,47-60,68-85,92-95,108-111,118-120,137-139,146-148,167-169,176-178
199-201,207-209,232-234,239-241,266-268,273-274,301 -302,307-309,336-338
343-344,373-374,379-381,410412,417419,448450,455457,486488,493495
524-526,531-533,562-564,569-571,600-602,607-609,638-640,645-647,676-678
683-685,714-716,721 -723,752-754,759-760,789-790,795-797,824-826,831 -832
859-860,865-867,892-894,899-901,924-926,932-934,955-957,964-966,985-987
994-996,1013-1015,1022-1025,1038-1041,1048-1065,1073-1086,1095-1104
•type 3
96-107,121 -136,149-166,179-198,210-214,227-231,242-245,262-265,275-278
297-300,310-313,332-335,345-348,369-372,382-385,406409,420423,444447
458461,482485,496499,520-523,534-537,558-561,572-575,596-599,610-613
634-637,648-651,672-675,686-689,710-713,724-727,748-751,761 -764,785-788
798-801,820-823,833-836,855-858,868-871,888-891,902-906,919-923,935-954
967-984,997-1012,1026-1037
* type 4
215-226,246-261,279-296,314-331,349-368,386405,424443,462481,500-519
538-557,576-595,614-633,652-671,690-709,728-747,765-784,802-819,837-854
872-887,907-918

END LOSS COEFFICIENT FACTORS
END LOWER TIEPLATE

CONTROL RODS
NUMBER
LENGTH
WETTED PERIMETER
AREA
CHANNEL ASSIGN

269
2.926
1.120
0.00336

!t=10mm,w=326mm

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
3640
4145
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81-85
86-90
91-95
96-100
101-105

1,2,13,14
25,26,45,46
35,36,55,56
68,69,93,94
78,79,103,104
116,117,145,146
126,127,155,156
136,137,165,166
178,179,210,211
188,189,220,221
198,199,230,231
241,242,275,276
251,252,285,286
261,262,295,296
306,307,342,343
316,317,352,353
326,327,362,363
336,337,372,373
383,384,421,422
393,394,431,432
403,404,441,442

3,4,15,16
27,28,47,48
37,38,57,58
70,71,95,96
80,81,105,106
118,119,147,148
128,129,157,158
138,139,167,168
180,181,212,213
190,191,222,223
200,201,232,233
243,244,277,278
253,254,287,288
263,264,297,298
308,309,344,345
318,319,354,355
328,329,364,365
338,339,374,375
385,386,423,424
395,396,433,434
405,406,443,444

5,6,17,18
29,30,49,50
39,40,59,60
72,73,97,98
82,83,107,108
120,121,149,150
130,131,159,160
140,141,169,170
182,183,214,215
192,193,224,225
202,203,234,235
245,246,279,280
255,256,289,290
265,266,299,300
310,311,346,347
320,321,356,357
330,331,366,367
377,378,415,416
387,388,425,426
397,398,435,436
407,408,445,446

7,8,19,20
31,32,51,52
41,42,61,62
74,75,99,100
84,85,109,110
122,123,151,152
132,133,161,162
174,175,206,207
184,185,216,217
194,195,226,227
237,238,271,272
247,248,281,282
257,258,291,292
267,268,301,302
312,313,348,349
322,323,358,359
332,333,368,369
379,380,417,418
389,390,427,428
399,400,437,438
409,410,447,448

GUESS= 1
GUESS= 1.5
GUESS= 1

40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0

20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0

10.0
10.0
10.0

9,10,21,22
33,34,53,54
66,67,91,92
76,77,101,102
86,87,111,112
124,125,153,154
134,135,163,164
176,177,208,209
186,187,218,219
196,197,228,229
239,240,273,274
249,250,283,284
259,260,293,294
269,270,303,304
314,315,350,351
324,325,360,361
334,335,370,371
381,382,419,420
391,392,429,430
401,402,439,440
411,412,449,450
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106-110 413,414,451,452
111-115 461,462,499,500
116-120 471,472,509,510
121-125 481,482,519,520
126-130 529,530,567,568
131-135 539,540,577,578
136-140 549,550,587,588
141-145 559,560,597,598
146-150 607,608,645,646
151-155 617,618,655,656
156-160 627,628,665,666
161-165 637,638,675,676
166-170 685,686,723,724
171-175 695,696,733,734
176-180 705,706,743,744
181-185 715,716,753,754
186-190 764,765,800,801
191-195 774,775,810,811
196-200 784,785,820,821
201-205 831,832,865,866
206-210 841,842,875,876
211-215 851,852,885,886
216-220 861,862,895,896
221-225 906,907,938,939
226-230 916,917,948,949
231-235 926,927,958,959
236-240 971,972,1000,1001

979,980,1008,1009
241-245 981,982,1010,1011

1021,1022,1046,1047
246-250 1023,1024,1048,1049

1031,1032,1056,1057
251-255 1033,1034,1058,1059

1041,1042,1066,1067
256-260 1071,1072,1091,1092

1079,1080,1099,1100
261-265 1081,1082,1101,1102

1111,1112,1123,1124
266-269 1113,1114,1125,1126

END CHANNEL ASSIGN
END CONTROL RODS

453,454,491,492
463,464,501,502
473,474,511,512
483,484,521,522
531,532,569,570
541,542,579,580
551,552,589,590
561,562,599,600
609,610,647,648
619,620,657,658
629,630,667,668
639,640,677,678
687,688,725,726
697,698,735,736
707,708,745,746
717,718,755,756
766,767,802,803
776,777,812,813
786,787,822,823
833,834,867,868
843,844,877,878
853,854,887,888
898,899,930,931
908,909,940,941
918,919,950,951
963,964,992,993

455,456,493,494
465,466,503,504
475,476,513,514
485,486,523,524
533,534,571,572
543,544,581,582
553,554,591,592
563,564,601,602
611,612,649,650
621,622,659,660
631,632,669,670
641,642,679,680
689,690,727,728
699,700,737,738
709,710,747,748
758,759,794,795
768,769,804,805
778,779,814,815
788,789,824,825
835,836,869,870
845,846,879,880
855,856,889,890
900,901,932,933
910,911,942,943
920,921,952,953
965,966,994,995

457,458,495,496
467,468,505,506
477,478,515,516
487,488,525,526
535,536,573,574
545,546,583,584
555,556,593,594

, 565,566,603,604
613,614,651,652
623,624,661,662
633,634,671,672
681,682,719,720
691,692,729,730
701,702,739,740
711,712,749,750
760,761,796,797
770,771,806,807
780,781,816,817
790,791,826,827
837,838,871,872
847,848,881,882
857,858,891,892
902,903,934,935
912,913,944,945
922,923,954,955
967,968,996,997

459,460,497,498
469,470,507,508
479,480,517,518
489,490,527,528
537,538,575,576
547,548,585,586
557,558,595,596
605,606,643,644
615,616,653,654
625,626,663,664
635,636,673,674
683,684,721,722
693,694,731,732
703,704,741,742
713,714,751,752
762,763,798,799
772,773,808,809
782.783,818,819
829,830,863,864
839,840,873,874
849,850,883,884
859,860,893,894
904,905,936,937
914,915,946,947
924,925,956,957
969,970,998,999

973,974,1002,1003 975,976,1004,1005 977,978,1006,1007

983,984,1012,1013 985,986,1014,1015 987,988,1016,1017

1025,1026,1050,1051 1027,1028,1052,1053 1029,1030,1054,1055

1035,1036,1060,1061 1037,1038,1062,1063 1039,1040,1064,1065

1073,1074,1093,1094 1075,1076,1095,1096 1077,1078,1097,1098

1083,1084,1103,1104 1085,1086,1105,1106 1087,1088,1107,1108

1115,1116,1127,1128 1117,1118,1129,1130 1119,1120,1131,1132

RISER
DEFINE PATHS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

0.4938
0.6278
0.4938
0.9125
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.9125
0.4938
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.4938
0.6278
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.6278
0.4938
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649

2.60
3.81
2.60
4.16
3.72
3.72
3.72
4.16
2.60
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.72
2.60
3.81
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.81
2.60
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.72
3.72

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

I
I

I

0.4938
0.9125
0.8649
0.8649
0.8649
0.9125
0.4938
0.6278
0.4938

2.60
4.16
3.72
3.72
3.72
4.16
2.60
3.81
2.60

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

END DEFINE PATHS
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH

END DIMENSIONS
END RISER

•

END TYPE

10.0
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Appendix 3 Contents of pipes library,
pipes Jib

The contents of the pipes library, pipes, lib, is specified under this appendix.

Appendix 3 1 Pipes library syntax 3-1
Appendix 3 2 ABB Atom Ringhalsl feedwater legs, ringhalsl Jeedlegs 3-2
Appendix 3 3 ABB Atom Ringhalsl downcomer, ringhalsl_downcomer 3-2
Appendix 3 4 ABB Atom Ringhalsl upper pump legs, ringhalsl_pumplegsl3-3
Appendix 3 5 ABB Atom Ringhalsl lower pump legs, ringhalsl_pumplegs23-3
Appendix 3 6 Siemens SWR1000 feedwater legs, swrJeedlegs 3-4
Appendix 3 7 Siemens SWR1000 downcomer, swr_downcomer 3-4
Appendix 3 8 General Electric SBWR feedwater legs, sb-wrJeedlegs 3-4
Appendix 3 9 General Electric SBWR downcomer, sbwr_downcomer 3-5
Appendix 3 10 General Electric ESBWR feedwater legs, esbwr Jeedlegs 3-5
Appendix 3 11 General Electric ESBWR downcomer, esbwr_downcomer 3-5

Appendix 3 lPipes library syntax

PIPES LIBRARY

Syntax :
All units are in SI.
All characters beyond coloumn 170 are ignored.
Fields must consist of upper case letters only.
The fields may be placed in arbitrary order unless else is stated.
The field iolist must be located in the same line as the field.
Blanks and tabs are ignored except in fields and iolists.
"•" in coloumn 1 designates a comment line.
"!" initiates a comment.
[] : optional.
{} : user defined.
Typename must consist of a letter and up to 31 letters or numbers

(must not contain the string 'END').

TYPE {typename}

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
[INLET
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET]
[EXIT

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT]
[INTERNAL LOSSES
LOSSES
PLACE

POSITION
[NEW AREA

{length of the pipe excl. inlet and exit}
{flow area of the pipe at inlet}
{total wetted perimeter of the pipe}

{iolist}
{iolist}

{iolist}
{iolist}

{number of losses; must preceede all PL/

{position of the loss in meters from inlet}
{new area of the pipe after loss}
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NEW WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END PLACE

END INTERNAL LOSSES]

END TYPE

where iolist = model [.parameter...]
(two consecutive ',' signals default value usage)

{new wetted perimeter of the pipe after loss}]
{iolist}
{iolist}

Appendix 3 2ABB Atom Ringhalsl feedwater legs,
ringhals l^feedlegs

Ringhals 1 feedwater legs

There is a total of 4 feedwater legs which have been lumped into
this component with an area and wetted perimeter 4 times that of
a single leg.

TYPE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
*

END TYPE

ringhalsl_feedlegs

30
0.856
6.56

lapproximate value
!4 times a single line
!4 times a single line

Appendix 3 3ABB Atom Ringhalsl downcomer,
ringh alsl_ down comer

* Ringhalsl downcomer
*
* The downcomer has been divided into three regions: inlet, main
* and exit. Feedwater is inserted into node 2.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
INTERNAL LOSSES

LOSSES
PLACE

POSITION
NEW AREA
NEW WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END PLACE
PLACE

POSITION
NEW AREA
NEW WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END PLACE

ringhals I _downcomer

6.24
4.16
17.17

2

0.8
8.32
34.34
6,0,1,0.6
2

5.24
4.16
17.17
6,0,1,0.3
2

Expansion
[separated flow

'contraction
•separated flow
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END INTERNAL LOSSES
*

END TYPE

Appendix 3 4ABB Atom Ringhalsl upper pump
legs, ringhalsl_pumplegsl

* Ringhalsl upper pump legs

* The pipe is composed of the 6 upper pump legs with a 90 degree bend
* and contraction inlet loss and a 90 degree bend loss at 2 m.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
INLET

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET
INTERNAL LOSSES

LOSSES
PLACE

POSITION
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END PLACE
END INTERNAL LOSSES

*

END TYPE

ringhals I_pumplegs 1

10.0
1.224
9.612

6,0,1,0.72
2

1

2
6,0,1,0.24
2

!90 degree bend and contraction
Iseparated flow

!90 degree bend
(separated flow

Appendix 3 5ABB Atom Ringhalsl lower pump
legs, ringhalsl_pumplegs2

• Ringhalsl lower pump legs
•
• The pipe is composed of the 6 lower pump legs with a 45 degree bend
• and contraction exit loss and a 90 degree bend loss at 2 m.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
EXIT
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
INTERNAL LOSSES

LOSSES
PLACE

POSITION
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END PLACE
PLACE

POSITION

ringhalsl_pumplegs2

10.0
1.224
9.612

6,0,1,0.61
2

2

6
6,0,1,0.24
2

8

!45 degree bend and expansion
'separated flow

!90 degree bend
{separated flow
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LOSS COEFFICIENT 6,0,1,0.12 !45 degree bend
LOSS MULTIPLIER 2 Iseparated flow

END PLACE
END INTERNAL LOSSES

END TYPE

Appendix 3 6Siemens SWRIOOO feedwater legs,
swr_feedlegs
*********************************************************************
* SWRIOOO feedwater legs
*
* Assumed dimensions that of the Ringhalsl feedlegs
•••••*••*••*•**••*••*••*•**•*••***••»*#••*••*••••**••*•••*••**•••**••

TYPE swrjeedlegs
*
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 30 (approximate value
FLOW AREA 0.856 !4 times a single line
WETTED PERIMETER 6.56 !4 times a single line

END DIMENSIONS
*
END TYPE

Appendix 3 7Siemens SWRIOOO downcomer,
swr downcomer

• SWRIOOO downcomer

TYPE swr downcomer

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 10.65
FLOW AREA 12.79
WETTED PERIMETER 39.96

END DIMENSIONS

END TYPE

Appendix 3 8General Electric SBWR feedwater
legs, sbwr_feedlegs

' SBWR feedwater legs
*
• Assumed length of 30.0 m

TYPE sbwrjeedlegs

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 30 lapproximate value
FLOW AREA 0.192 !2 times a single line
WETTED PERIMETER 2.20 !2 times a single line

END DIMENSIONS

END TYPE
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Appendix 3 9General Electric SBWR downcomer,
sbwr downcomer

* SBWR downcomer

TYPE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
EXIT

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END EXIT
INTERNAL LOSSES

LOSSES
PLACE

POSITION
NEW AREA
NEW WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END PLACE
END INTERNAL LOSSES

*

END TYPE

sbwr_downcomer

13.96
8.4S
34.62

6,0,1,2.00 lexitloss
1 Ihomogeneous flow

I

9.42
5.54
35.75
6,0,1,0.28 !area change
1 Ihomogeneous flow

Appendix 3 lOGeneral Electric ESBWR feedwater
legs, esbwr^feedlegs

ESBWR feedwater legs

Assumed length of 30.0 m

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
•

END TYPE

esbwrjeedlegs

30
0.392
3.14

!approximate value
!2 times a single line
!2 times a single line

Appendix 3 11 General Electric ESBWR
downcomer, esbwt downcomer

* ESBWR downcomer

TYPE

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER

END DIMENSIONS
EXIT
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

esbwr_downcomer

14.29
10.84
41.31

6,0,1,2.00
1

iexit loss
ihomogeneous flow
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END EXIT
INTERNAL LOSSES

LOSSES
PLACE

POSITION
NEW AREA
NEW WETTED PERIMETER
LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END PLACE
END INTERNAL LOSSES

*

END TYPE

1

10.00
8.22
42.16
6,0,1,0.20
1

larea change
Ihomogeneous flow
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Appendix 4 Contents of plenums
library, plenums, lib

The contents of the plenums library, plenums.lib, is specified under this
appendix.

Appendix 4 1 Plenums library syntax 4-1
Appendix 4 2 ABB Atom Ringhalsl lower plenum, ringhals 1 _plenum 4-2
Appendix 4 3 Siemens SWR1000 lower plenum, swr_plenum 4-2
Appendix 4 4 General Electric SBWR lower plenum, sbwr_plenum 4-2
Appendix 4 5 General Electric ESBWR lower plenum, esbwr_plenum 4-3

Appendix 4 lPlenums library syntax

PLENUMS LIBRARY

Syntax :
All units are in SI.
All characters beyond coloumn 170 are ignored.
Fields must consist of upper case letters only.
The fields may be placed in arbitrary order unless else is stated.
The field iolist must be located in the same line as the field.
Blanks and tabs are ignored except in fields and iolists.
"•" in coloumn 1 designates a comment line.
"!" initiates a comment.
0 : optional.
{} : user defined.
Typename must consist of a letter and up to 31 letters or numbers

(must not contain the string 'END').

TYPE {typename}

* DIMENSIONS
* INLET AREA
• INLET PERIMETER
• EXIT AREA
• EXIT PERIMETER
• HEIGHT
• END DIMENSIONS

• [INLET
• LOSS COEFFICIENT
• LOSS MULTIPLIER
• END INLET]

* [EXIT
• LOSS COEFFICIENT
• LOSS MULTIPLIER
• END EXIT]

•ENDTYPE

{inlet area}
{inlet wetted perimeter}
{exit area}
{exit wetted perimeter}
{exit loss level minus inlet loss level}

{iolist}
{iolist}

{iolist}
{iolist}

* where iolist = model [.parameter...]
• (two consecutive ',' signals default value usage)
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Appendix 4 2ABB Atom Ringhalsl lower plenum,
ringhalsljplenum
*********************************************************************
* Ringhalsl lower plenum
*
• The lower plenum must conform with the recirculation pumps wh'ch
• have an hight of zero. Thus the plenum height must equal the
* distance between the dDC exit level and the core inlet level.
*********************************************************************
TYPE ringhalsl_plenum

DIMENSIONS
INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
EXIT AREA
EXIT PERIMETER
HEIGHT

END DIMENSIONS
*
END TYPE

19.5
15.6
19.5
15.6
1.0459

Appendix 4 3Siemens SWR1000 lower plenum,
swr_plenum

* SWR1000 lower plenum

* The plenum height must equal the distance between the dDC exit
* level and the core inlet level.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
EXIT AREA
EXIT PERIMETER
HEIGHT

END DIMENSIONS
*

END TYPE

swr_plenum

19.5
15.6
19.5
15.6
1.15

Appendix 4 4General Electric SBWR lower
plenum, sbwr_plenum

* SBWR lower plenum
*
* The plenum height must equal the distance between the DC exit
* level and the core inlet level.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
EXIT AREA
EXIT PERIMETER
HEIGHT

END DIMENSIONS
*

END TYPE

sbwr_plenum

17.57
14.86
17.57
14.86
1.5183
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Appendix 4 5General Electric ESBWR lower
plenum, esbwrjplenum

ESBWR lower plenum

The plenum height must equal the distance between the DC exit
level and the core inlet level.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
EXIT AREA
EXIT PERIMETER
HEIGHT

END DIMENSIONS
*

END TYPE

esbwr_plenum

28.27
18.85
28.27
18.85
1.2727
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Appendix 5 Contents of separators
library, separats.lib

The contents of the separators library, separats.lib, is specified under this
appendix.

Appendix 5 1 Separators library syntax 5-1
Appendix 5 2 ABB Atom Ringhalsl separators, ringhalsl separators 5-2
Appendix 5 3 Siemens SWR1000 separators, swr_separators 5-2
Appendix 5 4 General Electric SBWR separators, sbwr_separators 5-2
Appendix 5 5 General Electric ESBWR separators, esbwr_separators 5-3

Appendix 5 lSeparators library syntax

SEPARATORS LIBRARY

Syntax:
All units are in SI.
All characters beyond coloumn 170 are ignored.
Fields must consist of upper case letters only.
The fields may be placed in arbitrary order unless else is stated.
The field iolist must be located in the same line as the field.
Blanks and tabs are ignored except in fields and iolists.
"*" in coloumn 1 designates a comment line.
"!" initiates a comment.
[ ] : optional.
{} : user defined.
Typename must consist of a letter and up to 31 letters or numbers

(must not contain the string 'END').

Note : If the separation process only consists of a free surface
only field LEVEL.INLET AREA AND INLET PERIMETER in DIMENSION
may be present.

TYPE

DIMENSIONS
[NUMBER
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
LEVEL

END DIMENSIONS
[INLET

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END INLET]
[SEPARATOR

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SEPARATOR]

END TYPE

{typename}

{number of separators in the array)
{inlet flow area of a single separator }
{inlet wetted perimeter " }]
{total inlet area (normally riser)}
{total inlet wetted perimeter (part, neglected)}
{distance from surface to downcomer inlet}

{iolist}
{iolist}

{iolist}
{iolist}

where iolist = model [.parameter...]
(two consecutive',' signals default value usage)
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Appendix 5 2ABB Atom Ringhalsl separators,
ringhalsl separators

* Ringhals 1 BWR steamseparators

* The level is approximated with 1.0 m since no value was given
* in the refs. The length of the separators is 1.92 m.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS
NUMBER
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
LEVEL

END DIMENSIONS
SEPARATOR

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SEPARATOR
*

END TYPE

ringhals l_separators

121
4.50e-2
0.18
19.4782
15.6451
1.0

6,0,1,28.0
1

Iriser value
!riser value
[approximated value

lloss factor 28.0
(homogeneous flow

Appendix 5 3Siemens SWRIOOO separators,
swr separators

SWR1000 steamseparators

The level is approximated with 1.0 m since no value was given
in the refs. Wetted perimeter and area corresponds to a stand-
pipe diameter of 0.2 m.

TYPE

DIMENSIONS
NUMBER
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
LEVEL

END DIMENSIONS
SEPARATOR

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SEPARATOR
*

END TYPE

swr_separators

241
3.14e-2
0.63
24.81
17.66
1.0

6,0,1,20.0
1

Iriser value
friser value
[approximated value

lloss factor 20.0
I homogeneous flow

Appendix 5 4General Electric SBWR separators,
sbwr_separators

• SBWR steamseparators
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The level is approximated with 2.0 m since no value was given
in the refs. Wetted perimeter and area corresponds to a stand-
pipe diameter of 0.2 m.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS

NUMBER
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
LEVEL

END DIMENSIONS
SEPARATOR

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SEPARATOR
*

END TYPE

sbwr_separators

211
3.14c-2
0.63
17.57
14.86
2.0

6,0,1,20.0
1

lunpartitioned riser value
lunpartitioned riser value
(approximated value

Moss factor 20.0
! homogeneous flow

Appendix 5 5General Electric ESBWR separators,
esbwrseparators

• ESBWR steamseparators
*
• Wetted perimeter and area corresponds to a stand-
• pipe diameter of 0.2 m.

TYPE
*
DIMENSIONS
NUMBER
FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
INLET AREA
INLET PERIMETER
LEVEL

END DIMENSIONS
SEPARATOR

LOSS COEFFICIENT
LOSS MULTIPLIER

END SEPARATOR
•

END TYPE

esb\vr_separators

397
3.14e-2
0.63
28.27
18.85
2.0

6,0,1,20.0
1

lunpartitioned riser value
lunpartitioned riser value

lloss factor 20.0
Ihomogeneous flow
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Appendix 6 Measured and
calculated axial power distributions
in Ringhalsl at BOC14/case9

The V marked line represents core follow results (measured values) while the
unmarked line represents the values calculated by DYNOS. A total of 36
positions is pictured.
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